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C h a p t e r  1  

1 Introduction 

1.1 Why 60 GHz - properties and applications 

Communication technology has revolutionized our way of living over the last century. Since 
Marconi’s transatlantic wireless experiment in 1901, there has been tremendous growth in wire-
less communication evolving from spark-gap telegraphy to today’s mobile phones equipped 
with internet access and multimedia capabilities. The omnipresence of wireless communication 
can be observed in widespread use of cellular telephony, short-range communication through 
wireless local area networks and personal area networks, wireless sensors and many others. 

The frequency spectrum from 1 to 6 GHz accommodates the vast majority of current wireless 
standards and applications. Coupled with the availability of low cost radio frequency (RF) 
components and mature integrated circuit (IC) technologies, rapid expansion and implementa-
tion of these systems is witnessed. The downside of this expansion is the resulting scarcity of 
available bandwidth and allowable transmit powers. In addition, stringent limitations on spec-
trum and energy emissions have been enforced by regulatory bodies to avoid interference  
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Fig. 1.1: Data Rate and distance comparison for different WPAN and WLAN technologies 

between different wireless systems.  

At the same time, driven by customer demands, the last two decades have also experienced 
unprecedented progress in wireless portable devices capable of supporting multi-standard ap-
plications. The allure of “being connected” at anytime anywhere and desire for untethered 
access to information and entertainment “on the go” has set the ever increasing demand for 
higher data rates. As shown in Fig. 1.1, contemporary systems are capable of supporting light 
or moderate levels of wireless data traffic, as in Bluetooth and wireless local area networks 
(WLANs). However, they are unable to deliver data rates comparable to wired standards like 
gigabit Ethernet and high-definition multimedia interface (HDMI)[1]. Furthermore, as pre-
dicted by Edholm’s law [2], the required data rates (and associated bandwidths) have doubled 
every eighteen months over the last decade. This trend is shown in Fig. 1.2 for cellular, wireless 
local area networks and wireless personal area networks for last fifteen years.  

The current standards and applications operating between 1 to 6 GHz have their market for 
long distance communication; however, in order to address the spectrum congestion and data 
rate issues mentioned above, new solutions have to be explored. As stated by Shannon [3],  the 
maximum available capacity of a communication system increases linearly with channel band-
width and logarithmically with the signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the obvious choice is to 
look upwards in the frequency spectrum where more bandwidth could be available.  
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Fig. 1.2: Increasing data rate trend according to Edholm’s law [2] 

An intermediate solution offered was the introduction of ultra-wide band (UWB) in 2002 by 
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). It offers the frequency spectrum from 3.1 
GHz to 10.6 GHz and a minimum required bandwidth of 500 MHz for its applications. Al-
though UWB partially solves the bandwidth issue and can potentially support high data rates, 
there are some limitations hindering its popularity. Firstly, international coordination is difficult 
to achieve among major countries and IEEE standards are not accepted worldwide. Secondly, 
as UWB is an overlay system over the existing 2.4 and 5 GHz unlicensed bands used for al-
ready deployed WLANs, the inter-system interference is a major concern. In order to safeguard 
the existing wireless systems in different regions, local regulatory bodies have defined their own 
requirements for UWB making world-wide harmonization of UWB almost impossible. Fur-
thermore, to avoid interference, the allowed transmit power is low giving rise to reliability con-
cerns. Thirdly, current multi-band orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MB-OFDM) 
based UWB systems can provide data rates uptil 480 Mbps which can only support com-
pressed video. Uncompressed high-definition television (HDTV) can easily require 2 gigabit 
per second or more data rate, which although possible by enhancing MB-OFDM UWB, in-
creases the complexity, cost and power consumption many folds. Lastly, variation of the re-
ceived signal strength over the entire UWB spectrum poses sensitivity problems for the receiv-
er [4;5].  
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The above constraints of interference, transmit power and low data rate motivated the explora-
tion of completely unoccupied frequency band in the millimeter wave (mm-wave) regime and 
60 GHz appeared as one of the promising candidates for the purpose.   

In 2001, spurred by the increasing demand of high data rate applications and limitations of cur-
rent wireless technologies, a 7 GHz contiguous bandwidth was allocated world-wide by the 
FCC. There was an immediate interest, both in academia and industry, to investigate the op-
portunities and possibilities using this large chunk of bandwidth. The fact that this band was 
unlicensed further helped in triggering the research effort. The regional regulatory bodies allo-
cated local frequency bands with slight shift and defined the maximum effective isotropic ra-
diated power (EIRP). Table 1.1 lists these two parameters for different regions. 

Region Frequency band (GHz) Max. EIRP (dBm) 

Europe 59 – 66 57 

Canada/USA 57 – 64 43 

Korea 57 – 64 43 

Japan 59 – 66 57 

Australia 59.4 – 62.9 51.8 

Table 1.1: Regional spectrum allocation and emission power requirements  

The maximum allowed EIRP at 60 GHz is much higher than other existing WLANs and 
WPANs. This is essential to overcome the higher space path loss (according to classic Friis 
formula) and oxygen absorption of 10-15 dB/km as shown in Fig. 1.3 [6]. These two loss me-
chanisms dictate the use of 60 GHz for short range multi-gigabit per second transmission.  The 
attenuation also means that the system provides inherent security, as radiation from one partic-
ular 60 GHz radio link is quickly reduced to a level that does not interfere with other 60 GHz 
links operating in the same vicinity. Furthemore, this reduction enables the ability for more 60 
GHz radio-enabled devices to successfully operate within one location. 

Using the 60 GHz band for high data rate and indoor wireless transmission, a multitude of po-
tential applications can be envisioned. The high definition multimedia interface (HDMI) cable 
could be replaced by a wireless system, transmitting uncompressed video streams from DVD 
players, set-top boxes, PC’s to a TV or monitor. Current wireless HDMI products utilize the 
2.5 and 5 GHz unlicensed spectrum where bandwidth is limited. As a result, these systems im-
plement either lossy or lossless compression, significantly adding component and design cost, 
digital processing complexity and product size. Typical distance between these gadgets is 5 to 
10 meters and this communication can be point-to-point or point-to-multi-point. Depending 
on the resolution and pixels per line, the data rate required can vary from several hundred me-
gabit per second (Mbps) to a few gigabit per second (Gbps). For instance, a typical high defini-
tion television (HDTV) offers a resolution of 1920 x 1080 with a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Assum- 
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Fig. 1.3: Gaseous absorption at 60 GHz [6] 

ing RGB video format with 8 bits per channel per pixel, the required data rate is approximately 
3 Gbps [1]. The future HDTV generation is expected to offer higher refresh rates as well as 
higher number of bits per channel scaling the required data rate beyond 5 Gbps. Therefore, 
transmitting HDTV transmission using 60 GHz remains an attractive test-case in the research 
field. Similarly, video and audio streams from personal digital assistant (PDA), portable media 
player (PMP) and laptops can also be transferred wirelessly to a display device.  

In an office or home environment, 60 GHz radio links can essentially replace the clutter of 
cables of standards like USB, IEEE 1394, gigabit Ethernet and multimedia delivery. A PC can 
“talk” to all the external peripherals including printers, DVD writers, camcorders, digital cam-
eras, external hard-disks and so forth. Wireless gigabit Ethernet and wireless ad hoc networks 
using 60 GHz are attractive applications for a conference room or library environment. A 
commercial application, particularly interesting for youth, is the so-called “Kiosk file download-
ing” in which users can download movies, games etc from a kiosk placed at locations like air-
ports, railway-stations, market places and so on. These application examples are summarized in 
Fig. 1.4. 

In addition to home and office, 60 GHz vehicular applications are also gaining much attention. 
They can be partitioned in three classes namely [4;5]: 

• Intra-vehicle wireless networks can be considered as a subset of WPANs that exist com-
pletely within a vehicle. The possibility of broadband communication within an automo-
bile or aircraft by removing wired connections is desirable for manufacturers.  The 60  
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Fig. 1.4: Potential 60 GHz applications: point-to-point HDTV transmission (a), communica-
tion between a PC and different peripherals (b) and kiosk file downloading (c) 
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GHz band is especially suited for intra-vehicle applications due to the containment with-
in the vehicle and reduced ability to interfere with other vehicular networks. 

• Inter-vehicle wireless networks are different from the intra-vehicle networks due to the 
outdoor propagation environment in the former. Applications like delivery of traffic in-
formation and range extension of mobile broadband networks are possible using inter-
vehicle networks at 60 GHz. 

• Vehicular radar, the last class of vehicular applications, has been deployed at millimeter-
wave frequencies other than 60 GHz before; however, adaptive cruise control and au-
tomotive localization using the 60 GHz band have attracted interest in recent times. 

1.2 Challenges at 60 GHz 

Despite many advantages and attractive applications of short range gigabit per second wireless 
transmission at 60 GHz, a number of technical challenges related to design and performance 
need to be addressed. These can be broadly categorized into channel propagation issues, an-
tenna technology, modulation schemes and integrated circuit technology and design.  

In the last category, the choice of IC technology depends on the implementation aspects and 
system requirements. The former is related to the issues such as power consumption, efficien-
cy, linearity and so on, while the latter is related to the transmission rate, cost and size, modula-
tion etc. There are three competing IC technologies at mm-wave namely: 

• Group III-V, such as Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) and Indium Phospide (InP). This tech-
nology offers fast, high gain and low noise circuits but suffers from poor integration and 
expensive implementation. 

• Silicon Germanium (SiGe) technology, such as Heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) 
and BiCMOS are cheaper alternatives of GaAs and offer comparable performance. 

• Silicon technology, such as CMOS and BiCMOS. As size and cost are key factors for 
mass market production and deployment, CMOS technology appears to be the leading 
candidate as it offers high level of integration and is economical as compared to other al-
ternatives. The downside of using CMOS is performance degradation due to low gain, 
linearity constraints, poor noise, low transition frequency (fT) etc. However, the recent 
advances in CMOS technology, like silicon-on-insulator (SOI) and silicon-on-anything 
(SOA), coupled with continuous down-scaling to sub-nanometer technologies is facilitat-
ing the implementation of integrated circuits at 60 GHz. Furthermore, high speed digital 
signal processing (DSP) capabilities required for processing gigabit per second data is al-
so possible using CMOS.  
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In order to circumvent the abovementioned performance limitations of CMOS, especially for 
phase-locked loops (PLLs), number of transceiver architectures have been proposed [7-18]. 
These methods generally aim to reduce the working frequency of the PLLs so that up-
conversion or down-conversion of the signals is carried out at a lower frequency or in two 
steps. Furthermore, depending on the envisioned applications, one architecture might be pre-
ferred over another.  

At circuit level design, the challenges are multi-fold. Low frequency circuits are not easily scala-
ble to 60 GHz as the foundry transistor models are usually not characterized uptil this frequen-
cy. The parasitic elements of transistors also contribute to reduced high frequency perfor-
mance. Consequently, considerable design margins have to be maintained resulting in power 
and silicon area penalty. Furthermore, few initial dry-runs are required to characterize the de-
vices resulting in increased design times. Similarly, passives such as inductors and transformers 
etc, though become affordable in terms of silicon footprint, pose modeling related uncertain-
ties and require meticulous electromagnetic (EM)-simulations. The quality factor (Q-factor) of 
varactors, which are invariably employed for capacitive tuning in voltage controlled oscillators 
(VCOs), frequency dividers etc, becomes very low. Low-ohmic substrate is also a hindrance in 
high-Q passive design. The technology scaling to sub-nanometer technologies reduces the 
supply and breakdown voltages, whereas the threshold voltage of transistors does not scale 
with the same order, resulting in a limited choice of reliable circuit topologies.   

At layout level, as the wavelength of on-chip signals approach circuit dimensions, the intercon-
nect between components becomes crucial part of design. These interconnects have to be si-
mulated in EM solvers to incorporate the affect on circuit performance. Depending on the 
type of interconnect, this step is generally time consuming especially if multiple metal layers 
and vias are included. Furthermore, due to close proximity of components the overall layout 
also needs to be simulated for unwanted coupling and losses. Layout parasitics are also a major 
contributor for frequency shift and performance degradation and demand careful RLC extrac-
tion. Asymmetric layout of the RF paths at 60 GHz is a potential issue especially in circuits re-
quiring phase accuracy. The typical layout approach of “smaller the better” at 60 GHz is some-
times contradictory to the symmetry requirement and some compromise has to be adopted. 

The measurement of 60 GHz and millimeter wave circuits, pose a different set of challenges. 
Dedicated measurement equipment, components and setup is required for high frequency 
measurements. In some cases, when direct measurement of a parameter is not possible, in-
direct methods are employed which are source of measurement errors. In order to shift the 
measurement plane to the device-under-test (DUT), accurate calibration and de-embedding is 
required. The losses and mismatch associated with cables, connectors, adapters have to be 
carefully accounted for. The stability and repeatability of accurate measurements is also an im-
portant challenge in high frequency measurements.  
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1.3 Problem statement and research method 

The challenges at 60 GHz related to circuit, layout, measurement and technology, mentioned in 
the preceding section, assist to select the set of problems which will be tackled in this work.  

Firstly, due to the application dependence, there is no preferred transceiver architecture for 60 
GHz. Thus, several different architectures can be expected in future. In order to cater for more 
than one application, a flexible synthesizer architecture will therefore be required. Moreover, 
such a multipurpose synthesizer will be expected to reuse some of its components to reduce 
design overhead. Secondly, a lack of design paradigm for 60 GHz is witnessed where the layout 
intricacies and measurement issues are understudied and lastly, the profound impact of parasit-
ics necessitates the need of modification in the design flow of mm-wave integrated circuits. 
Adopting a top-down approach, this thesis addresses the above three problems by:  

• System level analysis, design and realization of a flexible phase-locked loop suitable for a 
number of frequency up/down-conversion choices in a 60 GHz transceiver. 

• Identifying the critical components of the synthesizer and characterizing them individual-
ly before complete system integration. 

• Characterizing of passives, such as inductors, transformers and transmission lines that 
are extensively utilized in 60 GHz IC design. 

• Revisiting the mm-wave IC design flow and incorporating the impact of parasitics (from 
circuit as well as layout) at an advanced stage of the design cycle. 

• Identifying measurement issues for mm-wave circuits and providing possible solutions. 

1.4 Framework and outline of  this thesis 

The work presented in this thesis was carried out within the framework of “Foundations of 
Wireless Communication” (WiComm) project in the period of 2005 – 2009. This project was 
part of a Dutch national research program Freeband communications which aims to create a 
leading knowledge position for the Netherlands in the area of ambient, intelligent communica-
tion. The WiComm project included a consortium of industrial and academic partners namely 
Philips, TNO, Delft University of Technology, Eindhoven University of Technology and Uni-
versity of Twente. The project aimed at developing advanced hardware realizations using exist-
ing CMOS technologies for low power and broadband wireless communications. Divided in 
three work packages, WP1 dealt with the antenna and radio frequency (RF) front-end interface, 
WP2 covered the investigation and realization of building blocks for short-range high data rate 
applications at 60 GHz whereas WP3 focused on ultra low-power radio design employing con-
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cepts such an super harmonic injection and software-defined radio. The work presented in this 
thesis, as part of WP2, contributes to the design of RF building blocks for a 60 GHz transceiv-
er. Specifically, design and realization of a stand-alone tuning system (or phase-locked loop) 
and related components is covered in this work. 

The structure of this thesis is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. In chapter 2, after a brief overview of IEEE 
standardization for 60 GHz band and frequency conversion choices, a flexible PLL architec-
ture is proposed. Based on theoretical analyses and system simulations of this architecture, tar-
get specifications are laid down for the PLL. 

Chapter 6: 
Synthesizer Integration

 

Fig. 1.5: Structure of the thesis 

Chapter 3 discusses the layout and measurement techniques widely employed throughout this 
work. The circuit design of PLL components is divided in two chapters. The high frequency 
components, namely prescaler and voltage control oscillator (VCO) are discussed in chapter 4. 
A variety of prescaler architectures are compared and two types are designed and measured. A 
number of VCOs are designed and measured with attention on improvement of tank quality 
factor, modeling of tank inductor and transformers, and compact and symmetrical layouting 
techniques. The low frequency components such as the feedback divider chain, phase frequen-
cy detector (PFD), charge pump (CP) and loop filter are presented in chapter 5. Optimization 
techniques for feedback divider chain, dead-zone removal in PFD and accurate current match-
ing in CP are also discussed in this chapter. 

Chapter 6 presents the integration of the complete PLL and discusses solutions for different 
frequency conversion choices. It is observed that connecting different blocks with perfect fre-
quency alignment is much more challenging than designing individual blocks. This is because 
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any unexpected parasitic of the interface between the blocks can potentially cause significant 
shift in the VCO and dividers, causing reduction in PLL locking range or in worst case prohi-
biting the loop from locking. A comparison to target specifications is also included in this 
chapter. The conclusions of this thesis and recommendations for future research are presented 
in chapter 7. 
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C h a p t e r  2  

2 Synthesizer system architecture 

A phase-locked loop is an important block of transceivers and exists in the majority of wireless 
communication systems. Its application varies from generation, recovery and distribution of 
clock signals to jitter and noise reduction. They are also utilized to implement spread spectrum 
techniques to reduce interference with high-Q receivers and as a de-skewing block to phase 
match the clock in electronic systems. The most extensive use of PLLs is for frequency synthe-
sis (also focus of this work), in which they are used to generate a local oscillator signal for up-
conversion in a transmitter and down-conversion in a receiver as shown in Fig. 2.1. The re-
quirements and architecture of a synthesizer depend on the system specifications which are 
based on the underlying regulatory standard. Performance parameters like tuning range, chan-
nel spacing or step size, spectral purity, phase noise, output power, settling time and spurious 
are some of the specifications required before the design phase.  

The regulatory efforts for 60 GHz band are being carried at two fronts. IEEE has assigned a 
task group 3c for developing a mm-wave based alternative physical layer (PHY) for the existing 
802.15.3 standard [19] . The second effort is by industrial consortiums such as WirelessHD™ 
and ECMA International. The WirelessHD alliance has proposed a protocol that enables con-
sumer devices to create a wireless video area network for streaming high-definition content 
between source and display devices [20]. ECMA International on the other hand published its  
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Fig. 2.1: A general transceiver block diagram 

60 GHz industrial standard in December 2008. In addition to 60 GHz PHY, this standard in-
cludes MAC and HDMI PAL specifications for short range gigabit per second wireless trans-
mission for both bulk data transfer and multimedia streaming [21]. Section 2.1 discusses the 
IEEE 802.15.3c channelization proposals with particular focus on PLL requirements.  

Integrated circuits at 60 GHz involve significant challenges at system, circuit and layout levels 
as discussed in chapter 1. However, some of these can be mitigated by taking advantage of the 
capabilities available at one level to relax the requirements imposed at another. For instance, to 
ease the requirements of a frequency synthesizer at system level, special transceiver architec-
tures for up-conversion and down-conversion of data can be envisioned. Termed as frequency 
conversion (FC) techniques in this work they generally aim to operate the synthesizer at a sub-
LO frequency and generate the 60 GHz LO signals indirectly. Adopting this approach makes a 
wide variety of architectures possible by selecting different LO frequency combinations along 
with the synthesizer. Consequently, each resulting architecture requires a specific synthesizer 
and a need for a flexible synthesizer is naturally felt. This chapter proposes a flexible PLL 
which can be utilized for a number of 60 GHz FC techniques. While minimizing overhead, the 
focus is to re-use a considerable portion of the PLL and provide flexibility at the same time.  
The 60 GHz FC techniques are categorized in section 2.2, and section 2.3 presents the pro-
posed synthesizer architecture.  

Analytical calculations and system simulations using tools such as Advanced Design System 
(ADS) provide a first insight into the required specifications of the PLL and its individual sub-
components. Section 2.4 includes the theoretical analysis of the PLL system and, aided with 
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simulations, leads to the target specifications mentioned in section 2.6. The conclusions of the 
chapter are presented in section 2.7. 

2.1 IEEE 802.15.3c channelization  

The IEEE 802.15.3 Task Group 3c (TG3c) was formed in March 2005. It is developing a mil-
limeter-wave-based alternative physical layer (PHY) for the existing 802.15.3 wireless personal 
area network (WPAN) standard 802.15.3-2003. The standard is still a work in progress, and 
when completed, is expected to provide the first widespread international physical layer frame-
work to support consumer 60GHz WPANs. In September 2007, after merging and narrowing 
down, the task group confined its selection for 60 GHz physical layer to two proposals. These 
two proposals offer different possibilities of spectrum occupancy, transmission modes, mod-
ulation schemes, packet and frame structure, beam forming etc. 

The channelization proposals for the 60 GHz band are based on high rate PHY (HRP) and 
low rate (LRP). The use of each depends on the data rate requirement for a certain type of 
communication. The HRP, having a bandwidth of 2 GHz, is used for high definition video 
streaming, file transfer and similar applications where multi-gigabit per second data rate is re-
quired. The channelization is shown in Fig. 2.2. The LRP, on the other hand, is used for rela-
tively low data rate asynchronous transfer such as compressed audio, control commands in-
cluding pilot, beacon and acknowledgment signals, etc. There are two proposals for the low 
rate channelization which offer a bandwidth of 1 GHz or 500 MHz. The sub-channelization of 
four 2 GHz channels either contains four 1 GHz channels or twelve 500 MHz channels. The 
channelization for LRP is shown in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4, respectively. 

 

Fig. 2.2: High data rate channelization with 2 GHz bandwidth [19] 
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Fig. 2.3: Low data rate channelization with 1 GHz bandwidth [19] 

 

Fig. 2.4: Low data rate channelization with 500 MHz bandwidth [19] 

It can be noted that the center frequencies for 1 GHz and 2 GHz channels are identical and 
only differ in the guard band between two adjacent channels. The spectrum utilization of the 
500 MHz sub-channels is better than the 1 GHz ones and at least nine out of twelve channels 
are available in all regions. The above mentioned channelization is important for a 60 GHz 
PLL design as it determines the frequencies required from the PLL and also some in-direct 
specifications such as reference frequency, loop bandwidth, etc. These proposals also indicate 
that, if such a channelization is finalized, the PLL should be able to generate all 2 GHz as well 
as all sub-channels of 1 GHz and 500 MHz.  

2.2 60 GHz frequency conversion techniques  

As mentioned briefly in section 1.2, the PLL (as frequency synthesizer) related challenges at 
millimeter wave frequencies is one of the dominating factors in transceiver design and necessi-
tates the development of “synthesizer-friendly” transceivers.  The generation, division and dis-
tribution of a mm-wave LO (signal used for up- and down-conversion) becomes so demanding 
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that the choice of transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) architectures become closely intertwined 
with the synthesizer design [22].  

Therefore it is pertinent to categorize the approaches for up- and down-conversion (or fre-
quency conversion) of data for 60 GHz transceivers which will also determine the associated 
synthesizer architectures. The general aim is to reduce the operation frequency of the synthe-
sizer while maintaining a robust overall system.   

The first category in Fig. 2.5(a) illustrates a two step down-conversion method, a special case of 
which is referred to sliding-IF architecture. The incoming RF signal fRF is first down-converted 
by mixing with the RF local oscillator signal fRF-LO producing a difference (and sum) component 
at fRF – fRF-LO. The second down-conversion to baseband is achieved by using the output of the 
prescaler of the frequency synthesizer fIF-LO. The factor ‘M’ refers to an integer frequency mul-
tiplier which can have a usually range between 1 and 3. The value of 1 implies a direct connec-
tion between the oscillator and the mixer whereas a value of 2 and 3 implies a frequency doub-
ler  and tripler, respectively. The factor ‘P’ is the division ratio of the prescaler and can also 
have a value between 1 and 3. The overall division ratio of the synthesizer is separated into ‘P’ 
and ‘N’ as the prescaler requirements and utilization in mm-wave synthesizers is distinct from 
the lower frequency divider chain. The frequency conversion to baseband is carried out as 

( ) 0RF RF LO IF LOf f f− −− − =  (2.1) 

where fRF-LO= fOSC x M and fIF-LO= fOSC / P. Therefore, (2.1) can be re-written as  

1

osc
RF osc

osc RF

ff f M and
P

Pf f
MP

− × =

⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠

 (2.2) 

Using values for M and P between 1 and 3 in (2.2) yields synthesizers operating at varying fre-
quencies. For instance M=1, P=1 implies the synthesizer operates at 30 GHz and provides 
both the RF-LO and IF-LO signals. This architecture, termed as “half-RF”, is presented in 
[13]. This solution, although offering the lowest possible LO without doublers or triplers, has 
two major drawbacks: third harmonic image and LO-IF feed-through.  

The values M=1, P=2 yield a synthesizer operating at 40 GHz shown in Fig. 2.5(c). The re-
quired quadrature IF-LO is provided by the prescaler to down-convert the 20 GHz IF signal to 
baseband. Another demonstrated architecture uses M=3, P=2 by operating the synthesizer at 
~17 GHz and using a frequency tripler to down-convert the RF signal to 8.5 GHz. The con-
version to baseband is again using the outputs of the prescaler [23]. Another interesting fre-
quency conversion is achieved by using M=2, P=2 which uses 24 GHz synthesizer and 48 
GHz and 12 GHz as the first and second down-conversion steps. Other combinations for a 
two step down conversion are shown in Table 2.1. 
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Fig. 2.5: Receiver architectures for different FC techniques: generalized two step down-
conversion (sliding-IF) (a), generalized single step down-conversion (b), an example of two 

step down-conversion (c), and an example of single step down-conversion using a frequency 
tripler (d) 

The second category of frequency conversion techniques is based on a single step down-
conversion using a fRF-LO of 60 GHz as shown in Fig. 2.5(b). In this case, the LO frequency can 
be obtained either directly from a synthesizer or indirectly by using a frequency multiplier (M) 
in combination with a synthesizer. For instance M=1 yields a frequency synthesizer operating 
at 60 GHz. Termed as a direct conversion or zero-IF architecture, it uses 60 GHz quadrature 
LO from the synthesizer to down-convert the RF signal directly to baseband.  In addition to  
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M P fosc (GHz) fIF-LO (GHz)
1 30 30
2 40 20
3 45 15
1 20 20
2 24 12
3 25.7 8.5
1 15 15
2 17 8.5
3 18 6

1

2

3

 

Table 2.1: Synthesizer frequencies for different values of frequency multipliers (M) and pres-
caler division ratios (P) 

the known issues of LO leakage, DC-offset and IP2, generation of accurate quadrature LO 
phases at 60 GHz, is a difficult task. In addition, division and distribution of 60 GHz LO also 
pose critical challenges [12;22;24]. For M=3, Fig. 2.5 (d) depicts a direct-conversion receiver 
with the synthesizer running at 40 GHz. The output in this case is obtained from the prescaler 
instead of the VCO as some prescaler architectures provide inherent quadrature signals and do 
not need extra circuits to generate I-Q outputs as in case of VCOs. The prescaler output is 
translated to a 60 GHz quadrature LO using a frequency tripler as presented in [25]. Another 
direct conversion topology is possible by using a 30 GHz synthesizer and a frequency doubler 
(M=2) to generate 60 GHz quadrature LO signals. The use of frequency doublers and triplers, 
although reduces the synthesizer frequency, requires innovative design techniques to overcome 
their lossy behavior at these frequencies. Furthermore, generation and distribution of quadra-
ture phases from these components has to be achieved.   

2.3 Proposed PLL architecture - f lexible, reus-
able, multi-frequency  

The considerable number of frequency conversion techniques elaborated in the previous sec-
tion motivates the need for a flexible PLL system. The high frequency components of the syn-
thesizer, namely VCO and prescaler are termed as the PLL front-end in this work, whereas the 
low frequency components including the divider-chain, phase frequency detector, charge pump 
and loop filter are labeled as the PLL back-end. The proposed synthesizer (shown in Fig. 2.6), 
while keeping the back-end fixed, aims to provide a flexible front-end enabling its application 
for a number of FC techniques.   
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Fig. 2.6: Proposed PLL architecture suitable for sliding-IF and direct-conversion with and 
without tripler 

The starting point of the proposed synthesizer is the architecture in Fig. 2.5 (c). The incoming 
RF signal is mixed with a nominal LO frequency of 40 GHz, generating an IF frequency of 20 
GHz. The IF signal is then down-converted to baseband using the quadrature outputs from 
the first divider stage. This architecture, called sliding-IF, is different from its conventional 
dual-conversion counterpart as it requires only one synthesizer to generate the RF and IF local 
oscillator signals. The use of the sliding-IF topology offers the following advantages: 

• The RF-LO generation takes place at 40 GHz without the need of quadrature phases. 

• Using fosc= 2/3 × Frf  reduces the required 60 GHz bandwidth (B) by the same factor, 
i.e. 2/3 × B is needed at 40 GHz. This is especially beneficial as achieving 7 GHz of tun-
ing range for VCOs at 60 GHz is a considerable challenge. 

• The frequency division in the prescaler also occurs at 40 GHz increasing the possibility 
of utilizing different frequency divider topologies. 

• Distribution and layout issues for 40 GHz differential LO are less severe than quadrature 
60 GHz signals. 

The second usage of the proposed PLL is shown in the direct-conversion topology of Fig. 2.5 
(d) where a frequency tripler, using the 20 GHz quadrature phases from the prescaler output, 
generates the 60 GHz quadrature LO signals. The requirement from an academic partner (in 
the WiComm project) for a 20 GHz quadrature LO further augments this choice and will be 
explained in the next sub-section.  
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Another flexibility in the synthesizer topology is motivated by the possible re-usability of the 
PLL back-end. As shown in Fig. 2.6, by designing a dual-band or switchable VCO operating at 
40- and 60 GHz, and a dual-mode (or switchable) prescaler capable of divide-by-2 and divide-
by-3 operation, the proposed synthesizer can also operate in a direct-conversion topology 
without the frequency tripler. The re-usability of a power hungry and area consuming PLL 
back-end is a substantial advantage. However, meeting the performance specifications simulta-
neously, at 40- and 60 GHz, in these dual-mode components is a challenging part of design. 

The divider chain, next to the prescaler usually consists of cascaded frequency dividers. In this 
work, we propose an alternative of the divider chain and replace it with a mixer to directly 
down-convert the prescaler output frequency close to reference frequency for phase and fre-
quency comparison. The different channelization proposals of the IEEE 802.15.3c standard 
explained in section 2.1 signify the need for careful frequency planning of the synthesizer. The 
proposed synthesizer aims to support the 2 GHz HRP channels as well as 1 GHz and 500 
MHz LRP channels, making it a multi-frequency PLL. 

Summarizing, the proposed synthesizer envisions firstly, the sliding-IF topology, secondly, the 
direct-conversion topology with or without using a frequency tripler and, while using the same 
PLL back-end, to support all channelization proposals of the standard. 

2.3.1 Utilization in WiComm project 

As mentioned in section 1.4, the WiComm project aims to demonstrate an integrated 60 GHz 
transceiver. The transmitter part, being designed by an academic partner, is based on a fre-
quency tripler, mixer and a power amplifier. The frequency tripler reported in [25] requires qu-
adrature phases at 20 GHz to generate 60 GHz quadrature local oscillator signals. The key re-
quirement from the synthesizer (of this work) is to provide 20 GHz quadrature signals with 0-
dBm output power and a frequency range of 19 GHz to 21 GHz, corresponding to an LO fre-
quency of 57 to 63 GHz. On a system level, the proposed PLL topology is able to provide the 
required LO. The output power and frequency range specifications will be used during the cir-
cuit design of the synthesizer. 

2.4 System analysis and design 

Prior to actual circuit design, investigation of the complete PLL system analytically as well as by 
system simulations is required to gain insight into the overall requirements. This section, after 
discussing PLL basics and frequency planning, presents the calculated system parameters such 
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as phase margin, loop bandwidth and component specific parameters such as VCO gain, 
charge pump current and loop-filter values.   

2.4.1 Phase-Lock Loop basics 

Phase-locked loops, as mentioned earlier, have a variety of applications. However, in this work 
we will focus on their use as a frequency synthesizer.  In simple terms, using a clean reference 
signal (fref), a frequency synthesizer generates the channelized frequencies in order to up-
convert the outgoing data for transmission and down-convert the received signal for 
processing.  

Frequency
Synthesizer

fref fout1, fout2 ,…, foutn

Prescaler 
÷ P÷ N

PFD

fref Loop filter

Charge pump

VCO

fout

fout/P

IUP

IDN

Iout

fdiv C1

R1
C2

PLL 
front-end

PLL 
back-end

Vtune

 

Fig. 2.7: Basic frequency synthesizer block diagram 
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A basic frequency synthesizer consists of a phase-frequency detector (PFD), charge-pump 
(CP), loop filter, VCO, high-speed prescaler as a first divide stage and a series of subsequent 
frequency dividers (see Fig. 2.7). Due to the feedback operation, the output frequency of the 
above synthesizer is given by 

out reff N P f= × ×  (2.3) 

Generally, the prescaler division factor (P) is included in the overall division factor. However, 
in mm-wave synthesizers the requirements for prescalers are much different than the lower 
frequency divider chain. Therefore, they will be treated separately in this work. Based on the 
type of frequency division, the synthesizer can be broadly categorized into the following: 

• Integer-N frequency synthesizer, in which the division factor (N×P) is an integer. The 
frequency resolution or channelization, in this case, can only be equal to the reference 
frequency (fref). This can be a limitation for narrow-band applications where lower reso-
lution is desired.  

• Fractional-N frequency synthesizer, in which the division factor is a fractional number. 
Using such a synthesizer enables the use of a large reference frequency to achieve a small 
frequency resolution. The fractional division is achieved by employing dual-modulus or 
multi-modulus frequency dividers. The down-side of fractional-N synthesizers is the ap-
pearance of fractional spurs within the loop bandwidth which, for practical applications, 
have to be suppressed to an acceptable level. Techniques such as Sigma-Delta modula-
tion have been used to control the loop divider such that fractional spurs can be rando-
mized and shifted to a higher frequency band where they can be easily removed by the 
loop filter.   

As this work targets the 60 GHz wireless transmission system which is a wide-band system, the 
main focus will be on integer-N frequency synthesizers.  

The basic operation of a synthesizer starts with a clean reference signal (fref) which in most cas-
es is a crystal oscillator. This acts as one input of the phase-frequency detector whereas the 
second input is the feedback signal from the divider chain (fdiv). The PFD compares the incom-
ing signals and generates voltage pulses proportional to the phase difference between them. 
These UP and DN pulses control the switches in the charge-pump, which converts them into 
current (IDN or IUP) pulses. The current is then converted to a stable DC voltage by a low pass 
filter. This DC voltage (Vtune) acts as a tuning voltage and adjusts the output of the VCO, such 
that its phase, when divided by the division factor, is equal to the phase of the reference fre-
quency. In the locked state, the phase difference reaches zero (or a finite value) and the output 
is a clean single-tone frequency. 

The type and order of a synthesizer, which are widely used for PLL nomenclature, is deter-
mined by the number of poles at the origin and the total number of poles in the system, re-
spectively. Due to their integrative nature, VCOs have a pole at the origin making all PLLs at 
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least a type-I, first order system.  In order to track a frequency step, as required in a frequency 
synthesizer, another pole at DC is required so that the phase error could be reduced to zero. 
This pole is accomplished by adding a capacitor (C1 in Fig. 2.7) making the overall PLL a type-
II, second order synthesizer. The presence of two poles at the origin causes stability issues, 
which can be countered by adding a series resistor (R1 in Fig. 2.7) with the capacitor. This in-
troduces a zero in the transfer function hence stabilizing the loop. However, the current pulses 
generated by the charge pump in every comparison cycle cause a voltage ripple on the VCO 
control voltage. This ripple deteriorates the spectral purity by modulating the VCO and gene-
rating frequency spurs. To overcome this, a second capacitor (C2 in Fig. 2.7) is added to smoo-
then the control voltage. The addition of this pole categorizes the PLL as a type-II, third order 
system. By introducing more poles to further suppress the frequency spurs and noise, higher 
type and order PLLs are also possible. However, they are rarely used as loop stability becomes 
a serious concern. 

2.4.2 Frequency planning 

The frequency planning of the synthesizer is one of the initial steps in system design. Based on 
the channelization proposals described in section 2.1, the frequency resolution, which is the 
minimum frequency step the synthesizer can generate, is determined. The frequency resolution 
is then used to determine other PLL system parameters in the next sub-section.   

The frequency planning is treated in two steps. First, the required LO frequencies for the 40 
GHz front-end are listed and next the 60 GHz PLL front-end is analyzed. It is desired that the 
same reference frequency is utilized for both front-ends as well as to support all HRP and LRP 
channelization proposals. This eases back-end design of the synthesizer considerably. As evi-
dent from Fig. 2.6, the division factor of the prescaler (P) is 2 and 3 for the front-ends, respec-
tively, which changes the overall division ratio while keeping the reference frequency constant. 
The division ratios are chosen in such a way that N×P for HRP (2 GHz and 1 GHz) channels 
is a subset of the division ratio of LRP (500 MHz). Along with 60 GHz, the corresponding 
frequencies at 40 GHz and 20 GHz are also shown in Table 2.2 to determine the required tun-
ing and locking range of the VCO and prescaler, respectively. 

The above table provides a few insights into the requirements of the synthesizer. The LO fre-
quency at 60 GHz spans from 57 to 64 GHz whereas the 40 GHz front-end, which is operat-
ing at 2/3 of 60 GHz, requires a locking range from 38 to 42 GHz. The frequency conversion 
topology involving a tripler requires frequencies from 19 to 21 GHz from the output of the 
prescaler. For the reference frequency of 300 MHz, the overall division ratio of 127 to 141 is 
required to satisfy both LRP and HRP channels. The center frequencies for 1 GHz and 2 GHz 
channels are identical and only differ in the guard band between two adjacent channels. 
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Channel 
Number 

                For LRP channels (500 MHz)  
At 60 GHz At 40 GHz At 20 GHz               N×P        

    (for fref=300 MHz) 

C1  57.15 38.10 19.05 127 

C2  57.60 38.40 19.20 128 

C3  58.05 38.70 19.35 129 

C4  58.95 39.30 19.65 131 

C5  59.40 39.60 19.80 132 

C6  59.85 39.90 19.95 133 

C7  60.75 40.50 20.25 135 

C8  61.20 40.80 20.40 136 

C9  61.65 41.10 20.55 137 

C10  62.55 41.70 20.85 139 

C11  63.00 42.00 21.00 140 

C12  63.45 42.30 21.15 141 

(a) 

 

Channel 
Number 

For LRP channels (1 GHz) 
At 60 GHz At 40 GHz At 20 GHz               N×P        

(GHz) (GHz) (GHz)  (for fref=300 MHz) 

B1  57.60 38.40 19.20 128 

B2  59.40 39.60 19.80 132 

B3  61.20 40.80 20.40 136 

B4  63.00 42.00 21.00 140 

(b) 

 

Channel 
Number 

For HRP channels (2 GHz) 
At 60 GHz 

(GHz) 
At 40 GHz At 20 GHz               N×P        

(GHz) (GHz)  (for fref=300 MHz) 

A1  57.60 38.40 19.20 128 

A2  59.40 39.60 19.80 132 

A3  61.20 40.80 20.40 136 

A4  63.00 42.00 21.00 140 

(c) 

Table 2.2: Frequency plan for 40 GHz PLL front-end; for LRP 500 MHz channels (a), for 
LRP 1 GHz channels (b), and for HRP 2 GHz channels (c) 
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The frequency planning of the synthesizer using a 60 GHz front-end is tabulated in Table 2.3. 
The overall division ratios are higher due to higher VCO frequency and range from 190 to 212. 
As the center frequencies for the 2 GHz and 1 GHz channel are identical, they are merged in 
one table. The use of the same reference frequency (300 MHz) results in slightly different cen-
ter frequencies and bandwidth for the 500 MHz LRP channel as compared to the 40 GHz 
front-end plan. However, for the proof-of-concept this difference can be ignored. The next 
section, using these basic requirements further analyzes the synthesizer to determine its com-
plete set of parameters. 

              N×P       
 (for fref=300 MHz)

C1 57.00 190

C2 57.60 192

C3 58.20 194

C4 58.80 196
C5 59.40 198
C6 60.00 200
C7 60.60 202

C8 61.20 204
C9 61.80 206
C10 62.40 208
C11 63.00 210

C12 63.60 212

For LRP channels (500 MHz)

At 60 GHzChannel 
Number

              N×P       

 (for fref=300 MHz)
A1, B1 57.60 192
A2,B2 59.40 198
A3,B3 61.20 204

A4,B4 63.00 210

At 60 GHz
Channel 
Number

For HRP (2 GHz) and LRP (1 GHz)

 

Table 2.3: Frequency plan for 60 GHz PLL front-end   

2.4.3 Synthesizer parameters 

Phase-lock loops are feedback systems which are inherently non-linear. However, their essen-
tial operation can be approximated very well by linear analysis. In such an analysis, the Laplace 
transform is a valuable tool. The related concept of transfer functions, which describe the s-
domain relation between input and output of a linear circuit, is used to analyze the open-loop 
and closed-loop characteristics of the PLL. 

A simplified s-domain representation of the synthesizer is shown in Fig. 2.8. The phase-
frequency detector and charge-pump are merged into one block represented by a transfer pa-
rameter, KPFD (equal to Icp/2π). The impedance of the second-order loop filter is shown as 
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ZLPF. The VCO conversion gain, KVCO, represents the sensitivity of VCO frequency with tun-
ing voltage in rad/(sec×V). The division ratio of the prescaler and lower frequency divider 
chain is represented by P and N, respectively. 

The open-loop transfer function of the above synthesizer can be defined as 

( )( ) PFD VCO LPF
OL

K K Z sH s
N P s

=
⋅ ⋅

  (2.4) 

which shows a pole at the origin due to the VCO. The over-all loop dynamics are determined 
by the transfer-function of the loop-filter, which in this case is an impedance function, as it 
converts the charge-pump current to a tuning voltage for the VCO. ZLPF(s) is expressed as 

Prescaler 
÷ P÷ N

KPFD

fref ZLPF(s)

fbck C1

R1

C2

KVCO/s

fout

fout/P

Iout(s) Vcont(s)

 

Fig. 2.8: Simplified s-domain representation of the synthesizer  
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 (2.5) 

Equation (2.5) shows the first loop-filter pole at ωp1=0 and the zero at 

 

1 11z R Cω =  (2.6) 

The two poles at the origin (first one due to VCO and second one, ωp1) can render the loop 
unstable as the phase-margin is zero. The addition of ωz stabilizes the loop and proper posi-
tioning can provide sufficient phase-margin to ensure loop stability as will be discussed shortly. 
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To obtain a meaningful expression for the second pole, which relates it with ωz, (2.5) is re-
arranged by introducing a variable m = (C1+C2)/C2 as 

 1

1 2

1 1 2

1 1( )
(1 ) /

z
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z

s mZ s R s ms C C
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ω

ω

+ −
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+
+
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which shows the second loop-filter pole at 

1 2
2

1 1 2

1
p z

C C m
RC C

ω ω+
= =  (2.8) 

and thus simplifying ZLPF(s) as 
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 Using (2.9), the open-loop transfer function of (2.4) can be re-written as 
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where A is 

1PFD VCOK K RA
N P

=
⋅

 (2.11) 

The magnitude and phase of the open-loop transfer function can be drawn in a Bode plot to 
get insight into poles and zero positions and conditions for stability of the loop. This is illu-
strated in Fig. 2.9. The zero at ωz decreases the slope from 40 dB to 20 dB/dec and more im-
portantly increases the phase from -180°. The value of the phase, where magnitude is unity or 
0-dB, is called the phase margin (PM). The frequency of the cross-over point is the loop band-
width of the PLL denoted by ωc. The latter is calculated by equating the magnitude of (2.10) to 
unity which yields 
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Fig. 2.9: Open-loop magnitude and phase response 
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where Φz=tan-1(ωc/ωz) and Φp2=tan-1(ωc/ωp2). The phase-margin can be expressed as 
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Ideally, the phase-margin should be maximized to ensure loop stability and also to cater for 
variations in resistance and capacitance values which determine the poles and zero positions. 
The maximum possible phase-margin can be found by differentiating (2.13) and solving for ωc 
as 

max 2( )c for PM z p zmω ω ω ω= =  (2.14) 

Substituting ωc in (2.13) yields the maximum phase-margin as 
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Equation (2.14) and (2.15) show that, firstly, for optimal stability (maximum PM), the unity 
gain crossover point should be the geometric mean of the zero and second pole as this is the 
position where the phase is farthest from 180°. Secondly, the maximum phase-margin is exclu-
sively determined by the capacitor ratio (m) which is also the ratio of the second pole (ωp2) and 
zero (ωz). Fig. 2.10 shows the phase margin for different values of m. It is noticed that due to 
the arc-tangent function the curve is asymptotic to 90 degrees. 
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Fig. 2.10: Maximum phase margin vs. ratio of second pole (ωp2) and zero (ωz) 

Using Φz=tan-1( m ) and Φp2=tan-1(1/ m ), it is observed that sin(Φz)= cos(Φp2) which 
simplifies (2.12) to 

1 1 1

1 2

1 1PFD VCO PFD VCO
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ω − −
= = =

⋅ ⋅ +
 (2.16) 

The closed-loop transfer function of the type-II, third-order PLL is given by  
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The frequency planning covered in the previous section and the above mentioned expressions 
will be employed to determine the PLL parameters next: 

• The specified output frequencies in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 define the required tuning 
range of the VCOs and this, together with the supply voltage determines the associated 
gain, KVCO. For the 40 GHz front-end the VCO requires a tuning range from 38 to 42.3 
GHz. Supposing a VCO tuning voltage of 1.2 V (nominal supply for sub-nanometer 
CMOS technologies), the resulting VCO gain is equal to KVCO= 2π × 3.58 G rad/s×V. 
On the other hand, for the 60 GHz front-end, the required VCO tuning range is 57 to 
63.6 GHz and the KVCO=2π × 5.5 G rad/s×V. These parameters also require some 
safety margins to cater for PVT variations and are included during circuit design. 

• The reference frequency for both front-ends is identical and equal to fref= 300 MHz. The 
resulting division ratio range is N×P=127 – 141 for the 40 GHz front-end and 
N×P=190 – 212 for the 60 GHz front-end. 

• The choice of the loop-bandwidth (ωc) is an important step for the overall PLL design 
and a number of considerations have to be analyzed. Firstly, settling time which is de-
fined as the time required by the loop to switch from one channel to another, is dictated 
by the chosen loop bandwidth. Secondly, to ensure loop stability ωc (or fc) should be a 
fraction of the reference frequency. This is treated in sufficient detail in [26] which esti-
mates a condition of  fref/10 > fc  for loop stability. Lastly, ωc affects the noise transfer 
characteristic of the PLL and defines the “knee” in the overall phase noise curve. This 
will be discussed in section 2.6. 

Having selected a fref=300 MHz, the above mentioned stability bound is satisfied (with 
some margin) by selecting a loop bandwidth of fc=4 MHz. This value also results in rea-
sonably valued loop filter components which can be integrated on-chip. There is no spe-
cification for settling time proposed in the current standard however the chosen fc re-
sults in a settling time of ~1µsec.  

•  The next step is to determine the frequency of the zero (ωz) and second pole (ωp2). To 
achieve a phase margin of 60° the capacitance ratio m must equal 13.93 (see Fig. 2.10). 
The optimal position of the zero and pole can be calculated using (2.8) and (2.14) which 
show that ωc should be the geometric mean of ωz and ωp2, i.e. 

21.072 14.93c
z p c

ff MHz and f m f MHz
m

= = = =  (2.18) 
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• Using (2.16) and a PFD gain of 500 µA/2π, resistor and capacitor values of the loop fil-
ter can be determined. The difference in VCO gain and division ratios for the two front-
ends could lead to different loop filter values. However, the ratio of selected Kvco and 
average division ratio in (2.16) closely match. Therefore, the overall calculations are unaf-
fected and the loop filter does not require different resistance and capacitance for the 
two front-ends. This re-usability of the area consuming LPF saves considerable silicon 
area. 

The calculated resistance R1= 2 kΩ and (2.6) yields for the first capacitor C1= 74.2 pF. 
The last loop filter component C2= 5.74 pF is calculated using the capacitance ratio 
term, m. 

The key PLL parameters calculated above are summarized in Table 2.4.  

VCO tuning range 38 - 42.3 GHz
Kvco 3.58 GHz/V
Division ratio 127 - 141
VCO tuning range 57 - 63.6 GHz
Kvco 5.5 GHz/V
Divide ratio 190 - 212

300 MHz
4 MHz
500 µA
~1 µsec

R1 2 KΩ
C1 74.2 pF
C2 5.74 pF

Reference Frequency
Loop Bandwidth

Settling time

2nd-order 
Loop Filter

40 GHz     
front-end

60 GHz     
front-end

Charge-pump current

 

Table 2.4: Summary of calculated PLL parameters 

2.5 System simulations  

PLL based frequency synthesizers consist of components operating at vastly different frequen-
cies. The VCO and prescaler, operating at the highest frequencies, require a high numerical 
sampling rate in the simulations whereas the low frequency components like PFD have large 
time constants. Consequently, the simulation of such systems is not trivial as few micro-
seconds transient simulation coupled with a small time step means millions of time points are  
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Fig. 2.11: ADS basic simulation environment 

required. Therefore, prior to full-blown circuit level simulations, system level simulations based 
on behavior models are often adopted. These simulations provide a first insight into the overall 
system operation and the interaction of different components with each other. 

Agilent’s Advanced Design System (ADS) provides an adequate tool-box for PLL related si-
mulations. The loop’s AC response to extract stability information like phase margin, dynamic 
behavior to obtain settling time, and noise performance are all possible using this tool. A basic 
simulation environment is depicted in Fig. 2.11. The LPF block is custom-made based on the 
2nd order loop filter equations. The divider is used to step the division ratio and VCO output is 
demodulated using the FM_Demod block to obtain the settling time results. A similar setup, 
with a difference of the loop being opened,  is simulated to acquire open-loop gain and phase 
response of the PLL.  The PFD and charge pump are merged into one block and characterized 
by relevant parameters like Icp, dead-zone time and timing jitter. The dead-zone phenomenon 
is an undesired characteristic of PFDs which refers to its inability to track the phase difference 
between the two input signals. In such a case, the output charge pump current is zero and the 
spurious tones appear at the VCO output un-attenuated. The timing jitter parameter models 
the noise in the charge pump current which corresponds to jitter at the PFD input. These two 
variables are assigned simulated values based on separate PFD and charge pump simulations in 
ADS. The current probe shows the charge pump current being pumped into the loop filter to 
move the synthesizer towards lock. 

The open loop gain and phase response of the synthesizer is shown in Fig. 2.12.  The gain 
curve reflects the system pole positions. The starting slope is -40dB/dec due to two poles at 
the origin and reduces to -20 dB/dec due to the introduction of stabilizing zero (ωz) at 1.072 
MHz. The high frequency pole (ωp2) at 14.93 MHz modifies the slope again to -40 dB/dec. 
The phase at 0-dB cross-over point is -120° showing that phase margin is 60° as desired. To 
estimate the settling time, the division ratio is first changed to 131 and then incremented to 
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Fig. 2.12: Open-loop gain and phase response of PLL 
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Fig. 2.13: Settling time corresponding to a 500 MHz and 2 GHz frequency jump 

136. This corresponds to a 500 MHz and 2 GHz frequency jump at 60 GHz, respectively. The 
settling time obtained is about 1µsec as shown in Fig. 2.13. 

The ideal output of a frequency synthesizer is a pure sinusoidal waveform. However, just like 
any other integrated electronic system, non-idealities such as noise degrade the spectrum purity 
of the output signal. This can potentially result (among other negative impacts) in lower sensi-
tivity, poor blocking performance on the receiver side, and increased spectral emissions on the 
transmitter side. The output of a typical synthesizer can be expressed as  

( )0( ) cos ( )out LO pv t V f t t= +Φ  (2.19) 
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where fLOt is the desired phase of the output and Φp(t) models the phase fluctuation in the 
PLL output. Noise generated by phase fluctuations of particular interest for synthesizer per-
formance. These fluctuations can be categorized into periodic and random variations as 

( ) sin(2 ) ( )p p st f t tπ ϕΦ = ΔΦ +  (2.20) 

The first term represents the periodic phase variations which produce discrete spurious tones 
at an offset frequency fs from the carrier frequency fLO. The level of these spurs should be as 
low as possible as compared to the carrier to avoid up- or down-conversion to the desired fre-
quency band after LO mixing. The second term represents the random phase variation and 
produces phase noise, which is a measure of how much the output diverges from a pure tone 
in the frequency domain.  

The overall phase noise characteristic of the synthesizer is formed by all the different circuits 
and components that make up the control loop. The noise contribution can be understood by 
Fig. 2.14 below (slopes exaggerated for identification): 
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Fig. 2.14: Typical phase noise spectral plot of a synthesizer 

The noise contributions from the low frequency components such as the loop filter, PFD and 
charge pump are shaped by a low-pass transfer function when it appears at the synthesizer 
output whereas the VCO phase noise experiences a high-pass transfer function as it appears at 
the output of the synthesizer. The corner frequency between these two transitions is deter-
mined by the loop bandwidth, fc. Therefore, as depicted by Fig. 2.14, the in-band phase noise is 
dominated by all synthesizer components other than VCO and the out-of-band phase noise 
follows the VCO phase noise curve. It is evident that by increasing the loop bandwidth more 
VCO noise can be filtered; however, it cannot be arbitrarily increased due to stability issues as 
mentioned in 2.4.3.  
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To estimate phase noise performance of the synthesizer in ADS, typical noise contributions of 
individual components are used. Fig. 2.15 shows the overall synthesizer phase noise as well as 
contributions from individual components such as VCO, PFD and CP. The noise of feedback 
divider and loop filter are not dominant, therefore omitted for clarity. The loop bandwidth of 4 
MHz forms the “knee” in the phase noise curve. The in-band phase noise, say at 100 kHz is 
dominated by PFD and charge pump and is about -110 dBc/Hz whereas out-of-band noise, 
say at 30 MHz is dominated by the VCO and is -128 dBc/Hz. These values provide a first es-
timate about the expected phase noise performance. However, the simulation does not include 
all noise mechanisms which are present at circuit level.   
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Fig. 2.15: ADS simulation for synthesizer and components phase noise 

Similar simulations are carried out with a 60 GHz front-end by replacing the VCO and modify-
ing the overall division ratio. The loop dynamic performance including phase margin and set-
tling time yield similar results because the loop filter remains un-changed for both designs as 
explained in section 2.4.3 . On the other hand, the phase noise is degraded. Firstly, due to high-
er division ratio the in-band phase noise increases by 20 log(ΔN), where ΔN is the change in 
average division ratio while moving from a 40- to a 60 GHz front-end [27]. Secondly, the VCO 
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at 60 GHz has a worse phase noise as compared to its 40 GHz counter-part, so the out-of-
band phase noise is also higher for this front-end. 

2.6 Target specifications 

Utilizing the calculated parameters and system simulations of the synthesizer in the preceding 
two sections, performance specifications for the system as well as components are summarized 
in this section.  

The overall synthesizer specifications mainly include the locking range, phase noise and settling 
time. The VCO for the 40 GHz front-end utilizes a divide-by-2 prescaler. Due to the division 
the phase noise should be 6 dB better than the VCO phase noise. Similarly, in the 60 GHz 
front-end the divide-by-3 prescaler should have 9.5 dB better phase noise than the VCO. The 
envisioned dual-mode prescaler is expected to cover the locking range of both divide-by-2 and 
divide-by-3 prescalers based on the input frequency. The feedback divider chain or the feed-
back mixer translates the output frequency of the prescaler to around 300 MHz for compari-
son with the reference frequency in the phase frequency detector. The main specifications are 
enlisted in Table 2.5.  

2.7 Summary 

This chapter lays down the foundation for circuit design of the synthesizer in subsequent chap-
ters. After a brief discussion of different standardization efforts for the 60 GHz frequency 
band, IEEE 802.15.3c is discussed in detail. The frequency channelization proposals of this 
standard include 2 GHz HRP channels for data intensive applications such as live video 
streaming and downloads and 1 GHz and 500 MHz LRP channels for moderate and low data 
rate applications, respectively. In order to work-around some of the 60 GHz circuit design 
challenges, a variety of alternative frequency conversion techniques are possible which have 
been presented in section 2.2. With the aim of supporting a number of these frequency conver-
sion techniques, a flexible synthesizer architecture has been proposed. While re-using the same 
back-end the synthesizer will support the sliding-IF topology, as well as direct conversion with 
and without a frequency tripler by using dual-band or switchable front-ends based on 40 GHz 
and 60 GHz VCOs. 

A brief overview of PLL basics is included before frequency planning of the synthesizer is pre-
sented. The required LO frequencies and division ratios for both front-ends are enlisted in sec-
tion 2.4.2. The reference frequency is identical for both front-ends and division ratios are cho-
sen in a way that the required loop filter remains the same, thus saving considerable silicon 
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area. The calculation of synthesizer parameters is treated in detail followed by system level si-
mulations in ADS. These simulations provide an overview of the dynamic performance of the 
synthesizer and assist in laying down the target specifications of the synthesizer in section 2.6. 

 
Locking range 38 - 42.3 & 57 - 63.6 GHz
Settling time ~ 1 µsec
In-band phase noise -100 dBc/Hz
Out-of-band phase noise -110 dBc/Hz

Tuning range 38 - 42.3 GHz
Phase Noise -100 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz

Locking range 38 - 42.3 GHz
Phase Noise < -106 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz

Tuning range 57 - 63.6 GHz
Phase Noise -90 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz

Locking range 57 - 63.6 GHz
Phase Noise < -100 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz

Locking range 38 - 42.3 & 57 - 63.6 GHz
Phase Noise < -100 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz

Division ratio (40 GHz front-end) 127-141
Division ratio (60 GHz front-end) 190-212

RF frequency 19-21 GHz
IF frequency ~ 300 MHz

Comparison frequency ~ 300 MHz
Dead-zone zero

Feedback divider 
chain

Phase Frequency 
detector

Feedback mixer

Overall Frequency 
Synthesizer

40 GHz VCO

Prescaler         
divide-by-2

60 GHz VCO

Prescaler         
divide-by-3

Dual-mode        
prescaler

 

Table 2.5: Target specifications of synthesizer and components
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C h a p t e r  3  

3 Layout and measurements at 
mm-wave frequencies 

Integrated circuits at millimeter wave frequencies, in addition to circuit design challenges, pose 
some extra complexities and uncertainties. These are related firstly, to the layout and floor-plan 
of components, and secondly, to the measurement of these circuits. Both these issues are un-
der-researched particularly at mm-wave and it is difficult to locate a “one-stop” book tackling 
these topics. Furthermore, unlike digital design, in which layout is generated automatically (in 
most cases) based on well defined rules, analog and RF requires custom layout for all compo-
nents. There are “no rules” for floor-planning or layouting and only some general guidelines 
are followed, the affect of which is generally not characterized or studied adequately. 

The substantial effect of layout on circuit performance and the challenge in carrying accurate 
measurements necessitate the need for analysis and identification of potential problems and 
their solutions during the design process. In this work, solutions to some of these problems 
have been widely utilized in designs elaborated in the subsequent chapters. Therefore, to pro-
vide a common-ground, this chapter is dedicated to address the layout and measurement as-
pects at mm-wave frequencies. Section 3.1 discusses various layout issues and the proposed 
solutions. The undesired inductance and capacitance or parasitics emanating from the layout 
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are of the same order as the required passive values at these frequencies. Consequently, their 
effect is more significant than at lower frequencies and needs to be carefully accounted for. 
Mismatches (phase and amplitude) due to layout asymmetry and different device orientation 
also become visible. Owing to low-resistivity, CMOS substrates incur losses for passive struc-
tures such as inductors, transformers and transmission lines, degrading their high frequency 
performance. Furthermore, cross-talk between RF interconnects in close proximity deteriorates 
the spectral purity of signals and requires isolation and shielding from each other. Variation in 
ground potential in different parts of the integrated circuit generates erroneous voltage levels 
and innovative grounding techniques are required to achieve a common reference voltage all 
over the chip. As will be discussed, the solutions to these problems are sometimes contradicto-
ry and the designer has to identify the most dominant one based on circuit application and fre-
quency and find the best compromise. Section 3.2 discusses measurement related challenges 
for mm-wave frequencies. Firstly, dedicated instrumentation is a pre-requisite, specifically for 
high frequency measurements, as indirect methods can yield inaccurate results. Secondly, the 
contribution of external elements like cables, probes and bond-pads has to be subtracted from 
the measurement data for which calibration and de-embedding techniques are employed. These 
techniques pose a number of challenges at mm-wave frequencies which require careful consid-
eration and are discussed in section 3.2.2. Lastly, the variation of measurements due to minor 
physical changes in the setup become more visible at these frequencies which may rise stability 
and repeatability issues. These are discussed in section 3.2.3.    

3.1 Layout problems and solutions 

The intermediate step between schematic-level design and actual fabrication of integrated cir-
cuits is the layout of active and passive components. Layouting primarily involves connecting 
these components using conductive metal called interconnect. The low frequency circuit theory 
techniques (KCL, KVL) treats the circuit elements and interconnects as lumped elements 
which is only valid if the dimensions of the circuit are small compared to the shortest wave-
length of interest. This is because variations in the resistance (R), inductance (L) and capacit-
ance (C) values between separated points in the circuit are then negligible. If, however, the wa-
velength becomes comparable to the circuit dimensions, the assumption does not hold and 
distributed effects begin to dominate. The R, L and C values cannot always be localized, as at a 
given instant, the voltage (or current) at one point in the circuit maybe passing through its max-
imum value, while at another point it is zero. A generally accepted rule-of-thumb between 
these two regimes is that if the circuit dimensions are smaller than λ/10, traditional lumped 
analysis can be used and if comparable or larger than λ/10, distributed analysis has to be 
adopted. 

In order to obtain numerical information related to the above constraint, the effective wave-
length of 60 GHz signals on chip can be determined. The wavelength of a sinusoid in free 
space is given by  
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f

λ =  (3.1) 

where c is the velocity of light in free space (3x108 m/s), f is the operation frequency and λ0 is 
the free space wavelength. In a medium other than air, the wavelength is reduced by square-
root of its dielectric constant (εR), as the speed of propagation is also reduced by the same pro-
portion. So, the effective wavelength (λ) for a sinusoid in a dielectric other than air is given by 

0

R R

c
f

λλ
ε ε

= =  (3.2) 

In case of silicon, the dielectric constant is 11.7 and using a frequency of 60 GHz, the resulting 
wavelength of a sinusoid on chip is λ=1.46 mm1. This reflects the first major problem with 
mm-wave layout as λ/10 factor is equal to 146 µm which can potentially be in the same order 
as the circuit dimensions. This means that firstly, RF interconnects carrying the high frequency 
signals should be as short as possible, secondly, the long interconnects should be realized as 
transmission lines (T-lines) having a controlled impedance and termination, and thirdly, the 
interconnects in the vicinity of above dimensions have to be treated in a distributed fashion 
involving meticulous calculations or electromagnetic (EM) simulations. 

The guideline of 146 µm only provides the first bound. However, in reality the cut-off is appli-
cation and frequency dependent.  For instance, distributed analysis and EM simulations be-
come necessary even for RF interconnects above 10 µm for 60 GHz circuit design. This is be-
cause the un-wanted inductance and capacitance of interconnects, active and passive devices, 
generally named as “parasitics” are of the same order as the required L and C at mm-wave fre-
quencies. Therefore, if un-accounted, these parasitic components can result in severe off-target 
results and in worse case, failure of an integrated circuit. To get an idea, let us consider an ex-
ample of an LC oscillator. Fixing the inductance to a typical value of 200 pH, the required ca-
pacitance is plotted as a function of frequency from 30 GHz to 100 GHz in Fig. 3.1.  At 40 
GHz and 60 GHz, the capacitance is 80 fF and 35 fF, respectively. These values, already very 
small, should still accommodate the varactor as well as parasitic capacitances generating from 
active and passive devices and the interconnects. Similarly, fixing the capacitance to 0.3 pF the 
inductance at 60 GHz is only 20 pH which can easily be affected by interconnect inductance 
resulting in a shift of the oscillation frequency. Therefore, these parasitics should be carefully 
accounted for, during the design and will be elaborated further in subsequent sections.  

 

1 In case of using silicon dioxide Si02 as reference, the dielectric constant is 3.9 and corresponding wavelength is 2.5 mm. 
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Fig. 3.1: Capacitance (with L=200pH) and inductance (with C=0.3 pF) required for an oscil-
lator as a function of frequency  

3.1.1 Impact of  parasitics   

The importance of parasitics is evident from the discussion in the preceding section. The next 
question is how to estimate them accurately? To start off, there is no one-tool which can do-it-
all. Therefore, a number of different simulation and extraction tools are utilized to accomplish 
the task. A typical IC design flow is shown in Fig. 3.2. It is to be noted, as will be explained 
shortly, that the steps inside the dashed box are more critical in a mm-wave design flow as 
compared to a low frequency design. In case the post-layout simulations, which usually include 
RC extraction from one tool and inductance extraction from EM-solvers, do not meet the re-
quired specifications, the layout has to be modified and subsequently the extraction has to be 
repeated. This dictates an iterative (and time consuming) procedure until the specifications are 
met successfully. 
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Fig. 3.2: A typical IC-design flow with an iterative layout and extraction cycle 

The term “the smaller, the better” summarizes the best-practice for mm-wave layout. Arbitrary 
floor planning resulting in long interconnects can not only result in off-target results but also 
increase the design and simulation time in estimating its parasitics. Another issue lies in the ac-
curacy of the extraction results. The parasitic RC estimation of devices as well as interconnects 
is usually carried out in “Cadence Design Environment” whereas, for inductance estimation of 
critical RF interconnects, both 2.5-D EM solvers such as ADS Momentum and Sonnet or 3-D 
solvers like CST Microwave Studio are employed. The extraction tools do not offer “pin-
point” accuracy and use a variety of tools (sometimes incompatible and requiring approxima-
tion to be used) increases the uncertainty of the results. Therefore, a dry-run of critical compo-
nents may be needed to get “a feel” of the technology and accuracy of extraction tools at mm-
wave frequencies.  
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Current sub-nanometer CMOS technologies offer multiple conductive metal layers (together 
called stack) which can range from three to ten in number. The thickness of these layers can be 
different from each other due to which the resulting inductance is also different. The lowest 
metal is usually the thinnest and top-metal the thickest. At lower frequencies the interconnect 
using these metal layers is not critical; however, at mm-wave frequencies the inductance of 
these lines becomes an important factor. As an example, for a CMOS 65nm technology using a 
6 layer metal stack, the inductance of a 2 µm wide line is plotted in Fig. 3.3 for lengths between 
5 µm and 120 µm for the top metal (Me6) and bottom metal (Me1). It can be seen that the in-
ductance for an interconnect as small as 5µm is 6pH. If this inductance is unaccounted in a 60 
GHz oscillator it can shift the center frequency by 2.25 GHz (assuming a total capacitance of 
100 fF). This confirms the necessity of accurately estimating parasitics in a mm-wave layout.  
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Fig. 3.3: Interconnect inductance for lowest metal (Me1) and highest metal (Me6) as a func-
tion of length at 40GHz (left) and 60 GHz (right) 

In order to keep interconnects short, the floor planning of components need special attention. 
In this work, interconnects of the synthesizer front-end are most critical as it operates at the 
highest frequency. Therefore, the floor-planning of the VCO and prescaler is discussed next. A 
typical LC-VCO consists of at least one inductor and some active devices such as transistors 
and varactors. To achieve short interconnects, the latter should be placed very close to the in-
ductor terminals (see Fig. 3.4 (a)). The VCO output which needs to be measured by using a 
bond-pad is unavoidably long, so transmission lines whose impedance can be well controlled is 
employed for such connections.  

There are a number of prescaler circuits possible for mm-wave synthesizers, one of which is 
based on injection locking (discussed in chapter 4). Such a prescaler requires at least one induc-
tor for a non-quadrature output and two for quadrature outputs. The former case is depicted in 
Fig. 3.4 (b) along with the VCO. The two inductors are placed opposite to each other and the 
core active circuit is placed in between their terminals. The output is drawn from the right (or 
left) of the front-end layout. In case of quadrature outputs two possible arrangements are de-
picted in the Fig. 3.4 (c) and (d). The former offers short output lines to the pads. However,  
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Fig. 3.4: Floor-planning of a VCO (a), VCO and prescaler with single-ended output (b), 
VCO and prescaler requiring long interconnects (c), and VCO and prescaler with short in-

terconnects (d) 

due to the side-by-side placement of inductors, the interconnections are long. On the other 
hand the floor-plan of Fig. 3.4 (d) keeps the interconnects very short and should be preferred 
over the other arrangement. 

3.1.2 Mismatch due to layout asymmetry and device orien-
tation 

The small dimensions of mm-wave layouts and considerable effect of parasitics imply that the 
symmetry of the high frequency interconnects and orientation of devices also become critical, 
especially in circuits requiring phase accuracy. Examples of such circuits could be coupled 
VCOs, frequency dividers providing quadrature outputs, poly-phase filters etc. The symmetry 
and length of the interconnect is linked to the orientation and arrangement of devices. The re-
quirement of symmetrical interconnect is, sometimes, in contradiction with the guide-line of 
keeping it as short as possible mentioned in the previous section. In such a scenario, an optimal 
trade-off is likely to be made.  
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An example is shown is Fig. 3.5 which shows two possible arrangements of active devices of 
an actively coupled I-Q VCO [28]. The layout in (a) is perfectly symmetrical. However, the in-
terconnects between the devices 1 to 4 are long and, in addition, the orientation of devices is 
not identical which gives rise to larger mismatch during fabrication (~ 10%). The arrangement 
in (b) has shorter interconnects between 1 to 4, but they are not symmetrical. Furthermore, the 
orientation of transistors is identical in this approach which only results in a relative mismatch 
during lithography (~2%).  Therefore, based on the circuit requirements, a particular layout 
arrangement has to be chosen for mm-wave designs. 

 

 

Fig. 3.5: Layout comparison between symmetric but long interconnects with transistor orien-
tation mismatch (a), and unsymmetrical layout but short interconnects with identical transis-

tor orientation (b) 

In a frequency synthesizer, the layout symmetry is also important for low frequency compo-
nents such as phase frequency detector and charge pump. This is because they consist of two 
identical paths (or sub-circuits), one for the reference frequency and the other for the feedback 
signal. The layout mismatches in these components can increase (or decrease) the delay in one 
of the two paths, potentially resulting in incorrect operation and degrading the spectral purity 
of the synthesizer’s output as well.  

3.1.3 Substrate losses  

Current CMOS technologies typically offer low to moderate resistive substrates with ρ  = 1 – 
10 Ω-cm (even lower for older technologies). Such conductive substrates provide low imped-
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ance paths for RF signals to propagate through, especially in case of passive elements such as 
on-chip inductors and transformers. The time-varying magnetic fields of the passive element 
induce an electromotive force (EMF) in the substrate leading to current flow. These currents, 
called eddy currents, cause power loss which appears as an effective increase in the series resis-
tance of inductors.  

For frequencies lower than 10 GHz and moderately conductive substrates, the induced eddy 
currents are small and can be neglected. However, this is not the case as the operation frequen-
cy moves into the mm-wave regime. Consequently, realizing high quality-factor (Q) inductors, 
which is already a challenge at frequencies in excess of 10 GHz, becomes even more demand-
ing due to the substrate induced losses.   

A number of solutions can be adopted to address this loss mechanism: 

• High resistivity substrates with ~10 kΩ-cm can be used to decrease the induced currents. 
Un-doped silicon or insulators such as sapphire have been used in Silicon-on-Insulator 
(SOI) technologies to achieve high resistivity. Using SOI technologies, high-Q passives 
have been demonstrated. However, this requires extra processing steps during lithogra-
phy, increasing the implementation costs. 

• The second method is to shield the passive element from the substrate by introducing a 
ground shield between them. The shield can be constructed with polysilicon or a metal 
layer farthest in the stack from the inductor metal layer. The shape of the ground shield 
is an important factor in the reduction of losses. Induced currents in the shield flow in a 
direction as to reduce the overall magnetic field and therefore inductance. A solid 
ground shield allows eddy currents to loop over a large area, creating a larger magnetic 
field cancellation. Therefore, small discontinuities (patterns) in the ground shield are in-
troduced to reduce these eddy current loops to smaller area thereby lowering the cancel-
lation effect. In addition, there is less magnetic field penetration into the substrate result-
ing in reduction of substrate losses. A few examples of patterned ground shields are 
shown in Fig. 3.6 (a) – (c). 

The drawback of the shield method is the possible reduction of self-resonance frequency 
(FSR) of the inductor caused by the increased capacitance. One way to mitigate this issue 
is to use the metal layer (as shield) which is most far from the inductor metal layer. 

• An alternative to the shield structure is to introduce a “ground ring” which surrounds 
the passive element as shown in Fig. 3.6 (d). This ring captures most of the fringing 
fields from reaching the substrate, thereby reducing the associated losses. As the ring 
does not form a closed loop around the inductor, it does not affect the magnetic field of 
the latter significantly.  

In this work, the latter two methods are widely employed to achieve isolation from substrate 
losses of the inductors employed in VCO and prescaler circuits. 
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(a) (b) (c)

(d)  

Fig. 3.6: Different ground shields: patterned (a), fish-bone (b), array (c), and open ground 
ring around inductor (d) [41;118] 

3.1.4 Cross talk shielding and grounding 

The small dimensions of mm-wave circuits together with the requirement of short intercon-
nects can potentially lead to electromagnetic coupling and cross-talk between different parts of 
the circuit. Noise injection through different sources, if not controlled, can easily couple to cir-
cuits such as oscillators and, up-converted, deteriorate the spectrum purity. On the other hand, 
a variation in ground potential, which is the lower reference for signal voltages over the chip, 
can give rise to erroneous voltage levels and common-mode variations in circuits. These unde-
sired characteristics can be controlled or minimized to varying degrees by application of vari-
ous RF grounding and isolation techniques.    

The main aim of grounding and shielding is either to isolate the components from each other 
or to surround them with ground planes and guard-rings which can act as a sink for interfe-
rence generated by these circuits.  A few of these techniques which have been widely employed 
in this work during layout of synthesizer and components are explained below: 
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• Utilizing the multiple layers available in modern CMOS processes, sensitive RF traces 
can be encapsulated in a cage like structure, sometimes referred to as a Faraday Cage 
This is shown in Fig. 3.7 where dimensions have been exaggerated for illustration. In this 
structure, the top and bottom layer of the metal stack are grounded and act as a termina-
tion for electric field lines. These metals are connected with a large number of vias on ei-
ther side of the signal trace to form a cage-like shield. 

 

Vias

Bottom metal

Top metal

Return ground path
Signal path

 

Fig. 3.7: Sensitive signal trace encapsulated in a Faraday Cage like structure for isolation 

• For short interconnects, if the circuit or signal periphery does not allow the above isola-
tion technique, the coupling and cross-talk between adjacent circuits or interconnects 
can be reduced by placing a ground plane in close proximity as shown in Fig. 3.8. 

 

Metal ground plane
(a)

(b)  

Fig. 3.8: Coupling (cross-talk) between two adjacent metal traces (a), and metal traces with a 
ground plane acting as termination to reduce coupling (b) 

• Long interconnects for transporting RF signals from the bond-pads to the circuit and 
vice versa are unavoidable. Utilizing normal metal traces for this purpose introduces im-
pedance mismatch, resistive losses, delay and coupling with other parts of the circuit. 
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Transmission lines (Tlines) offer a useful solution for this problem by providing an im-
pedance matched environment for the signal and minimizing the cross-talk.  

Two main types of transmission lines are micro-strip and coplanar waveguide as shown 
in Fig. 3.9(a), (b). For the micro-strip line, field lines are terminated in the lossy substrate. 
To avoid the loss, a layer of metal can be used between the signal line and substrate. 
However, because the ground is now closer, the lines must be narrower to maintain the 
same impedance.  Consequently, such transmission lines may not be adequate in applica-
tions where large current needs to be delivered. The other transmission line is the copla-
nar waveguide that has grounds besides the signal line on both sides. As the ground is at 
the same height as the signal-carrying conductor, ideally a large fraction of the field lines 
is terminated in the metal at the same height. As a result, there is less penetration of field 
lines into the substrate and hence lower loss. Another advantage is the provision of an 
additional degree of freedom as now both signal line width and separation from ground 
line can be adjusted. This makes it possible to achieve the desired impedance while using 
wider lines. The down side of coplanar transmission line is the required silicon area for 
ground conductors on both sides. However, this is not an issue, as mm-wave circuits are 
usually bond-pad limited with vacant area around the core circuits. 

In this work, coplanar waveguide based Tlines are invariably used for long interconnects 
from the bond-pads and vice-versa. The ground plane is a “wall” like structure around 
the signal line and consists of all metal layers connected through a large number of vias. 
A patterned polysilicon or metal-1 is placed underneath the signal path to further reduce 
the fields reaching the low resistive substrate.  
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Fig. 3.9: Transmission lines: micro-strip (a), coplanar waveguide (b), and coplanar used in 
this work (poly-silicon lines are very finely spaced and are shown exaggerated here) (c) 
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• The importance of a ground plane for shielding as well for a stable reference voltage is 
evident from the above discussion. It is also important that all localized ground planes 
are connected to each other to provide an identical ground reference for every signal in 
the circuit. 

To address this issue, in this work, a symmetric ground block is proposed which consists 
of all metal layers (Me1-Me6) and is also connected to substrate via substrate contacts. 
The construction of a single block is carried in a way so that an array can easily be gener-
ated to yield a meshed ground plane. The steps in the construction are depicted in Fig. 
3.10. 
 

 

Fig. 3.10: Construction of meshed ground; metals and contacts (a), basic ground block (b), 
and a meshed ground plane (c) 
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The ground connection is not only important for signals travelling in an integrated cir-
cuit but also critical for the measurement probes used for on-wafer measurements. 
Usually, three to four probes, for instance single-ended (ground-signal-ground or GSG), 
differential (ground-signal-ground-signal-ground or GSGSG) and DC probes surround 
the IC. The electrical connection of all ground bond-pads ensures the same lower refer-
ence voltage for signals. In this work, the ground pins of orthogonal probes are con-
nected by an L-shaped metallization corner whereas the ground pins within the same 
probe are also connected using a lower metallization layer below the signal pads. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.11. 

S GG S GG

Probe

S GG S GG

Probe

L-shaped 
ground corner

Ground ring

 

Fig. 3.11: All ground pads connected via metallization layers 

• Modern CMOS processes have strict design rules for layout of integrated circuits, one of 
which is the specified density of metals over the complete chip. For low frequency cir-
cuits this requirement can be fulfilled by automatic tiling procedures during which metal 
“tiles” are placed all over the chip to fulfill density requirements for each metal layer. 
This approach can be hazardous for mm-wave circuit layouts due to the resulting coupl-
ing.  

In this work, the above mentioned ground meshing is extensively utilized in the un-used 
chip areas to fulfill the density requirements as it includes all metal layers and contacts. 
Furthermore, the automatic tiling is blocked for sensitive RF paths and components and 
dummy metals are placed manually to avoid coupling and performance degradation.
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• The small dimensions of mm-wave ICs imply that the measurement probes are in close 
proximity to each other resulting in cross-talk. We define two types of cross-talk. First, 
inter-probe cross-talk due to capacitive or radiative coupling between two different 
probes and second intra-probe coupling due to mutual coupling between signal lines of 
the same probe. In addition to shielding and grounding techniques explained above, the 
inter-probe cross-talk is reduced by placing them sufficiently apart as suggested in their 
specifications. Furthermore, the grounding used around the pads minimizes the radia-
tion to other probes. The intra-probe cross-talk is minimized by always utilizing probes 
having a ground pin between two signal pins. The GSGSG probe offers much less 
cross-talk as compared to a GSSG probe as shown in Table 3.1 [29]. 

 

GSGSG 1.0 open
GSSG 4.0 open

GSGSG 0.3 50 Ω
GSSG 3.5 50 Ω

GSGSG 2 short
GSSG 14 short

Probe      
Structure Cross-talk (%) Termination 

structure

 

Table 3.1: Cross-talk comparison between GSGSG and GSSG probes [29]  

• DC power supplies also contribute noise in an integrated circuit and can cause supply 
“bounce” due to voltage transitions and the associated current variation from the supply 
(dI/dt). As a synthesizer consists of purely analog circuits such as a VCO as well as digi-
tal components such as a PFD, using a common supply voltage for digital and analog 
can deteriorate the phase noise performance of the synthesizer. Therefore, in this work, 
on a layout level this problem is addressed by defining separate power supply domains 
for analog and digital components which are isolated from each other using the tech-
niques mentioned earlier. Furthermore, this problem is also tackled on a circuit level and 
will be explained in subsequent chapters. 
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3.2 Measurement setups 

At low frequencies, as a matter of tradition, an under-par performance of a circuit is usually 
attributed to inaccuracies of device models, analysis or circuit design flaws. However, at mm-
wave frequencies it is very much plausible that the method or equipment used for measuring 
the circuits is responsible for false results. Therefore, the second non-circuit design challenge at 
mm-wave frequencies is the reliable measurement of circuits.  

Integrated circuits can be measured either by enclosing them in a package and using bond-
wires to connect them to the outside world or by on-wafer probing. As IC’s have to be finally 
marketed in packaged chips, the associated packaging technologies and techniques require ex-
tensive study. However, it is not discussed in this work as all circuits have been measured by 
on-wafer probing. This method, although providing a quick way of measuring and characteriz-
ing circuits, leads to a variety of challenges particularly at mm-wave frequencies and will be dis-
cussed in this section.    

3.2.1 Dedicated instrumentation 

The first obvious requirement for on-wafer measurements is the set of equipment necessary 
for a particular measurement. At mm-wave frequencies, this points to setting-up a complete 
pool of dedicated and specialized equipment, cables, connectors, probes, adapters, waveguides 
and other such material. In addition to being costly, these require careful and precise usage to 
achieve successful measurements. A few considerations are enlisted below: 

• Although there has been development towards high frequency measurement equipment 
such as vector network analyzers (VNAs), spectrum analyzers (SAs) and signal genera-
tors (SGs) in the last decade, they are still in the “catching-up” phase as compared to the 
rapid development of integrated circuits towards the mm-wave regime. Consequently, 
indirect measurement methods have to be adopted, resulting in uncertainty and inaccu-
racies.  

As an example, consider a measurement of an oscillator operating in the V-band (50 to 
75 GHz). As there is no single-box PSA available operating above 50 GHz, external 
mixers have to be employed to extend the frequency range to the desired band. A typical 
measurement setup is shown in Fig. 3.12.  These harmonic mixers exhibit frequency de-
pendent loss which is difficult to calibrate. The result is an increase in the noise floor of 
the spectrum analyzer as well as un-calibrated output power levels. Consequently, phase 
noise of the oscillator becomes increasingly difficult to measure.  
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Fig. 3.12: Indirect measurement of a V-band oscillator 

An alternative of the above setup is designing an on-chip mixer and down-convert the 
oscillator frequency to within the range of the spectrum analyzer and thereby extract its 
performance indirectly. In such a scenario, the mixer needs to be characterized separately 
so that its affect on a VCO measurement can be subtracted. Extra chip area and design 
time are two major drawbacks of this approach.  

• Another important component for on-wafer measurements are high frequency probes. 
The fundamental role of the probes is to transition the RF signal from one transmission 
medium to another. For instance, the measurement cables may be coaxial while the wa-
fer has micro-strip or coplanar waveguide based transmission lines carrying the RF sign-
als. The selection of the probe, based on operating frequency range and layout of the 
chip is an important factor as incorrect probes can introduce losses degrading the overall 
measurements. 

The probe position and alignment (in z-direction) on the bond-pads is critical for correct 
mm-wave measurements especially during calibration and de-embedding procedures 
(explained in next section). Two such scenarios are shown below. In Fig. 3.13(a), the 
probe-tips are not in-line in y-direction giving rise to mismatch in the measured differen-
tial output. In Fig. 3.13(b), the probe-tips are not aligned in the z-direction, due to which 
one of the differential outputs does not have reliable contact to the bond-pad. This al-
lows common-mode noise to pass and corrupt the measured output.  
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Fig. 3.13: Probe positioning error in y-direction (a), and error in z-direction (b) 
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• Only cables, connectors and adapters suitable for mm-wave frequencies should be used 
in measurements. Smaller wavelengths demand smaller dimensions of the cables and 
connectors in order to circumvent excitation of circular propagation modes. For mm-
wave measurements, this means that common SMA and 3.5 mm accessories should not 
be used. Although the smaller 2.92mm is mate-able with SMA, for best performance and 
precision, a uniform environment using the same precision 2.4mm or 1.85mm connec-
ters should be utilized.  

Signal connections, no matter how carefully made, are not perfect at mm-wave frequen-
cies. The small dimensions contribute to signal loss which typically rises with frequency. 
In case of coaxial cables, impedance and insertion loss varies with different cable 
routing. Furthermore, bending and stretching cables changes their dimensions, and thus 
affects signal propagation. This is particularly critical when measuring phase sensitive 
circuits (I-Q VCOs, phase shifters etc) where matching is of utmost importance. 

To address the above mentioned source of inaccuracies, semi-rigid cables and solid wa-
veguides are employed in this work to minimize connection variations during measure-
ments and enable accurate measurements. A measurement picture showing these com-
ponents is shown in Fig. 3.14. 

 

Fig. 3.14: Measurement setup with wave-guide connectors and semi-rigid cables 
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3.2.2 Calibration and de-embedding 

The preceding discussion illustrates that on-wafer measurement of integrated circuits involves a 
variety of external equipment, cables, connectors, adapters, terminations, etc. As a result, the 
measurements observed on a VNA or SA include the effects and non-idealities of the above. 
The solution of this is to move the measurement plane (or reference plane) from inside the 
equipment to the real device-under-test (DUT). This is accomplished by two processes namely 
calibration and de-embedding by which the undesired contributions in the measurements are 
“backed-out” or “subtracted” from the overall measurement. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.15. 

The first procedure by which the measurement plane is shifted from the equipment to the 
probe-tip is called calibration. In this process, prior to measuring the DUT, commercial imped-
ance standard substrates (ISS) are used to account for imperfections of VNA, cables, connec-
tors and probes. The known calibration standards like open, short, load, through and line, 
(present on the ISS) generally have no special relationship to the device under test except that 
both must accommodate the probes spatially. Achieving effective calibration for accurate mea-
surements at mm-wave frequencies is a significant challenge and some considerations em-
ployed in this work are discussed below: 

Probe

40 GHz  
-15 dBm

Probe

DUT

After 
calibration

After                
de-embedding

 

Fig. 3.15: Illustration of calibration and de-embedding procedures for accurate measure-
ments 

• The calibration standards on a particular ISS need to be accurately defined in a VNA 
correction algorithm. Inaccurate calibration standards result in corrected measurements 
that contain residual errors. It is to be noted, that the specific electrical behavior of the 
standards depends upon the probe pitch (distance between two adjacent probe tips). 
Therefore, the calibration data for a particular ISS is specified only for a specific probe 
spacing and ISS combination. The probe type, for instance GSG or GSGSG also need 
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unique calibration data and ISS for the latter should not be used for the former to main-
tain calibration accuracy. 

• The importance of the probe position on the bond-pads (as mentioned in the previous 
section) is more evident during a calibration procedure for mm-wave measurements. It is 
observed that the percentage of error crosses the acceptable range if two opposite 
probes do not land at the same location on a calibration standard (in a two port mea-
surement). A common mistake is to readjust the probes when moving from one calibra-
tion standard or DUT to the other. Before beginning calibration, the probes should be 
set once and their position should not be changed once calibration has started. Move-
ment of the probes will change the standard’s parasitics, in particular its inductance and 
can potentially cause calibration failure [30].  

• Another key issue is the calibration validity with time. It is experienced that the percen-
tage of tolerable error increases significantly for mm-wave frequencies after a few mi-
nutes have elapsed after the first calibration. An example of this is shown in Fig. 3.16 
where the blue samples correspond to the original calibration result and the green sam-
ples refer to the calibration validity checked after approx. seven minutes have elapsed. 
The latter shows that the percentage variation in s-parameters is above the acceptable 
level especially beyond 40 GHz. The slight jump at 40 GHz is attributed to the non-ideal 
behaviour of a differential to single-ended hybrid which has an upper frequency range of 
40 GHz. 
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Fig. 3.16: Calibration accuracy variation with time 
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• The wear and tear of the ISS due to repetitive contact degrades the calibration quality 
and using damaged samples does not provide acceptable error percentages in most cases. 
This affect is particularly visible at frequencies above 40 GHz. 

• User interaction with the measurement setup needs special attention. Even a minor bend 
or kink in a measurement cable due to a physical contact or vibration can introduce im-
pedance mismatch at mm-wave frequencies and potentially render the calibration invalid. 

The small dimensions of mm-wave circuits and components as compared to the total bond-
pad dimensions necessitate the need of transmission lines which can transfer the signal from 
the DUT in an impedance matched environment to the probe-tips. However, this means that 
contribution of the pads and the T-lines also need to be subtracted from the overall measure-
ment results. This process by which the measurement plane is shifted from the probe-tips to 
the DUT location is termed as de-embedding.  

The bond-pads and interconnect lines can be de-embedded if they can be characterized 
through known de-embedding structures and their associated models. The simplest technique 
to de-embed the DUT is to fabricate identical test structures on the wafer and not include the 
DUT. For accurate de-embedding at mm-wave frequencies, an open, short and load structure 
is required as depicted in Fig. 3.17. The s-parameters of these structures are measured after ca-
librating the system and post processing is carried out analytically to de-embed the undesired 
contributions from the overall measurements. A practical example will be presented in chapter 
4.  

To improve accuracy, measurements carried out in this work take into account the abovemen-
tioned improvements during calibration and de-embedding. Well defined and accurate ISSs are 
utilized and placed on an auxiliary-chuck space so measurement of the DUT can be carried out 
immediately after calibration within the time-span of calibration validity. The measurement se-
tup is fixed for measurements and re-calibration is done in case of physical movement of 
cables etc. 

3.2.3 Stability and repeatability  

Repeatability is measure of similarity between measurements under identical conditions with 
the same measurement equipment including cables, connectors etc. It is also a function of in-
herent stability of individual components being used in the measurement system. The sensitivi-
ty of mm-wave measurements due to factors mentioned in the preceding sections gives rise to 
variations in the measured results.   
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Fig. 3.17: De-embedding structures: with DUT (a), open (b), short (c), and load (d) 

Variations between successive measurements can be reduced by following a careful approach 
during measurements. Some of these, adopted in this work are mentioned below: 

• The measurement environment should be kept quiet after setting-up the measurement 
system. Sources of noise should not be placed in close proximity of the probe station. In 
an oscillator measurement, the noise from these external sources can be picked up by the 
probes as common-mode, and up-converted close to the carrier frequency. This affect is 
particularly visible during phase noise measurements of oscillators which demonstrate 
variations of 1-3 dB between successive measurements. The microscope lighting should 
also be turned-off after probes are positioned on the wafer to reduce temperature varia-
tions.  

• A probe contact with all pins equally pressed on the bond-pads is required to ensure 
proper signal transition and ground contact. The over-travel1 specifications of the probe 
tips on the pads should be adhered to. 

• Modification in the length or bends of the cabling is another source of variation between 
mm-wave measurements. Therefore, physical contact with the system should be avoided 
and the measurement system should be identical for all measurements. 

• In order to average out deviations due to measurement variations a number of die-
samples should be measured. This yields statistical information related to measurement 

 

1 The distance travelled by the probe-tip after touching the bond-pad to achieve firm contact. 
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repeatability on the same die as well as for die-to-die variations. A practical example of 
the latter for an oscillator is presented in chapter 4.  

3.3 Conclusions 

At mm-wave frequencies, the effect of layout parasitics and sensitivity of measurements re-
quires special attention. This chapter summarized the techniques employed in this work to ad-
dress the non-idealities of layout and measurements. For mm-wave layout there are “no-rules” 
but only guidelines. As the circuit dimensions approach the wavelength of signals on-chip, dis-
tributed effects begin to dominate and lumped element analyses are no longer valid. Further-
more, the passive values required for different circuits are of the same order as parasitics of 
transistors and interconnects. Due to the above reasons, un-accounted RF interconnects as 
small as ~10 µm can cause drift and unreliable measured results. Therefore, designers need to 
identify the minimum tolerable interconnect length based on the frequency and the circuit ap-
plication. The floor-planning of passive and active components should be done in a way to mi-
nimize interconnect lengths. In addition, using circuit editors for RC-extraction and EM-
solvers for inductance extraction for critical interconnects can provide a reasonable match be-
tween simulations and measurements. In order to avoid substrate losses, cross-talk and coupl-
ing between components, shielding techniques such as meshed grounding, coplanar transmis-
sion lines, and guard-rings should be utilized.  

The measurement set-ups for mm-wave circuits are sensitive to losses, mismatch and variation 
in the equipment, cables, connectors, probe position and temperature. Therefore, accurate and 
regular calibrations need to be carried out to keep the measurement plane as close to the DUT 
as possible. Furthermore, the measurement setup should be fixed and no physical change in 
cabling should be allowed to ensure repeatable results. The noise of the measurement equip-
ment should be minimized by proper grounding as it could be picked up by the probes if they 
are not enclosed in a chamber. Ambient as well as temperature close to DUT should remain 
relatively constant to avoid temperature dependent variations in the results. A considerable 
number of samples should be measured and results averaged to reduce contributions of these 
non-idealities in the measured results. 
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C h a p t e r  4  

4 Design of high frequency com-
ponents 

Frequency synthesizer components operate at varying frequencies. The voltage controlled os-
cillator and the first frequency divider stage, together termed as synthesizer front-end, work at 
the highest frequency and therefore are the most challenging components. Prior to complete 
synthesizer integration, a step-wise approach is adopted, first to design the individual compo-
nents of the front-end and second to integrate them. This assists in understanding the chal-
lenges of each component and the interaction between them. 

This chapter focuses on the synthesizer front-end integration as well as individual component 
design as highlighted in Fig. 4.1. Section 4.1 begins with an overview and comparison of differ-
ent prescaler architectures suitable for mm-wave operation. Characteristics such as locking 
range (LR), power consumption, quadrature generation and phase noise are considered as 
comparison metrics. Theoretical analysis of static frequency divider (SFD) and injection locked 
frequency divider (ILFD) is presented next. The ILFD analyses in published literature are 
usually based on small signal operation, whereas ILFDs actually experience large signal swings; 
therefore a discrepancy is present in the calculated and simulated (or measured) locking range. 
In this work a large-signal analysis aiming to achieve a meaningful locking range expression is  
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Fig. 4.1: Highlighted synthesizer front-end components  

discussed. Sections 4.1.2 to 4.1.6 present four integrated prescaler circuits for the proposed 
synthesizer. The first is a static divider based on D-latches which are optimized for high fre-
quency and broadband operation. Next are two injection locked frequency dividers targeting 
the 40 GHz and 60 GHz bands and include techniques to enhance injection efficiency thereby 
increasing locking range. The 40 GHz ILFD is designed to provide quadrature (I-Q) 20 GHz 
outputs as required by a project partner. As the proposed synthesizer aims to provide LO sig-
nals for sliding-IF as well as direct conversion receivers, a dual-band prescaler can alleviate the 
requirement of two separate (or switchable) dividers. To fulfill this requirement, section 4.1.6 
presents a new dual-mode ILFD which can divide by 2 or 3 based on the input injection fre-
quency. A monolithic transformer which is utilized in the above dual-band ILFD as well as in a 
later VCO circuit is presented in section 4.1.5.  

The other key high frequency component in a synthesizer is the voltage controlled oscillator. 
Section 4.2, starting with a comparison of conventional VCO architectures, reviews the theo-
retical analysis related to oscillation conditions, tuning range and phase noise. The 60 GHz fre-
quency band poses stern tuning range (TR) requirements for VCOs as more than 10% TR is 
required to cover the complete un-licensed spectrum. Furthermore, varactors, which are invari-
ably used as tuning elements for altering VCO frequency, have low quality factors at these fre-
quencies and become the dominating factor as compared to inductors. Section 4.2.3 presents a 
number of varactor tuning arrangements aiming to improve their quality factor and providing 
the required tuning range at the same time. One of these is utilized in a 40 GHz VCO pre-
sented in the same section. Synthesizers for direct-conversion receivers require 60 GHz qua-
drature LO signals. Therefore, the next two sections are dedicated to two approaches; the first 
is based on actively coupling two identical 60 GHz VCOs by using extra transistors whereas 
the second is based on transformer coupling between the I and Q VCOs. The transformer pre-
sented in section 4.1.5 is reused in the latter design. In the same line as the prescaler, a flexible 
synthesizer requires a switchable or dual-band VCO able to operate at 40- and 60 GHz. Sec-
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tion 4.2.6 presents a number of design approaches and associated challenges to achieve this 
task. 

The next step, after implementation and measurement of VCO and prescaler separately, is in-
tegration of the two components to form the synthesizer front-end. As the VCOs and ILFDs 
are based on LC tanks, their frequency selectivity makes the integration a considerable task.  
The tuning range of the VCO and locking range of the ILFD should coincide with each other 
for correct operation. A shift in any of them due to design inaccuracy or layout parasitics can 
result in failure for meeting the target specifications. Section 4.3 presents synthesizer front-ends 
for 40 GHz as well as 60 GHz based on the corresponding VCO and prescaler circuits. 

4.1 Prescaler 

A prescaler is the first frequency divider stage in the synthesizer feedback loop. For low fre-
quency synthesizers the prescaler does not necessarily need to be treated separately as the re-
quirement specifications are not stringent and thus the design is straightforward. On the other 
hand, for mm-wave or 60 GHz synthesizers the prescaler needs to operate at the highest fre-
quency of the loop. Furthermore, for FC techniques based on a two-step down conversion 
(section 2.2 ) and using the prescaler outputs for a second mixer, the specifications become 
even more demanding.  

The selection of a prescaler architecture for 60 GHz synthesizers needs careful consideration. 
Firstly, it should be able to cover the complete VCO tuning range along with some margin for 
PVT variations as well as for a shift between simulations and measurements. For a direct con-
version architecture this implies a 7 GHz operation range  which is challenging to achieve. Se-
condly, the prescaler should be highly sensitive, as owing to power consumption constraints 
and interconnect losses, the VCO output power can be quite low and can vary over the tuning 
range. Therefore, reliable frequency division for all VCO power levels is required. Thirdly, for a 
two-step down conversion (or sliding-IF), prescalers need to provide accurate quadrature out-
puts, as IF-LO, for error free baseband data. The above requirements, in some cases, are con-
tradicting. For instance one prescaler architecture might be able to provide inherent quadrature 
outputs but unable to operate at mm-wave frequencies whereas another one might operate at 
high frequencies but offer a narrow locking range. Therefore, architecture selection and design 
trade-offs have to be adopted keeping in view the most important performance specification. 
The next section provides an overview of mm-wave prescaler architectures which can provide 
division ratios of two and three as required in the proposed synthesizer.  
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4.1.1 Overview and comparison of  prescaler architectures 

Prescalers for mm-wave frequencies can be categorized into digital, analog or their combina-
tion (hybrid) as shown in Fig. 4.2. The digital class of dividers is sub-divided into static and dy-
namic FDs whereas the analog consist of regenerative or miller divider and injection locked 
frequency divider. Travelling wave FD, a hybrid of digital and analog presented in [31] for low 
frequencies is analyzed in this work for mm-wave operation. 

 

Fig. 4.2: Prescaler categorization 

In order to compare the performance metrics of the above dividers, their operating principles 
are discussed next.  

• Static frequency dividers (SFDs) are one of the most widely used class of dividers [32-
38]. They are usually based on an edge-triggered flip-flop in a negative feedback loop. 
The flip-flop is composed of two master and slave D-latches which are driven by anti-
phase clock pulses. Fig. 4.3 shows a standard SFD along with the associated timing dia-
gram. The dividing operation is achieved by connecting the inverted slave outputs to 
master D-latch inputs. Seen as a two stage ring oscillator, static frequency dividers can 
provide highly matched quadrature outputs which are required in the two step down-
conversion in a transceiver.  

In principle, any type of latch can be utilized in a SFD. However, traditional CMOS rail-
to-rail implementations lead to long rise and fall times, resulting in low operation fre-
quencies. In addition, the single-ended structure also suffers from supply noise coupling, 
potentially introducing jitter in the output. MOS current mode logic (MCML or just 
CML) sometimes also referred to as source coupled logic (SCL), is a better alternative 
for D-latch implementation [39;40].  This logic family is characterized by, firstly, small 
voltage swings thus reducing the rise and fall times and enhancing the operation fre-
quency. Secondly, the differential and current steering nature of MCML reduces the 
switching and supply noise resulting in a spur-free synthesizer output spectrum and last-
ly, it consumes a constant current, hence the name static frequency divider. A D-latch 
based on MCML logic is shown in Fig. 4.4. 
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Fig. 4.3: Static frequency divider 
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Fig. 4.4: A standard MCML D-latch 
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The maximum operation frequency of the SFD depends on the propagation delay from 
input D to output Q in a D-latch and can be estimated by 

max
1

2 pd

f
τ

≤  (4.1) 

where τpd is the propagation delay. In a differential circuit (such as CML logic) τpd for ris-
ing and falling edge is identical and in first order, proportional to the charging time con-
stant τL, i.e., 

pd L L LR Cτ τ∝ =  (4.2) 

where RL is the load resistance and CL is the total capacitance at the output node consist-
ing of parasitic contribution from the latch transistors M3-M4, output buffer transistors 
(not shown in Fig. 4.4) and layout interconnect. It is evident that, to maximize speed, τL 
or RL and CL should be minimized. However, there is a trade-off present between the 
two passive values. If RL decreases, the gain gmRL of the transistors M1-M2 also decreas-
es. In order to compensate this decrease, larger transistors are required to boost the gm 
thus increasing the total capacitance. On the other hand if CL is reduced by using smaller 
transistors, RL needs to be increased to maintain a sufficient output voltage swing. Tech-
niques such as inductive peaking [32;33], distributed loading [36] and LC-tank loading 
[34] have been employed to increase the bandwidth of SFDs. The SFD presented in sec-
tion 4.1.2 utilizes the inductive peaking to enhance the operation frequency.  

Theoretically, SFDs can operate up til very low frequencies; however, if a sinusoidal in-
put is used (as in practice from a VCO), they might not work below a certain frequency 
due to low slew rate. This is because the slow transition of CK+ and CK- can turn-on 
both latches simultaneously, making the loop transparent for a short duration. As a re-
sult, false switching at the output is seen due to the “racing ” phenomenon [41]. Fortu-
nately, in a prescaler design the lower frequency limit of the SFD is of less concern as it 
is connected directly to the VCO which is operating at the highest frequency of the syn-
thesizer.  

A large number of static frequency dividers have been reported in the frequency range  
uptil 40 GHz [32;33;35-37;42;43] and a few implementations above 60 GHz using SOI 
technologies have also been demonstrated [44-47]. 

• The second sub-category of digital dividers is the dynamic FDs. These distinguish them-
selves from the static counter parts in the implementation of the D-latches used in the 
flip-flop and the current consumption which only occurs during a portion of a clock 
cycle [48-52]. Two variations of dynamic dividers are shown in Fig. 4.5. 

In the first dynamic divider, when CK is high, the first latch acts as a pseudo-nMOS in-  
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Fig. 4.5: Dynamic frequency divider: dual-clock pseudo-nMOS (a), and true single phase 
clocking (TSPC) (b) 

verter and the input signal is clocked into the storage capacitor Cp. When the CK goes 
low, the first latch becomes opaque and the second latch is switched ON, transferring 
the signal to the output node. The unavailability of complementary outputs is a draw-
back of this design as it cannot be connected to subsequent divider stages which require 
complementary signals as their inputs. A solution to the latter problem is the dynamic 
divider in Fig. 4.5 (b) which is driven by a single phase clock. This type of dynamic di-
vider is called true single phase clocking (TSPC) divider. The operation of this divider 
consists of a pre-charge phase and an evaluation phase. When the CK is low, the output 
is pre-charged to VDD through the PMOS devices. During this phase the divider does 
not consume any current as the lower part is OFF. When the CK is high, the evaluation 
period starts and output stays high or goes low based on the implemented input logic. 

The advantage of dynamic dividers over SFDs is reduced power consumption and less 
number of transistors. However, for mm-wave prescaler design, drawbacks of dynamic 
dividers are more dominant. Firstly, unavailability of inherent complementary and qua-
drature outputs is a major disadvantage. Secondly, common-mode noise is visible at the 
output due to the single-ended topology and is more sensitive to parasitic effects such as 
leakage, charge redistribution and clock feed-through [53]. Lastly, due to limited charge 
retention this class of dividers is unable to reach the mm-wave regime and the highest 
frequency reported in a 0.1 µm SOI technology is 18 GHz [51]. 

• Prior to the description of the analog class of dividers, an alternative frequency divider 
architecture is considered which does not strictly fall in any of the two distinct classes. 
This is termed as travelling wave divider (TWD), and was first presented in [31] and re-
used in [54]. Although both these implementations are based on bipolar technologies 
and operate at low frequencies around 2 GHz, in this work, feasibility of this architecture 
was analyzed for mm-wave frequencies in bulk CMOS 90nm technology. 
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Fig. 4.6: Travelling wave frequency divider 

The travelling wave divider is shown in Fig. 4.6. The circuit consists of three differential 
amplifiers: the input clock amplifier M5, M6 and two differential amplifiers M1, M3 and 
M2, M4 with complementary inputs. The drain and gate terminals of transistors M1 to 
M4 are connected in a cyclic manner. Although the operation of this divider can be 
compared to two closely coupled bi-stable differential amplifiers that switch between 
master and slave state, the analog nature of the circuit becomes evident if current transi-
tions between different branches of the circuit are analyzed. At the start of operation let 
I13=Itail and I24=0 and assume that I13 flows only through M1 generating a drain voltage 
signal. As the current switches from M6 to M5 the drain signal travels (or shifts) one po-
sition to the right to the drain of M2. After four switchings of current between M5 and 
M6, i.e. two periods of the input clock signal the drain signal completes one cycle and 
hence operates as a divide-by-two frequency divider.   

The travelling wave divider offers a number of advantages; firstly, the lesser number of 
transistors offers a simple circuit with less parasitics. Secondly, the availability of com-
plementary as well as quadrature outputs enables its integration with a subsequent divid-
er chain and/or a mixer for a second down-conversion step. In order to gauge the mm-
wave performance of a TWD, transistor level simulations are carried out (see Appendix 
A). The locking range (LR) of a frequency divider can be given as  

max min(%) 100
center

f fLR
f
−

= ×  (4.3) 

The TWD demonstrates broadband operation with a locking range of 68% around     
fcenter = 33.5 GHz. However, there are two down-sides of the TWD revealed by simula-
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tions. Firstly, the maximum and minimum operation frequency is susceptible to load re-
sistance variation and secondly, the output amplitude varies over the locking range. Nu-
merical values of these two non-ideal effects are presented in Table A.1 and Fig. A.1, re-
spectively.  

• The first type of the analog class of dividers is called the regenerative or Miller frequency 
divider (RFD), first proposed in [55].  The operating principle of the RFD can be un-
derstood by Fig. 4.7 where a mixer is placed in a feedback loop and the output is mixed 
with the input. The mixer generates the sum and difference components of fin+fout and 
fin-fout, respectively. By placing a band-pass filter, the sum component can be filtered out 
and the difference component persists in the loop and satisfies the relation fout=fin – fout, 
i.e. fout = fin/2 . This configuration has a potential to work at moderate to high frequen-
cies as it allows combined design of the mixer and band-pass filter. The latter, which in 
most cases is a tuned LC-tank can absorb the capacitance of the mixer and thus reach 
high frequency of operation.  

 

Fig. 4.7: Divide-by-2 regenerative frequency divider operating principle 

A CMOS implementation of an RFD is shown in Fig. 4.8, where the mixer is a standard 
Gilbert cell and the feedback loop is formed by connecting the drains to the gates of M4 
and M3, respectively. The band-pass filter is formed by the inductor and the parasitic ca-
pacitance of the transistors. Varactors can also be incorporated to shift the pass-band 
frequency resulting in enhancement of operating range. Unlike the SFD, the regenerative 
frequency divider does not self-oscillate, i.e. if the input clock is switched OFF, the di-
vider output will be zero as well. Due to this characteristic of the RFD, the sensitivity 
curves do not have local minima and are “flatter” as compared to static frequency divid-
ers [56]. As a mixer has two input (LO and RF) ports, the output, in principle, can be fed 
back to any one of them resulting in two configurations of RFDs. The configuration 
shown in Fig. 4.8 feedbacks the signal to the LO port, whereas the other configuration 
returns the signal to the RF port with the input signal applied to the LO port.  

A number of regenerative frequency dividers have been presented in recent years [56-
58]. However, the performance for mm-wave frequencies especially at 60 GHz is not sa-
tisfactory. Firstly, the required input power is considerably higher as compared to other 
frequency dividers as signal loss from the RF to the LO port (or vice versa) becomes 
significant at these frequencies. Secondly, the locking range offered by RFDs is smaller 
than the digital counterparts. For instance, an improved regenerative divider in [57] de-
monstrates a locking range of 1.8 GHz only.  
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Fig. 4.8: Divide-by-2 regenerative frequency divider circuit 

• The second and promising high speed analog divider is recognized as the injection 
locked frequency divider (ILFD). It is based on injection locking (or pulling) phenome-
non of oscillators in which it is forced to oscillate at a frequency different from its tank 
resonance frequency [59]. The injection locking principle can be understood as adding 
an external sinusoid to an oscillator as shown in Fig. 4.9. If the amplitude and frequency 
of the sinusoid are chosen correctly, the circuit begins to oscillate at the injection fre-
quency finj rather than the tank frequency f0. It is obvious that injection locking would 
occur only in the vicinity of f0 where the oscillator can be pulled easily.  Therefore, the 
locking range of such a scheme is limited to start with. 

The injection locking technique can also be adopted to achieve frequency division. For 
instance, LC based oscillators, in addition to the fundamental component, present 
second harmonic of the oscillation frequency at their tail (common-mode) nodes. If a 
frequency approximately twice the oscillation frequency is injected at such a node, the 
oscillator locks to exactly half of the injected frequency. In other words, ILFD is an os-
cillator in which a harmonic of the oscillation frequency is locked to the fundamental 
frequency of the injected signal.  

A simple CMOS realization of a divide-by-2 ILFD is shown in Fig. 4.10 (a). The core of 
the divider is the cross-coupled NMOS oscillator with a tank resonance frequency f0. 
The signal at node P is at the second harmonic of f0 and therefore an obvious point for 
external signal injection through a tail transistor M3. The injected signal mixes with the  
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Fig. 4.9: Injection locking principle; free running oscillator (a), and injection locked oscillator 
(b) 

fundamental component producing a difference component which is close to the tank 
resonance frequency and thus locks to finj/2. ILFDs can also be treated as a special type  
of regenerative dividers, in which the non-linear active devices act as mixer, the LC tank 
as band-pass filter and feedback is provided by the inherent oscillator.    

The injection locking technique can also be extended to implement ILFDs with higher 
division ratios. Divide-by-3 operation using an LC based ILFD, can be achieved by 
modifying the circuit in Fig. 4.10(a) and preserving the third harmonic of the oscillation 
frequency [60]. This will be explained by a practical implementation in section 4.1.4. The 
same division ratio can also be achieved by injecting the signal to a 3-stage ring oscillator 
as shown in Fig. 4.10(b) [61]. Similarly, higher division ratios for instance 4, 6, 8 or even 
12 are possible by using injection locking based in ring oscillators[62-65]. 

A number of challenges need to be addressed in ILFD designs. Firstly, due to frequency 
selectivity of the tank, the locking range is limited and needs to be enhanced using circuit 
design techniques. The general aim of such techniques is to increase the injection effi-
ciency by which more power of the injection signal reaches the LC tank. In the circuit of 
Fig. 4.10(a), the parasitic capacitance at node P creates a path to ground for high fre-
quency injection signals. This “eats-up” significant signal power, undermining the injec-
tion. To address this issue, an inductor can be added to resonate out the capacitance Cp, 
enlarging the locking range without extra power consumption albeit extra silicon area 
[66]. Another drawback of the basic ILFD circuit is the single-ended input injection, 
wasting 50% of injection power. An alternative topology called “direct injection” or 
“tank injection” can be adopted for differential injection [67]. Two examples of direct in-
jection will be presented in sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.6, in which the signal injection is ac 
complished by two switches placed across the tank still driving common-mode points of  
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Fig. 4.10: Injection locked frequency divider; LC based divide-by-2 (a), and ring oscillator 
based divide-by-3 (b) 

the circuits. Attaining quadrature outputs from ILFDs require extra circuits. One solu-
tion is to actively couple two identical ILFDs to generate outputs 90° spaced outputs 
[68]. Passive techniques such as transformer coupling or poly-phase filters can also be 
employed to achieve the same. The narrow locking range of ILFDs necessitates careful, 
design, skillful layout, as well as meticulous EM simulations especially at mm-wave fre-
quencies. The integration of an ILFD with a VCO requires careful co-design as shift in 
any of them due to process and temperature (PVT) variations may destroy the locking.  

An overview of frequency dividers suitable for mm-wave operation has been presented above. 
The choice of one topology over the other lies on the requirements of locking range, quadra-
ture generation, power consumption, phase noise, robustness and design complexity. Table 4.1 
summarizes the pros and cons of the presented architectures to facilitate design choice of pres-
calers for the proposed synthesizer. 

 Operation  
frequency 

Locking 
Range 

I-Q     
Outputs

Power Robustness Ease of 
design

Static - ++ ++ - ++ ++ 
Dynamic -- + - + + + 
Travelling wave + + ++ - - - 
Regenerative + - - + - - 
Injection locked ++ -- + + - - 

Table 4.1: Comparison of prescaler architectures 
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Static frequency dividers while providing a large locking range consume more power and can 
only reach around 40 GHz using bulk CMOS technologies. Dynamic dividers are easy to de-
sign but inability to provide quadrature outputs and low operation frequency is the down-side 
of this architecture. Travelling wave divider offers a simple circuit implementation with quadra-
ture outputs but it is prone to output power and locking range variations. The analog class of 
dividers can operate at higher frequencies as compared to the digital counterparts. The rege-
nerative dividers offering moderate locking range are complex circuits and require higher input 
powers for proper division. Lastly, injection locked frequency dividers, can easily operate at 
mm-wave frequencies. However, to address its narrow locking range, circuit design solutions 
have to be found. The power consumption of ILFDs is the minimum among all dividers and 
with straightforward techniques can provide matched quadrature outputs. 

4.1.2 35 GHz static frequency divider 

The first component design of the 40 GHz synthesizer front-end deals with the prescaler. Due 
to robustness and simplicity, investigation of a static frequency divider as the prescaler is car-
ried out. The main specification to be satisfied by this component is to be able to divide the 
entire VCO frequency tuning range, the maximum of which is 42.3 GHz (section 2.6). In order 
to achieve the above target, a number of circuit improvements are proposed which will be ex-
plained shortly. The block diagram of the divider and output buffers along with their under-
lying circuits is shown in Fig. 4.11.  

The SFD consists of two master slave D-latches placed in negative feedback and clocked by 
opposite phase clock signals. Each D-latch is based on MOS current mode logic (MCML, sec-
tion 4.1.1) and consists of two differential pairs with distinct modes of operation. Transistor 
pair M1 and M2 of the D-latch is termed as tracking pair (also called sensing, sampling or eval-
uation pair) and M3,M4 is termed as latching pair (or regenerative pair). The tail current Ibias is 
switched between the tracking and latching pairs by the clock transistors (M5-M7) based on the 
clock (CK) inputs. When the CK is high, the track pair in the first latch is active and the D in-
puts are transferred to outputs Q. On the other hand, when CK goes low the latch pair be-
comes active and the present value of Q is stored or latched. The role of the sense and latch 
pairs are reversed in the second latch as it is clocked oppositely to the first one. Thus, the input 
is transferred to the output of the divider after two clock cycles and hence the divide-by-2 op-
eration is achieved. The outputs of both latches are buffered to achieve large output amplitude 
for measurement purposes.  

 As mentioned in section 4.1.1, the highest speed of operation of the SFD depends on the 
propagation delay from input to output in a D-latch. This in turn is defined by the RC time 
constant at nodes Q+ and Q-, where R is the load resistance and C is the total output capacit-
ance. The smaller this RC product, higher the frequency achieved by the SFD. In order to de- 
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Fig. 4.11: Static frequency divider with circuit schematics of D-Latch and output buffer 
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termine the load resistance, the output voltage swing of an SFD can be written as 

bias LV I RΔ = i  (4.4) 

The tail current Ibias is selected to ensure complete current switching between the tracking and 
latching pairs and also to achieve a drain current density which extracts maximum gain from 
the tracking pair. The output voltage swing is dictated by the successive divider circuits that the 
prescaler needs to drive. However, for an independent component design, a reasonable output 
amplitude is selected which could be measured reliably. The above two parameters define the 
tracking pair dimensions and required load resistance RL for the D-latch and does not allow 
arbitrary low values to reduce the RC time constant. The total capacitance seen at the output 
consists of a number of contributions and can be given by 

, , , , , ,2 4
Ltotal gs t db t gd t gs l db l gd l R buff parC C C C C C C C C C≅ + + + + + + + +  (4.5) 

where Cgs, Cdb and Cgd are the gate-to-source, drain-to-bulk and gate-to-drain capacitances of 
the transistor and the subscript ‘t’ and ‘l’ correspond to the tracking and latching pairs, respec-
tively. CRL, Cpar, Cbuff and are the parasitic contributions from the load resistors, layout inter-
connect and buffer transistors which act as external load for the divider, respectively. The fac-
tor 4 with the Cgd,l term accounts for two differentially connected Cgd,l’s [69]. Equation (4.5) 
provides a number of insights to reduce the total capacitance which is exploited to achieve high 
frequency operation. 

When the clock inputs (CK+ and CK-) are equal to a common-mode value, both the master 
and slave latches are semi-transparent, allowing signals to propagate through both latches. This 
makes the circuit work as a two stage ring oscillator with a self-oscillation frequency of 1/4τpd 
(where τpd is given by (4.2) ). Increasing the self-oscillation frequency leads to higher operation 
frequency of the divider. Therefore, the capacitance contributions from different sources are 
decreased to achieve a high self-oscillation frequency. The significant contribution from the 
latch transistors (4Cgd,l) motivates the investigation for its reduction. To this end, simulations 
are carried to determine the optimum ratio between tracking pair (M1, M2) and latching pair 
(M3, M4). The approach of finding the best ratio instead of absolute transistor dimensions as-
sists in generalizing the result. The tracking pair dimensions are first selected based on the re-
quired output amplitude and tail current. The width of the latch transistors is then varied be-
tween two values, lowest being 1/16th of the tracking pair and highest being equal to it. The 
resulting self-oscillation frequency and output amplitude of the divider is plotted in Fig. 4.12. 
As the latching pair dimensions are increased the self-oscillation frequency decreases owing to 
increased capacitance at the output nodes. The output amplitude, although mainly defined by 
the tracking pair, is marginally affected by the latch pair. Initially it increases as the latch pair 
width is increased and after reaching a maximum it rolls-off due to excessive loading of the 
tracking pair.  The region between 8/16 and 11/16 offers the best compromise between the 
two parameters and is highlighted by the dashed circle. Similar simulations done for different  
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Fig. 4.12: Self-oscillation frequency and output amplitude of SFD as a function of ratio of 
tracking and latching transistors width (optimum area is encircled) 

the SFD does not self-oscillate if the latch transistors are smaller than 1/4th of the tracking 
widths of tracking transistors yield an almost identical optimum region. It is to be noted that 
transistors as the negative resistance is too small to initiate oscillation. The positive feedback 
and the reduction of width of the latch pair imply that a fraction of the tail current can be suffi-
cient for it, to take hard decision between high and low level of the output. Thus, the current 
for the latch pair is reduced by splitting the corresponding clock transistor into two parallel 
transistors M6 and M7. Parametric simulations show that using 3/4th of the tracking pair cur-
rent for the latch pair provides an 8% improvement in the output amplitude and does not de-
grade other performance parameters. Therefore, M6 and M7 distribute the current by having 
width of 3/4 W2 and 1/4 W2, where W2 is the width of M5 providing the current to the track-
ing pair. The transistor M7, though wastes 1/4th of the tail current, is added to preserve the 
differential structure for the clock inputs and avoid any imbalance. 

The second technique adopted to enhance the operation frequency of the SFD is termed as 
shunt peaking. This technique can be understood conceptually in time as well as frequency 
domain. It is known that the gain of a capacitively loaded amplifier (tracking pair in SFD case) 
rolls off as frequency increases because the capacitor’s impedance diminishes. The introduction 
of an inductor in the load, generates an impedance which increases with frequency (i.e. it intro-
duces a zero). This nullifies the decrease in impedance of the capacitor and results in a constant 
impedance level over a broader frequency range as compared to the original RC network. Ob-
serving the time domain impact, it can be seen that, as current cannot change instantaneously 
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through the load resistor RL due to the shunt peaking inductor, more current is utilized to 
charge the load capacitance. This decreases the rise and fall times of the SFD and thus en-
hances the maximum operation frequency [70]. 

There are several considerations for the shunt peaking inductor used in this design. As the load 
resistor is connected in series with the inductor, their combination determines the effective 
quality factor. Therefore, a high quality factor inductor is not required. This flexibility enables 
the use of a stacked inductor which offers the valuable advantage of smaller silicon foot-print. 
A high self-resonance frequency (fSR) has to be maintained to ensure inductive behavior uptil 
the highest operation frequency of the SFD. The peaking inductor L1 in Fig. 4.11 is imple-
mented in a differential structure with the center tap connected to VDD. The available six layer 
metal stack is used to construct the stacked structure as shown in Fig. 4.13. Top four metals 
from Me6-Me3 form the inductors whereas Me1 is used below the inductors as patterned 
ground shielding to provide isolation from substrate.    

 

Fig. 4.13: Complete shunt peaking stacked inductor (a), and its cross-section showing para-
sitic capacitances, metal shield and substrate (b) [32] 

Metal 6 winds downward with a right-half turn and is interleaved with a left-half turn on the 
adjacent lower metal layer. When the winding reaches Me3 it winds upward along the counter 
path. The consecutive layers, for instance Me6 and Me5 are offset by a metal width, so that the 
loops on Me6, Me4 and Me5, Me3 are identical. This approach eliminates the parasitic capacit-
ance between adjacent metal layers. The metal to substrate capacitance is also limited to Me3 
and further reduced by using Me1 as a shielding layer. An optimum value of 125 pH for the 
shunt peaking inductor is required based on a series of AC and transient simulations. In order 
to estimate the self resonance frequency of the inductor, the total parasitic capacitance of the 
structure is calculated based on the distributed capacitance model (DCM) [71;72].  
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The DCM model analytically calculates the different parasitic capacitances of the inductor by 
using the voltage distribution (also called voltage profile) over the inductor. It assumes that 
firstly, voltage distribution is proportional to the length of the metal track and secondly, the 
voltage potential is equal in each half turn of the inductor and is determined by averaging the 
voltages of the previous half turn and the next one. For an n turn inductor, each half turn be 
denoted as l1, l2 ,…, l2n , the metal width as W, metal-to-metal overlap capacitance as Cm-m(k) 
and metal-to-substrate capacitance as Cm-s(k), we can define 
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and the voltage of the kth half turn is given by  
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where V0 is the peak voltage across the inductor. The total electrical energy stored in the induc-
tor is divided into two parts: one is in the energy stored in metal-to-substrate parasitic capacitor 
Em-s and the second in the metal-to-metal capacitor Em-m and can be expressed as  
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To determine Etotal, the two parasitic capacitance Cm-s and Cm-m have to be calculated. To this 
end, it can be observed that metal to substrate capacitance is limited to the lower two metals 
only and the energy stored can be given as 
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and comparing it to (4.8) gives 
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On the other hand, the energy stored in metal-to-metal capacitors is given by  
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The two summations correspond to the capacitance during winding-down and winding-up of 
the inductor. Using (4.7), the above equation can be re-written as 
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 and the corresponding Cm-m can be extracted as 
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Combining (4.10) and (4.13) yields the total capacitance of the structure 
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Cm-s(k) and Cm-m(k) in the above equation is found using relative dielectric constant of the re-
spective metal layer whereas other parameters depend on the length and width of metal traces 
of the inductor. The total capacitance of the stacked inductor is calculated to be 37.5 fF. This 
yields a self resonance frequency of 73.5 GHz which is high enough for its usage as a shunt-
peaking inductor:  

1 73.5
2SR

total

f GHz
LCπ

= =  (4.15) 

The output buffer which is needed for measurement purposes generates another parasitic ca-
pacitance contribution in (4.5) represented by Cbuff. In order to reduce the input capacitance of 
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the buffer and decrease the loading at the output nodes of the divider, an fT doubler stage 
(transistor M2 and M3) is added to a standard differential amplifier as shown in Fig. 4.14. For a 
differential input, the device capacitances appear in series with each other, which halves the 
effective Cgs capacitance as compared to a differential stage. The fT doubler approach increases 
the unity-gain frequency fT= gm/2π (Cgs+Cgd) of the devices and the bandwidth of the buffer 
as well [73].  The drawback of this approach is the extra current required for the two differen-
tial amplifiers. The compact shunt-peaking inductor designed in the divider is also re-used in 
the buffer without significant area penalty. The simulated -3dB bandwidth of the buffer is in-
creased from 22.6 GHz to 57.8 GHz due to the fT doubler stage and shunt peaking.  

 

Fig. 4.14: Output buffer for static frequency divider 

Owing to the differential design in both the divider and buffer, the layout is kept as symmetric 
as possible. The quadrature outputs from the buffer are matched to the measurement equip-
ment by using 50Ω transmission lines to the bond pads. The circuit is fabricated in a 90nm, 
bulk CMOS, LP technology, with six metallization layers. Due to bond pad limitations the chip 
area is 900 x 700 µm2. However, the active area is less than half of the above value. The chip 
micrograph is shown in Fig. 4.15.  

The SFD was measured on wafer with high frequency differential probes (GSGSG). A 180° 
hybrid provides the required anti-phase clock inputs. The measured input sensitivity of the 
SFD which plots the minimum input power required, as a function of input frequency is plot-
ted in Fig. 4.16. The losses from the measurement setup have been de-embedded. The simu-
lated sensitivity curves for the divider with and without shunt-peaking are also presented. It can  
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Fig. 4.15: Chip micrograph of the SFD 

be seen that shunt-peaking improves the maximum operation frequency from 29GHz to 43 
GHz which is a 1.48 times improvement. This is close to the theoretical maximum enhance-
ment (1.7 times) using shunt-peaking [70]. The measured maximum frequency of 35.5 GHz lies 
between the two simulated curves. The divider can operate from 2 to 35.5 GHz with an input 
power below +1dBm. The maximum frequency division is achieved at a power consumption 
of 14.4 mW per D-latch from a 1.2 V power supply. Each output buffer consumes  
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Fig. 4.16: Simulated and measured input sensitivity curves 
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9.6 mW and the total power consumption is 48mW. The circuit was unable to hit the target 
frequency of 40 GHz and the considerable shift in frequency, after investigation, is attributed 
to inaccurate device models which were only characterized uptil 20 GHz. 

The measured output spectrum at maximum frequency of operation is shown in Fig. 4.17. The 
measured phase noise of the divider output is -124.6dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset from the carrier 
(for an input CLK of 30 GHz). The input phase noise of the generator is -119.4dBc/Hz which 
is close to the 6 dB theoretical difference due to frequency division.  

 

Fig. 4.17: SFD measured results: spectrum at maximum frequency (a), and phase noise (b) 

4.1.3 40 GHz divide-by-2 ILFD 

The inability of the static frequency divider presented in the preceding section to reach the tar-
get frequency of 40 GHz, points to investigation of an alternative prescaler architecture for the 
same purpose. The natural choice is an injection locked frequency divider which has been 
demonstrated at mm-wave frequencies, albeit with narrow locking range. Circuit techniques are 
employed in this work to address the latter characteristic and satisfy locking range requirements 
for the proposed synthesizer. 

As mentioned in section 4.1.1, injection locking or pulling is a special type of oscillation where 
a free running oscillator is forced to oscillate at an injection frequency (finj) which different than 
its self-oscillation frequency (f0). When finj is quite different from from f0, “beats” of the two 
frequencies are observed. As it approaches f0, the beats start to decrease and when finj enters a 
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certain range close to f0, the beats disappear and the oscillator starts to oscillate at finj instead of 
f0. The frequency range in which injection locking occurs is called locking range (LR). Injection 
locking also occurs if finj is close to a harmonic or sub-harmonic of f0, i.e. nf0 or f0/n. This cha-
racteristic is utilized to design injection locked frequency dividers or multipliers, respectively, as 
shown in Fig. 4.18. As an example, in case of a divide-by-2 frequency divider, frequencies close 
to the second harmonic of f0 are injected to achieve a locked output at the oscillation nodes 
which is exactly half the injected frequency. The strength of harmonics in a non-linear oscilla-
tor is always lower than the fundamental, which manifests itself in reduced locking range when 
it is used as a divider or multiplier as compared to an injection locked oscillator only (for iden-
tical injection power). This is graphically shown in Fig. 4.18. 

 

Fig. 4.18: Injection locking to achieve oscillator (center), divider (right) and multiplier (left) 

The limited locking range in ILFDs is of main concern and in order to address this issue, its 
dependencies on circuit parameters have to be investigated and will be considered next. The 
locking range of ILFDs has been treated extensively during many studies of injection locking 
of oscillators over the last sixty years. Adler [74] introduced the first expression for locking 
range in 1946 as  
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injVf
f Q V
Δ

≤  (4.16) 

where Δf is the range of frequencies around the free-running oscillation frequency f0, Q is the 
quality factor of the tank and Vinj and V0 are voltages of the external injected signal and the os-
cillator, respectively. In [75;76], the injection locking oscillator is treated as a non-linear func-
tion to derive the following locking range expression 
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where Δf, f0, Q and Vinj are the same as before, H0 is the impedance of the RLC tank at reson-
ance and a2 is the second-order coefficient of the nonlinear function.  

 In order to simplify the analysis, [59] adopts a time-variant view as opposed to a non-linear 
approach to derive a locking range expression for an injection locked oscillator given by  
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which in case Iinj << Io can be simplified to  
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where Iosc and Iinj are the oscillator and injection current, respectively. The application of the 
above equation to an ILFD can be understood by considering a conventional divide-by-2 
ILFD shown in Fig. 4.19 (a) in which the injection signal is at approximately twice the self-
oscillation frequency f0.  After voltage to current conversion Iinj reaches the common-source 
node P of the cross-coupled pair (M1-M2). This pair can also be considered as a mixer where 
the two currents (Iinj and Iosc) are mixed, down-converting finj to fo +finj, and the sum compo-
nent is suppressed due to tank selectivity. Assuming abrupt switching of M1 and M2, the injec-
tion of Iinj at finj into node P can be considered equivalent to injection of Iinj · 2/π at finj - f0 into 
the LC tank, where 2/π is the mixer conversion gain. As finj-f0≈f0, the divide-by-2 operation is 
achieved and the locking range of (4.19) can be re-written as 
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inj
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Δ

≈ ⋅ ⋅  (4.20) 

It is also to be noted that due to the differential topology, the non-linearity of M1 and M2 
(switching pair) has odd-symmetry. Therefore, only mixing products of odd numbers are gen-
erated which correspond to even division ratios, i.e. 

( )2 1inj o of n f f− − =  (4.21) 

where n=1, 2, 3,… and n=1 corresponds to divide-by-2 ILFD. Higher division ratio (4, 6, …) 
ILFDs can also be designed using the same topology. 

Revisiting the locking range expressions in (4.16), (4.17) and (4.20), it is clear that for larger LR, 
the quality factor (Q) of the LC tank should be minimized. This is because smaller Q values 
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Fig. 4.19: Conventional ILFD with injection at tail-node and comparison with a mixer (a), 
and direct injection-locked frequency divider (b) 

correspond to wider band-pass bandwidths for the LC tank and decrease the tank selectivity. 
The second important dependency of LR is on the injection voltage (Vinj) or injection current 
(Iinj), the improvement of which increases the locking range. At this point, it is useful to distin-
guish between the internal and external injection signals. In the implementation of Fig. 4.19 (a), 
the input signal is injected to the gate of M3 whereas the internal injection point is the com-
mon-source node P. Although increasing one increments the other as well, the locking range is 
predominantly defined by the effective injection power reaching the oscillator core. Therefore, 
the LR can be enhanced by maximizing the internal injection power while using the same ex-
ternal injection, i.e. by alleviating the loss mechanisms which reduce the power from the exter-
nal to internal injection points. As an example, we can see that the circuit in Fig. 4.19 (a) has 
considerable parasitic capacitance at node P constituted by Cgd and Cdb of M3 and Csb of both 
M1 and M2. In addition, as the injection transistor M3 has a biasing function in the circuit, the 
required width of the transistor is usually large, thus increasing the parasitic capacitances. To 
remedy the loss of injection power in the parasitic capacitance, a shunt peaking inductor can be 
used to resonate out this capacitance at the injection frequency finj [66]. However, this solution 
has the disadvantage of extra silicon area required for the shunt peaking inductor. 

Therefore, in order to improve the internal injection power, a different injection point is se-
lected in this work. Termed as “direct” or “tank” injection, the input injection transistor is 
placed across the LC-tank as shown in Fig. 4.19 (b). There are a number of evident advantages 
of this scheme. Firstly, the parasitic capacitance is only limited to the injection transistor M3 
which can be designed much smaller than the injection transistor in the conventional topology, 
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as it does not have any biasing function. Thus, the injection efficiency is improved resulting in 
larger locking range. Secondly, due to the differential output of VCOs, differential injection is 
required in the prescaler to equally load the VCO outputs. In comparison to the conventional 
design, where a dummy injection transistor would be required to achieve this, the direct injec-
tion offers a much simpler solution by adding a PMOS injection transistor across the tank with 
its gate connected to the second VCO output [67].  

The proposed synthesizer requires quadrature outputs from the prescaler which are spaced 90° 
apart. The conventional and the direct-injection ILFD both provide differential outputs only, 
so a change in circuit implementation is necessary. One option is to employ a passive poly-
phase filter after the ILFD to generate the quadrature outputs. This approach has two main 
drawbacks. Firstly, a power hungry buffer would be needed between the ILFD and filter to 
avoid loading affects and this would result in phase noise degradation. Secondly, variations in 
the RC values (in the order of 15-25%) of the filter would require many tuning stages to 
achieve acceptable quadrature accuracy.  An alternative to the poly-phase filter approach, used 
in this work, can be understood by Fig. 4.20 (square pulses are used for simplicity). It can be 
noted that a phase change of 180° at finj corresponds to a phase change of 90° at finj/2, as the 
signal width is double at the latter frequency. Therefore, using this concept at circuit level, the 
quadrature outputs can be obtained by injecting the differential (180° spaced) VCO outputs to 
two identical direct-injection ILFD stages as shown in Fig. 4.21. The 20 GHz differential I-Q 
outputs from the prescaler are used for the second down-conversion in the sliding-IF architec-
ture as well as for the direct-conversion architecture using a tripler (which requires differential 
I-Q as input).  

finj=0°

finj=180°90°

180°
finj/2

finj/2
 

Fig. 4.20: Generation of 90° spaced ILFD outputs by changing the input injection phase by 
180° 
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Fig. 4.21: Quadrature ILFD using differential VCO output 

The main concern of the ILFD of Fig. 4.21 is the accuracy of the I-Q outputs. Although both 
ILFD stages can be designed and laid-out identically, still the relative PVT variations for one 
stage (or active/passive components) could be different from the other, resulting in I-Q mis-
match. To address this issue, the two ILFD stages are coupled to each other to force them to 
run in quadrature as shown in Fig. 4.22. The coupling, called parallel or anti-phase coupling 
[77], is achieved by connecting each oscillator output to the other oscillator with transistors 
M7-M10 in parallel to the cross coupled transistors M1, M2 and M4, M5. To understand the 
forced quadrature operation of this setup, it can be noted that each ILFD stage can be modeled 
as a gain stage. Also, for any oscillator structure with feedback, the loop phase must be 0° or 
360°. Thus, since the crossed connection (due to anti-phase coupling) between the two ILFDs 
represent a phase shift of 180°, the two stages must have an additional phase shift of 180°. 
Hence, the phase shift across one stage is 90° ensuring quadrature operation.  

The source terminals of the coupling transistors are connected to the common-source nodes of 
the cross-coupled pairs to alleviate the need of a separate current source, in other words the 
current is shared between both coupling and cross-coupled pairs. In comparison, to the series 
(or cascade) coupling presented in [78], which requires large coupling transistors and voltage 
head-room due to stacked structure, this architecture employs smaller coupling transistors re-
ducing the additional parasitic capacitance. Thus, the LC-tank is minimally affected. The opti-
mized dimensions of the coupling transistors are determined by running transient and noise 
simulations to extract the best performance in terms of output power, locking range and phase 
noise. 

The injection signal is AC-coupled to the gates of M3 and M6 using on-chip MIM capacitors 
whereas the DC-bias is obtained by using a resistive divider. The use of inductors makes it un-
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avoidable to use long interconnects from the bondpads to the injection transistors. As shown 
in Fig. 4.24 (a), coplanar transmission lines are used where space is available. However, close to 
the core, the interconnect has to traverse a length of ~78μm and space limitation does not al-
low the use of coplanar TLs. Due to the capacitive input of the injection transistors, there is an 
inherent power mismatch between the gate input and the signal generator equipment. Conse-
quently, at high frequencies, part of the injection signal is “eaten-up” by the parasitic input ca-
pacitance. A useful solution adopted in this work, is to utilize the required interconnect for 
power matching at the input of the injection transistor. The interconnect is implemented as a 
micro-strip transmission line and shielded in a cavity-like structure similar to Fig. 3.7. Caden-
ceTM parametric simulations are used to determine the required inductance for maximum pow-
er matching. After optimization, EM simulations are done in ADS Momentum to determine 
the inductance per unit length for different metals in the technology stack as shown in         
Fig. 4.23. The metal layer Me3, which is closest to the required value is used in the interconnect 
layout for input injection. Due to this injection enhancement technique, input sensitivity is im-
proved and for the same output power, the required input signal power is almost halved. 

M7 M8
Q- Q+ I+ I-

VDD

M1 M2

M3 I-I+

VDD

M4 M5

M6 Q-Q+

VCO+ @ finj

VCO– @ finj

M9 M10

VtuneVtune

 

Fig. 4.22: 40 GHz direct injection I-Q ILFD using anti-phase coupling 

The ILFD is designed in a 65nm Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) 
bulk CMOS technology having six metallization layers. The top layer (Me6) is ultra-thick and 
specifically suited for inductor design. The inductors of the two ILFD stages are a single turn, 
top-metal symmetric octagonal structure. The center-tap is connected to the voltage supply. 
The width of the metal trace is 9µm with an inner radius of 63µm. The guard-ring around the 
inductor is placed 10µm away from the signal trace and area of the inductor is 209x188 µm2. 
The resulting inductance at 20 GHz is 310pH with a Q-factor of ~25.  

Although the simulated locking range covers the required frequency range of 38 to 42 GHz,  
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Fig. 4.23: Inductance of a 2.5μm wide, 78μm long interconnect in different metal layers 

still keeping in mind the expected shift due to layout parasitics and PVT variations, varactors 
are employed in order to compensate this shift. Using varactor tuning increases the locking 
range indirectly and can provide extra flexibility in the synthesizer. The varactors are accumula-
tion MOS (A-MOS, discussed in section 4.2.3 in more detail) type and two of them are con-
nected back-to-back to provide a common-mode node for tuning. To decrease the series resis-
tance, the varactors are chosen to have multiple fingers. The width and length per finger is 
2.1µm and 300nm respectively with 28 fingers in total. The resulting capacitance and Q-factor 
for a tuning voltage of 0 — 1.2V is 128 — 34fF and 5—18, respectively. The optimized width 
of coupling transistors M7-M10 is 7.5µm and is one-fourth of the cross-coupled transistors 
M1-M4 (30µm). The injection transistors M3 and M6 are 9µm wide with minimum channel 
length. The 150 Ω polysilicon based resistors in the tail node provide common-mode rejection 
and define the DC current through the ILFD. Differential common-source output buffers are 
employed for measurement purposes and matched to a 50 Ω environment. 

The chip micrograph is shown in Fig. 4.24(a). Due to differential I-Q outputs, two output pads 
as well as a differential input pad (GSGSG) are required, whereas the fourth side is dedicated 
for DC inputs. The core circuit consisting of transistors, varactors and output buffers is placed 
in close proximity between the two inductors. The bond-pad limitation necessitates the need 
for long interconnects from the bond-pads to the active circuit and vice versa. To reliably 
transfer the high frequency signals, 50 Ω transmission lines are utilized at both the input and 
output terminals. The transmission line structure is similar to the one explained in section 3.1.3. 
The signal trace and ground plane are 5µm and 10µm wide respectively, whereas the spacing 
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Fig. 4.24: 40GHz ILFD chip micrograph (a), and measurement setup (b) 

between them is 4.22µm. The ground plane consists of all metal layers connected through large 
number of vias as well as substrate contacts to ground. All the vacant chip area is covered with 
ground meshing similar to the one in section 3.1.4. The total chip area is 900 x 750 µm2. The 
divider is measured by on-wafer probing using the setup shown in Fig. 4.24 (b). The input 40 
GHz signal from an Agilent signal generator is applied to a single-to-differential converter 
(180° hybrid) and then passed on the RF probe. The output differential signal is converted to 
single-ended using a similar hybrid and observed by an Agilent spectrum analyzer (E4446A). 
The phase noise is also measured by the spectrum analyzer (SA).  

The free-running frequency of the inherent oscillator is first measured by switching “off” the 
injection signal. It starts oscillating at 1V supply and the maximum tuning range from 17.5 to 
20.8 GHz is obtained with a 1.2 V supply. After fixing the tuning voltage of the varactor to a 
certain value, the injection signal is switched “on” close to double the self-oscillating frequency 
for that particular Vtune. The input power is reduced to determine the minimum value for 
which the ILFD still locks to the input signal. This step is repeated for different input frequen-
cies and the maximum and minimum are determined for this Vtune. Similarly, input sensitivity 
for different varactor tuning voltage are measured, three of which are plotted in Fig. 4.25. The 
losses of the input and output cables, connectors and hybrids are de-embedded using a 
“through’’ structure from an impedance standard substrate (ISS).  The simulated sensitivity 
curves are also plotted for reference and match closely to the measured curves. The ILFD can 
operate from 30.3 GHz to 44 GHz (14 GHz or 37% locking range). The locking range for one 
tuning voltage is about 6 GHz which easily satisfies the specifications. The improved injection 
efficiency due to direct injection topology and optimized design, results in the required input 
power close to free-running frequency of the ILFD to be as low as -38 dBm. The low voltage  
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Fig. 4.25: Input sensitivity of 40 GHz divide-by-2  I-Q ILFD. Simulated (grey), measured 
(black) 

operation of the ILFD is also verified by reducing the supply voltage. The measured locking 
ranges for 1.1V and 1V are 11.5 GHz and 8 GHz, respectively. The combined power con-
sumption of the I-Q dividers is 9 mW from a 1.2 V supply, whereas the two output buffers 
consume 12 mW in total. The screen-shots of maximum and minimum operation frequency 
are shown in Fig. 4.26. The phase noise of the ILFD is measured for different input frequen-
cies. At a locked output frequency of 18.95 GHz, the measured phase noise is -131.6 dBc/Hz 
at 1-MHz offset from the carrier as shown in Fig. 4.27. The phase noise of the signal generator 
at double the frequency is -125 dBc/Hz which is close to the theoretical 6 dB difference due to 
frequency division. The phase noise variation of the ILFD within the complete operation range  
is + 2.5 dB. 

 

Fig. 4.26: 40 GHz ILFD screen-shots: minimum frequency (a), and maximum frequency (b)  
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Fig. 4.27: 40 GHz divide-by-2 ILFD phase noise at 18.95 GHz locked output 

The 40 GHz divide-by-2 ILFD presented above satisfies the synthesizer specifications laid out 
in section 2.6 along with some margin. The required locking range was 38 to 42.3 GHz which 
is covered by this design. The measured average phase noise of the ILFD is also lower than the 
specified -106 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset. 

4.1.4 60 GHz divide-by-3 ILFD 

This section discusses the next high frequency component of the proposed synthesizer (section 
2.3), which is the divide-by-3 prescaler (This work, published in [79], was carried out in coop-
eration with X.P. Yu, who is the first author of this publication). This prescaler is required for 
the direct-conversion synthesizer where the VCO is operating at 60 GHz and the divided fre-
quency is provided to the re-usable back-end of the synthesizer. Conventionally, odd division 
ratios higher than 2 have been achieved by ring oscillator based frequency dividers [61]. The 
delay cells employed in such dividers aim to reduce the propagation delay to achieve high fre-
quency operation. Each cell is usually composed of inverter stages which can have complemen-
tary, only-NMOS or differential structure. Such dividers, although simple to design, entail a 
number of concerns at mm-wave frequencies. Firstly, the operation frequency is limited to 
~20GHz as the propagation delay and loop gain requirements contradict each other. Secondly, 
the phase noise performance of such dividers is worse as compared to LC based frequency di-
viders and lastly, unwanted harmonic components are more prominent in these dividers and 
degrade the spectrum purity of the output signal. 
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An alternative approach, proposed in [60], modifies the LC based injection locked frequency 
divider presented in the preceding section to achieve divide-by-3 frequency division. As ex-
plained by Fig. 4.19 and (4.21), only odd-order non-linearity of the cross-coupled pair (mixer 
stage) is present which corresponds to even numbered division ratios. In order to preserve the 
even-order non-linearity which would generate odd division ratios, modification in the circuit is 
required. To this end, it is noted that by separating the common-source node P and adding a 
differential amplifier as a transimpedance stage, the circuit of Fig. 4.19 can successfully preserve 
the even-order non-linearity. Shown in Fig. 4.28, this structure can be viewed as two separate 
single-balanced mixers on either side of the dotted line. The expression relating the injection 
and output frequencies is be given by 

2inj o of n f f− ⋅ =  (4.22) 

where n=1, 2, 3… and n=1 corresponds to a divide-by-3 ILFD. As in the case of conventional 
divide-by-2 ILFD, the locking range of this architecture is small as the external and internal 
injection points are different due to which injection efficiency is degraded. As an example, the 
divider in [60] demonstrates a locking range of 1 GHz and an extended operation range  of 3.2 
GHz by employing varactors. For the synthesizer operating at 60 GHz, the required locking 
range of the prescaler is 6.6 GHz (section 2.6). Therefore, injection enhancement techniques  
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Fig. 4.28: Divide-by-3 ILFD by preserving the even-order non-linearity of M1-M2 
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are investigated for this circuit to achieve the target locking range. This will be explained next. 

The free running oscillator part of the ILFD is a complementary cross coupled architecture as 
shown in Fig. 4.29. As compared to an oscillator with NMOS transistors only, the complemen-
tary structure provides higher transconductance at a given current, which results in faster 
switching and larger output amplitude. In addition, it demonstrates superior rise- and fall-time 
symmetry resulting in less up-conversion of 1/f noise [80]. The active part consists of transis-
tors M1-M4 to un-damp the load tank formed by a top-metal single turn inductor (LTank) and a 
capacitive part consisting of firstly, a tuning circuit composed of accumulation-MOS varactors 
and MIM capacitors and secondly, parasitics of the transistors (Cpar) and output buffer (Cbuff). 
The latter is added to enhance the quality factor of the varactors which is a limitation at RF 
frequencies and will be explained further in section 4.2.3. The varactor circuit is tuned differen-
tially to avoid common-mode noise from voltage supplies and other sources being up-
converted close to the carrier and thus improves spectrum purity. 

A differential transimpedance amplifier (M5-M6) is added to separate the common-source 
node of the oscillator, thereby preserving the second order harmonic which corresponds to a 
division ratio of 3. The input injection signal is AC-coupled to transistors M5-M6 and, after 
conversion into differential currents, mixed with the oscillator transistors M1-M4 and hence 
locked to the desired harmonic.  

The first injection enhancement technique involves the introduction of inductor L0 between 
the drains of M5 and M6. This inductor resonates with the parasitic capacitance at the input 
injection frequency and reduces the signal loss between external and internal injection points. 
There is a silicon-area penalty to be paid for this extra inductor. However, it is not substantial 
as the inductance required is small due to high input frequency of 60 GHz. The second har-
monic enhancement technique is by introducing a feedback resistor Rf between the ILFD out-
put and input. This resistor serves two purposes. Firstly, the DC voltage at the gate of M5 (or 
M6) is defined by the output DC voltage and the feedback resistance which yields a stable op-
erating point for injection locking and no external DC biasing is required. This results in im-
proved supply rejection and robust operation.  The second and more important advantage of 
using the feedback resistor, is the improvement in injection efficiency of the ILFD. This is sim-
ilar to [81], where resistive feedback is used to enhance the locking range of a 6 GHz ring oscil-
lator based ILFD. In this work a similar technique is investigated for an LC-tank based ILFD. 
As L0 resonates at the third harmonic of output frequency, it generates an AC ground at the 
node. Thus the analysis can be carried out using half circuits. To this end, the output signal 
Vout+ can be given by 

0 0cos( )out DCV V V tω θ+ = + +  (4.23) 

where VDC, V0, ω0 and θ is the DC voltage, amplitude, oscillator free-running frequency and 
phase of the output signal, respectively. The input voltage Vin, on the other hand, is the sum of 
the injection voltage Vinj and the feedback voltage and can be expressed as 
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Fig. 4.29: 60 GHz divide-by-3 ILFD with resistive feedback 

0 0cos( ) cos( )in DC inj injV V V t V tα ω θ ω ϕ+ += + + + +  (4.24) 

where α is the feedback factor from output to input and  Vinj+, ωinj and φ are the amplitude, 
frequency and phase of the input injection signal, respectively. If the non-linearity higher than 
third order is ignored, the current I+ of M1 is given by  
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2 3
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 (4.25) 

The power of injection signal ωinj(=3ω0) can be obtained from the components of the above 
polynomial as 
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2 3 3 3
1 3 3 0 0cos( ) 3 cos( ) [ cos ( )]inj inj DC inj injaV t a V V t a V tω ϕ ω ϕ α ω θ+ ++ + + + +  (4.26) 

Expanding the last term in (4.26) we get: 

3 3 3 3 33
3 0 0 0 0 0[ cos ( )] [cos(3 3 ) 3cos( )]

4
aa V t V t tα ω θ α ω θ ω θ+ = + + +  (4.27) 

The third harmonic 3ω0 in the above equation which is fed-back from the output to the input, 
will enhance the injection if the first component of (4.27) is in phase with the injection signal 
Vinj. In other words, 3

3( ) 4 0a α⋅ > . In this conditional expression, a3 is the small signal para-
meter ''

mg of the transistor M11. A typical ''
mg of a MOS transistor is shown in Fig. 4.30. As the 

ILFD works at a range where Vgs>Vth, the ''
mg in this region is negative. The second parameter 

α is also negative as the input signal passes one common-source and one common-gate stage. 
Thus, the overall term 3

3( ) 4a α⋅ is positive and the feedback signal through the resistor Rf 
adds to the input injection signal and enhances the injection efficiency.  

Vth

Vgs

gḿ́

 

Fig. 4.30: A typical ''
mg of MOS transistor 

Unlike the circuit in [83] where the resistor is added serially to the tank to reduce the quality 
factor, the resistor in this design is in parallel with the LC tank. Therefore, the quality factor 
remains unaffected. Multiple oscillation modes are also damped by the resistive feedback by  

 

1 The drain current of a MOSFET can be written as a power series with respect to the gate-source voltage, i.e. 

2 3
1 2 3( )d gs gs gs gsi v a v a v a v= + + + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , where a3 is the second-derivative ( ''

mg ) of its transconductance [82]. 
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Fig. 4.31: Phase noise of the 60 GHz ILFD during self-oscillation, with and without feed-
back resistor 

proper sizing of the resistors. The optimum value of the resistor is obtained by parametric si-
mulations to achieve the required performance based on locking range, phase noise and in-
jected power. The value of 3 kΩ, which is very large as compared to the effective resistance of 
the tank, keeps phase noise of the ILFD unaffected. The simulated phase noise of the ILFD 
during self-oscillation (with and without feedback resistor) is shown in Fig. 4.31. 

The IFLD was designed and fabricated in TSMC 65 nm bulk CMOS process. The PMOS tran-
sistors (M3-M4) are twice the NMOS transistors (M1-M2) to compensate their low mobility. 
The divider is designed for low voltage operation and supply voltage used in 0.9V. The total 
tank inductance is 245pH and is composed of two inductors in series with each other. This 
approach reduces the length of output transmission lines and saves silicon area. Each inductor 
is a single turn 15 µm wide top-metal coil with a Q-factor of ~28 at 20 GHz. The inductance 
and Q-factor of L0, on the other hand, is 250 pH and 14 at 60 GHz. The tank capacitance is a 
combination of A-MOS varactors and fixed MIM capacitors and provide a capacitance tuning 
from 80 to 35 fF around 20 GHz (differential Vtune of 0 to 1.2 ). The corresponding Q-factor  
of the complete tuning circuit is between 11 and 17. The feedback resistor Rf is a polysilicon 
based RF resistor and has a very small silicon area in this technology. The core circuit has a 
small footprint of about 300 x 300 µm2. The input and output signals are delivered by 50 Ω on-
chip transmission lines and EM simulations are carried out to ensure proper impedance match-
ing. The TLs are similar as the ones used for the 40 GHz ILFD. The divider is also measured 
by on-wafer probing using a similar setup as shown in Fig. 4.24 (b) with the difference that the 
60 GHz input signal is provided by an Agilent network analyzer (E8361) instead of a signal 
generator. The input 60 GHz signal is applied to a wave-guide based single-to-differential con-
verter and then passed on the RF probe using semi-rigid probes to avoid mismatch between  
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Fig. 4.32: 60 GHz divide-by-3 ILFD chip micrograph and measurement setup 

differential inputs. The output differential signal is converted to single-ended using a low fre-
quency hybrid and applied to the spectrum analyzer (SA).  The die micrograph is shown in Fig. 
4.32 and occupies 800 x 500 µm2 including the output buffers, transmission lines, and pads. 

The free-running oscillation frequency of the ILFD is first measured in the absence of injection 
signal. The measured value of 16.5 to 18.1 GHz is about 2.7 GHz lower than the expected 
free-running frequency of 19 to 21 GHz. The cause of this considerable shift is analyzed by 
going back to the schematic and the layout of the circuit. It is noted that the interconnect in-
ductance between the two tank inductors was underestimated which resulted in an unac-
counted inductance of ~80pH. Adding this inductance to the original simulations, results in a 
simulated free-running frequency range matching the measured range. The operation of the 
divider however, can be verified by injecting a frequency, which was approximately three times 
the actual measured free running frequency.  

The sensitivity of the divide-by-3 ILFD is measured for a number of differential tuning voltag-
es (Vdiff). For each voltage, minimum input power is determined for which the divider still 
locks to the input frequency. The ILFD can operate from 48.8 GHz to 54.6 GHz (~6 GHz or 
11.2 %  locking range) with a maximum injected power of +2 dBm. The input power between-
55 and -60 dBm close to free running frequency of ILFD is very low due to the harmonic en-
hancement technique applied in this design. The measured input sensitivity vs. frequency, after 
de-embedding losses is shown in Fig. 4.33. The locking range for one tuning voltage lies be-
tween 1 to 2 GHz. The divider operates with a 0.9V supply and draws a current of 3.3 mA. 
The screen-shots of locked frequency spectrums for maximum and minimum operation fre-
quencies are shown in Fig. 4.34. The output power of the divider, after subtracting the losses 
of the measurement set-up, lies between -1 and -5 dBm over the complete operating range. 
The measured output power level is sufficient to drive the next divider stages. The phase noise 
of the ILFD is -115dBc/Hz at 1 MHz for a 18.2 GHz divided output frequency. The phase 
noise of the input signal generator at three times the frequency is -105.2 dBc/Hz which is 
slightly higher than the theoretical 9.5 dB difference due to frequency division. The phase noise 
variation over the operation range  is + 3 dB but it is still within the target specification of       
< -100 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset. The phase noise plot at the highest end of the locking range 
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for an input frequency of 54.6 GHz (corresponding to 18.2 GHz divided output) is shown in 
Fig. 4.35.  
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Fig. 4.33: Measured input sensitivity of the 60 GHz divide-by-3 ILFD 

 

(a) (b)  

Fig. 4.34: 60 GHz ILFD screen-shots: minimum frequency (a), and maximum frequency (b) 
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Fig. 4.35: 60 GHz divide-by-3 ILFD phase noise at 18.2 GHz locked output 

4.1.5 Monolithic transformer design and measurement 

This section presents the design and measurement of a monolithic transformer which is uti-
lized in the dual-mode ILFD (section 4.1.6) and the transformer coupled VCO (section 4.2.5). 
The transformer structures commonly used are based on multi-turn interleaved or stacked in-
terleaved coils. These structures are suitable to realize large inductance values in the nano-henry 
range. However, as the required inductance in the above mentioned designs is around 70 pH, a 
smaller and simpler structure is introduced which is based on a single-turn stacked structure. 
Occupying a small silicon foot-print, it is suitable to realize low inductance values with medium 
to high coupling factor (between 0.5 and 0.8). 

The transformer is implemented with an octagonal single turn primary coil in Me6 and a simi-
lar coil in Me5. The top metal (Me6) in the available technology is 3.4 µm thick and yields a 
high Q-factor owing to lower loss. Me5 layer is exactly placed below the primary coil to in-
crease coupling. As shown in Fig. 4.37 (a), the long vertical terminals commonly used for con-
nections are not included; rather the space between the ports is just kept large enough to fit-in 
the varactors. This approach greatly helps to ease routing and also decreases the interconnect 
parasitics. Me1 is placed under the transformer to provide isolation and reduce capacitive 
coupling to the substrate. The transformer is simulated in ADS Momentum using a custom-
made model of the technology stack. The simulated parameters of the transformer are shown 
in Fig. 4.36. At 60 GHz, the inductance of the primary and secondary coils is 67 pH and 74 pH 
with a Q-factor of 18 and 12, respectively. The coupling factor, calculated using H-parameters 
is 0.76. 
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Fig. 4.36: Simulated inductance and Q-factor of primary and secondary coils of the trans-
former 

The transformer is fabricated as a separate test-structure to validate the values obtained from 
EM simulations. The low value of the inductance, which is of the same order as interconnect 
inductance necessitates the need of de-embedding structures. These structures cancel-out the 
effect of bond-pads as well as interconnect path connecting the bond-pads to the transformer. 
In other words, the measurement plane is shifted exactly at the terminals of the transformer. 
Open, short and load de-embedding structures are utilized in this design to characterize the 
transformer up to 65 GHz. The chip micrograph of the transformer and de-embedding struc-
tures is shown in Fig. 4.37 (b). The transformer only occupies 54 x 52 µm2 and it can be seen 
that its dimensions are smaller than a “ground” bond-pad.  

The transformer is measured using Agilent E8361 PNA and Cascade Microtech’s WinCal XE 
calibration tools. Impedance standard substrate (ISS) is first used to calibrate the measurement 
system so that the measurement plane is at the probe-tips. After an acceptable calibration (be-
low 1% variation ), the s-parameters of the transformer as well as the de-embedding structures 
are measured. The measurements were repeated and subsequently averaged, after confirming 
the calibration validity each time. The s-parameters are then post-processed in ADS to de-
embed the contribution of bond-pads and interconnect paths. The resulting measured induc-
tance is presented in Fig. 4.38. The primary coil demonstrates an inductance of 70 pH whereas 
the secondary coil has an inductance of 88 pH at 60 GHz. The measured coupling factor at 60 
GHz is 0.69 as shown in Fig. 4.39. The simulated ‘k’ is also shown for comparison. The satis-
factory results of the transformer enabled its utilization in the TC I-Q VCO in section 4.2.5 
and in the dual-mode frequency divider in section 4.1.6. 
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Fig. 4.37: Transformer structure (a) and chip micrograph of transformer and de-embedding 
structures (b) 
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Fig. 4.38: Measured inductance of primary and secondary coils of the transformer 
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Fig. 4.39: Simulated and measured coupling factor of the transformer 

4.1.6 Dual-mode (Divide-by-2 & Divide-by-3) ILFD 

The preceding two sections have presented two ILFD circuits able to divide-by-2 and divide-
by-3, respectively. The 40 GHz ILFD based on direct injection satisfies the specification of 
locking range with some margin, whereas the 60 GHz ILFD based on resistive harmonic en-
hancement, though demonstrating sufficient locking range, is off-target with respect to opera-
tion frequency. This section is dedicated to investigation and design of a dual-mode prescaler 
which could replace the two independent dividers and offer both divide-by-2 and divide-by-3 
operation. This approach offers a number of advantages. Firstly, it simplifies the overall design 
as it alleviates the need of switchable prescalers for the flexible synthesizer. Secondly, it reduces 
the power consumption of the overall circuit and lastly, considerable saving in silicon area is 
possible by reducing the number of prescalers from two to one.  

The conventional divide-by-2 topology with tail injection [66] cannot be used for divide-by-3 as 
even-order non-linearity is not preserved. Similarly, the divide-by-3 ILFD presented in the pre-
ceding section is not able to operate in divide-by-2 mode as mixing of a differential input signal 
with harmonics due to odd-order non-linearity only generates common-mode signal and the 
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differential-mode signal is cancelled out. Therefore, a change in injection topology which could 
preserve both even and odd-order non-linearity and generate differential-mode output signal is 
required.  

A solution proposed recently in [84] involves two separate injection points for divide-by-2 and 
divide-by-3 operation. The former is achieved by using the conventional topology of tail injec-
tion and the latter is accomplished by introducing an extra coil in the vicinity of the tank induc-
tor forming a balun. This converts the single-ended input injection signal (around 3 times the 
self-oscillation frequency of the tank) to a differential-mode signal and mixes it with the cross-
coupled pair to generate the desired divided-by-3 output. The down-side of this solution is the 
requirement of two separate injection ports and possible leakage of output signal to the injec-
tion port through the balun in the divide-by-3 mode. 

In this work, two ILFD circuits are presented which, based on the input frequency are able to 
divide-by-2 or 3. The two variants are shown in Fig. 4.40. In these circuits, both the odd and 
even order non-linearity of the cross-coupled pair are preserved generating their respective 
harmonics. In Fig. 4.40 (a), two NMOS transistors M3-M4 are utilized as injection transistors 
where as in Fig. 4.40 (b), an NMOS transistor M3 and a PMOS transistor M4 are used for the 
same purpose. The strength of harmonics decreases as the order increases and the most domi-
nant ones are the second and third harmonic. In order to increase the non-linearity, which 
would enhance the harmonic strength, the mixer (cross-coupled pair) needs to be driven with 
large signals. To this end, transformer feedback is utilized to increase the effective drain-source 
voltage of M3 and M4 in both circuits. The coupling between the primary and secondary of the 
transformer is done in a way to cancel the miller capacitance [85] of the injection transistors 
and to achieve symmetric injection for the differential input. The use of transformer feedback 
also increases the over-drive voltages of the injection transistors resulting in enhancement of 
their effective transconductance. The signal mixing between the injection signal and the tank 
oscillation frequency is carried out between the gate and drain of M1 and M2 and due to higher 
injection efficiency, wider locking range is achieved. A variant of this approach using series-
peaking only was presented in [86] for a divide-by-2 ILFD and single-ended injection. Both 
circuits have been simulated in CadenceTM and optimized for wide locking range covering the 
required frequency bands at 40 GHz for divide-by-2 and 60 GHz for divide-by-3 operation. 
However, due to limited availability of silicon area, only the NMOS-NMOS injection variant in 
Fig. 4.40 (a) is selected for IC implementation and will be referred to as the dual-mode ILFD, 
hereafter.  

The LC-tank of the above ILFD is formed by a center-tap inductor, a varactor setup and para-
sitic capacitance of transistors. The center-tap inductor is a 9µm wide single-turn top-metal coil 
having an inductance of 192 pH and Q-factor of ~28 around 20 GHz. The varactors provide a 
capacitance tuning of 150 — 39fF with a Q-factor 8 — 20, for a tuning voltage of 0 to 1.2V, 
respectively. Due to only-NMOS cross-coupled structure, the circuit can operate with low 
supply voltages and is designed for a 0.8V operation. The dimensions of the injection transis-
tors are determined in combination with the required inductance in their source and drain ter-
minals. The external RF-input is AC coupled and the biasing is achieved using a resistive vol-
tage divider on-chip.  Detailed AC and transient simulations over the complete locking range  
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Fig. 4.40: Dual-mode ILFD able to divide-by-2 and 3; NMOS-NMOS injection (a), and 
NMOS-PMOS injection (b) 
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are done to extract optimized inductance and coupling values for the transformer. Differential 
common-source output buffers are employed for measurement purposes and matched to a 50 
Ω environment. 

The basic aim of the transformer is to enable transistors M3 and M4 to transfer the input injec-
tion signal at 40 or 60 GHz without loss for signal-mixing. The transformer presented in sec-
tion 4.1.5 is utilized in this design.  Recalling, the primary and secondary coils of the transfor-
mer have a measured inductance of 70 and 88 pH at 60 GHz and 62 and 80 pH at 40 GHz. 
The coupling factor at the two frequencies is 0.67 and 0.69, respectively.  

The dual-mode ILFD is designed and fabricated in TSMC C65nm process and the chip micro-
graph is shown in Fig. 4.41. The input and output coplanar transmission lines are characterized 
along with the bond-pads and are wide-band 50Ω matched. The signal and ground plane is 
2µm and 10 µm wide and the spacing between them is 6µm. The core circuit occupies 200 x 
150 µm2 only whereas the total chip area is 800 x 500 µm2. The measurement setup is similar to 
the one used for the 60GHz divide-by-3 ILFD in the preceding section. The input signal for 
both frequency bands at 40 and 60 GHz are provided by an Agilent network analyzer (E8361) 
and the output spectrum and phase noise are measured with a spectrum analyzer.  

The free-running oscillation frequency in the absence of an injection signal is between 16.8 and 
19.2 GHz for a varactor tuning voltage of 0 to 1.2 V. For a supply voltage of 0.8 V, the current 
and power consumption of the ILFD is 5 mA and  4 mW, respectively. The divide-by-2 opera-
tion of the ILFD is verified by injecting a signal close to double of the free-running frequency. 
The input power is then decreased and the minimum power required to lock to the injection 
frequency is noted. By sweeping the input frequency the locking range is determined for a par-
ticular varactor tuning voltage. The process is repeated for Vtune between 0 to 1.2 V.  The re-
sulting sensitivity curves are shown in Fig. 4.42. The input power required is lower than -2 
dBm. The locking range for each tuning voltage is about 3 GHz (8.3%) and the total operation  
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Fig. 4.41: Dual-mode (divide-by-2 and 3) ILFD micrograph 
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Fig. 4.42: Measured input sensitivity of the dual-mode ILFD 

range  in divide-by-2 mode is from 33 to 39.5 GHz (17.9%). An example of locking operation 
in divide-by-2 mode can be seen in Fig. 4.43 (a). The unlocked ILFD is free-running at 18.475 
GHz for Vtune of 0.65 V. When a signal at 36.956 GHz is injected, the ILFD locks to exactly 
half of this frequency (18.478 GHz).  The unlocked signal demonstrates relatively high phase 
noise as shown by the finite slope. On the other hand, once locked to the injection signal, the 
output signal becomes well defined and the phase noise is also reduced. The divide-by-3 opera-
tion of the ILFD is confirmed by injecting a signal at 58.755 GHz which is close to three times 
of the free-running frequency. The resulting sensitivity curves are also shown in Fig. 4.42. The 
maximum required input power of +1dBm is slightly higher than divide-by-2 mode as the third 
harmonic is relatively weaker than the second harmonic. The average locking range for each 
tuning voltage is about 4 GHz (7.4% locking range) and the total operation range  in divide-by-
3 mode is from 48.5 to 59.5 GHz (20.4 % operating range). Fig. 4.43 (b) shows the locking op-
eration in the divide-by-3 mode and the improvement of spectrum purity and phase noise is 
visible as in the divide-by-2 mode. A shift in the free-running frequency is observed between 
simulations and measurements and is potentially caused by interconnect parasitics. Re-
simulating after adding ~50 fF capacitance in the LC-tank results in a close match to the meas-
ured free-running frequency. The above discrepancy can be corrected in a re-run by lowering 
the tank inductance accordingly. Barring the shift in frequency, the 11 GHz operation range 
can easily cover the required 57 to 63.6 GHz band for the 60 GHz synthesizer.  
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Fig. 4.43: Locked and unlocked spectrum screen shots: divide-by-2 mode for an input fre-
quency of 36.956 GHz (a), and divide-by-3 mode for an input frequency of 58.755 GHz (b) 
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Fig. 4.44: Output power (top), and phase noise (bottom) variation of the dual-mode ILFD 
over the operation range 
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Fig. 4.45: Phase noise of a locked ILFD: divide-by-2 mode (a), and divide-by-3 mode (b) 

The output power of the ILFD is also measured over the complete operation range and cable 
and other measurement losses are de-embedded from it. A maximum variation of + 3 dB in 
the output power level is observed for the two division modes as shown in Fig. 4.44. The out-
put power is high enough to drive the next divider stages in the synthesizer feedback loop. The 
phase noise is also measured in both modes of division and demonstrates a maximum + 1.15 
dB variation over the complete operation range of both modes (see Fig. 4.44). The measured 
values satisfy the phase noise specifications of the prescaler. Two such measurements of the  
locked ILFD are shown in Fig. 4.45. In the divide-by-2 mode, the phase noise at the locked 
output of 19.05 GHz (input frequency of 38.1 GHz) is -130.6 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset. On 
the other hand, in the divide-by-3 mode, phase noise is -132 dBc/Hz for a divided output of 
16.6 GHz (input frequency of 49.8 GHz). The generator phase noise at 1 MHz offset is -124.8 
dBc/Hz during divide-by-2 injection and -123 dBc/Hz for divide-by-3 injection. The output 
phase noise values are approximately equal to the theoretical 6 and 9.5 dB phase noise im-
provement due to frequency division by 2 and 3, respectively. 

4.1.7 ILFD figure-of-merit (FOM) 

Injection locked frequency dividers are usually compared based on their individual perfor-
mance parameters such as operation frequency, locking range, input power and DC power 
consumption. Keeping in mind the inherent narrow-band nature of ILFDs, the most impor-
tant parameter from the above list is indeed the locking range. Ideally, the complete locking 
range should be covered without any tuning; however, in practice the locking range for each 
tuning voltage is limited, necessitating the need for varactor tuning. It is observed in literature 
that the locking range parameter is interchangeably used for frequency ranges obtained with 
[87] or without [83] employing any varactor tuning. Therefore, for a fair comparison between 
ILFDs which do and do-not require varactor tuning, a figure-of-merit incorporating this dif-
ference is required.  
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Fig. 4.46: Typical input sensitivity of an ILFD 

In order to achieve the above-mentioned FOM, let us consider a typical input sensitivity curve 
of an ILFD. Shown in Fig. 4.46, the total locking range of the ILFD can be divided into ‘p’ 
smaller ranges denoted by f1, f2, … , fp each due to a specific tuning voltage Vtune-1, Vtune-2, … , 
Vtune-p, respectively. Each curve also has its minimum input power Pmin-1, Pmin-2, … , Pmin-p.  

These smaller ranges may or may not be equal in width, so an average range can be defined as  

1 2

1

1 p
p

avg i
i

f f f
f f

p p =

+ + ⋅⋅⋅ +
= = ∑  (4.28) 

To include the effect of varactor tuning, we define a variable ‘n’, such that n times the average 
locking range is equal to the complete locking range of the ILFD, i.e. 

max min lock avgf f f n f− = = ⋅  (4.29) 

The variable ‘n’ can be understood with an example. A value of n=1 means that ILFD covers 
the complete frequency range without varactor tuning whereas n=5 implies the requirement of 
five smaller locking ranges to cover the same frequency range. Clearly, a smaller value of ‘n’ is 
preferred.  

 ILFDs require a certain power to successfully lock to the input signal. The smaller this re-
quired input power the better the ILFD. This power may differ for every ‘p’ frequency curve as 
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shown in Fig. 4.46. Similar to the frequency average in (4.28), an average minimum power can 
also be defined and denoted as Pmin-avg. Resultantly, the first FOM can now be defined as 

min-avg
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P n f
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 (4.30) 

where the subscript ‘Pin’ refers to the FOM reflecting the injection efficiency by assessing the 
average injection power Pmin-avg required for an average relative tuning range (favg/fcenter). The 
FOM is defined in a way that a higher FOMPin indicates a better ILFD. 

Power consumption is another performance benchmark regularly used for ILFDs. On the 
same lines as FOMPin, a second figure-of-merit FOMPdc is defined which reflects the tuning 
efficiency by assessing the DC power consumption needed for an average relative tuning range 
and is written as 
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 (4.31) 

where the subscript ‘Pdc’ refers to the FOM based on DC power consumption and Pdc is the 
power consumption in watts. Similar to the first FOM, a more positive value of FOMPdc indi-
cates a better ILFD. 

Reference flock (GHz) LR 
(%) 

n Pmin-avg 
(dBm)

Pdc      
(mW)

FOMPin FOMPdc

Section 4.1.2        
(Divide-by-2 SFD)

2 - 35.5 178.6 1.0 -20.1 28.8 52.6 17.9 

Section 4.1.3        
(Divide-by-2 ILFD) 

30.3 - 44.0 37.0 2.2 -36.3 9.0 58.5 12.7 

Section 4.1.4        
(Divide-by-3 ILFD) 

48.8 - 54.6 11.2 5.0 -55.2 3.0 68.7 8.7 

Section 4.1.6        
(Dual-mode ILFD) 

÷2 33 - 39.5  17.9 2.3 -45.3 
4.0 

64.2 12.9 

÷3 48.5 - 59.5 20.4 2.8 -45.0 63.5 12.5 

[88]               
(Divide-by-2 ILFD) 

35.7 – 54.9 42.3 1.0 -26.0 0.8 52.2 27.2 

Table 4.2: FOM for the presented frequency dividers and [88] for comparison 
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Table 4.2 summarizes the performance of the presented dividers in the preceding sections and 
includes the proposed FOM for all designs. Furthermore, a divide-by-2 ILFD presented in [88] 
is included for reference. If compared to the ILFD of section 4.1.3, the sensitivity of the latter 
is better than the cited reference with comparable locking range, thus its FOMPin is better. On 
the other hand the ILFD in [88] consumes 0.8 mW as compared to 9 mW by the one in sec-
tion 4.1.3. Thus FOMPdc of the latter is lower which is expected as it offers quadrature outputs 
as opposed to non-quadrature operation of the cited reference. It should also be noted, that the 
ILFD of [88] does not employ varactor tuning, thus its ‘n’ is equal to 1, whereas it is 2.22 for 
the ILFD of section 4.1.3, implying the use of varactors. 

4.1.8 Summary 

Section 4.1 has presented a number of prescaler architectures as potential components for the 
proposed synthesizer. Beginning with an overview of prescalers, a static frequency divider was 
presented in section 4.1.2. Although it demonstrates broadband operation, it is unable to reach 
the 40 GHz target frequency. On the other hand, the 40 GHz divide-by-2 ILFD presented in 
section 4.1.3 based on direct injection, covers the desired frequency band with some margin. 
The 60 GHz divide-by-3 ILFD in section 4.1.4 demonstrates improved locking range thanks to 
resistive harmonic enhancement. However, it has a considerable frequency shift due to layout 
inaccuracy. The last divider architecture presented is a dual-mode ILFD able to divide by 2 and 
3; it demonstrates adequate locking range for both modes of operation. New figure-of-merits 
have also been introduced which incorporate the difference between ILFDs with and without 
varactor tuning along with the input sensitivity and DC power consumption bench-marks.  

4.2 Voltage Controlled Oscillator 

The voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) is the second component of the synthesizer front-end 
that is operating at the highest frequency. VCOs can be considered as the “heart” of the syn-
thesizer as they provide the actual oscillation signal at the output and define some of the most 
important performance parameters of the synthesizer. For instance, the tuning range of the 
VCO determines the range in which the PLL can lock or the synthesizer can generate output 
frequencies. Similarly, phase noise of the VCO dominates the overall synthesizer phase noise 
outside the loop bandwidth. The spectral purity of the synthesizer output is also dependent on 
the VCO implementation and its ability to reject common-mode noise being up-converted 
close to the carrier frequency. Another important contribution of the VCO is the power con-
sumption in the overall power budget of the synthesizer. Therefore, it is evident that a decent 
VCO design can almost ensure a good synthesizer performance.  
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This section is dedicated to the VCOs designed and implemented for the proposed synthesizer. 
After providing a short overview of different VCO architectures, three VCOs targeting the 40 
and 60 GHz front-ends are explained. In addition, the design and measurement of a monolith-
ic transformer, utilized in a 60 GHz VCO is elaborated. Lastly, investigation into dual-band 
VCO architectures is presented.    

4.2.1 Overview of  VCO architectures 

The voltage controlled oscillator is one of the most researched and published integrated com-
ponents in literature. Over the years, tens of different oscillator architectures have been re-
ported. However, for this work, oscillators having the potential for mm-wave operation will be 
considered only. MM-wave VCOs can be divided into two main categories: resonator-less and 
resonator-based VCOs as shown in Fig. 4.47. Oscillators require complex poles to ensure oscil-
lation. In case of resonator-less oscillators, which are implemented with capacitors or inductors 
(one type of reactive element only), resistance (of a resistor or a transconductor) and feedback 
are needed to make the resonator-less oscillator work. In other words, explicit feedback is ne-
cessary to create complex poles out of the real poles created by the reactive elements [89].  

 

Fig. 4.47: Categorization of high frequency VCO architectures 

An example of such a resonator-less oscillator is the well known ring oscillator (Fig. 4.48 (a)) 
which consists of a cascade of inverting gain stages with the output of the last inverter con-
nected to the input of the first one in an inverted fashion. The frequency of oscillation depends 
on the number of inverter stages and the delay per stage. At the oscillation frequency, the phase 
through the ring oscillator is 360°, half of which is contributed by the feedback connection. 
The other half is equally distributed among the number of stages, i.e. ΔΦ=180°/N, where N is 
the number of the stages and ΔΦ is the phase shift introduced by one stage. For a two stage 
ring oscillator N equals 2 and the outputs are 90° out of phase with each other. The ease of 
available quadrature (or multi-phase) outputs is a considerable advantage of non-resonator 
based ring oscillators. In addition, they require small silicon-area due to absence of inductors 
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and capacitors. The tuning of ring oscillators is usually achieved by varying the transconduc-
tance of the delay stages (by changing bias current) resulting in wide tuning range above 30%.  
The down-side of ring oscillator is the inferior spectral purity and phase noise performance. 
This is primarily because their effective Q-factor is close to unity and noise active and passive 
devices lie in the signal path [90]. Furthermore, the reported ring oscillators in Bulk CMOS 
processes are limited to 10~15 GHz and one 31 GHz  reported implementation in SOI CMOS 
[91] barely reaches the mm-wave regime. Due to these reasons ring oscillator based VCOs are 
not a popular choice for mm-wave frequency synthesizers. 

The second category of high frequency VCOs are the resonator-based ones which are further 
divided into distributed or lumped, depending on the implementation of the resonator. A reso-
nator (also called a tank circuit) inherently has complex poles, which are formed by inductors 
and capacitors (two types of reactive elements) in the lumped case and the same is true for the 
equivalent circuit of the distributed resonator.  A conventional distributed VCO (DVCO) is 
shown in Fig. 4.48 (b) and is formed by feeding the output of a distributed amplifier (also re-
ferred to as travelling-wave amplifier) back to its input. The DVCO consists of two transmis-
sion lines: the gate line and drain line, and transistors providing the gain.  The forward (to the 
right in the figure) wave on the gate line is amplified by each transistor and the incident wave 
on the drain line travels in synchronization with the wave on the gate line. Each transistor adds 
power in phase to the signal. Terminations on the gate and drain line absorb the oppositely 
travelling waves on the corresponding lines. The oscillation frequency is determined by the 
round-trip time delay [92], i.e. 

1
2 2
pv

osc

v
f

nl nl LC
≈ ≈  (4.32) 

 where n is the number of transmission line segments each of length l . 1pvv LC= is the 
phase velocity of the waves in the transmission line and L and C are the inductance and capa-
citance per unit length of the transmission line including the transistor capacitances. The tuning 
in DVCOs is achieved either by adding varactors to transmission lines or changing the effec-
tive length which the signals have to traverse. The former approach has the down-side of in-
troducing an extra zero-bias capacitance to the line which does not contribute in tuning. An 
alternative is to utilize the parasitic capacitances of the transistors themselves, by changing the 
biasing voltage. However, this approach requires careful design to maintain a stable operating 
point for all biasing voltages. As an example, a 10 GHz CMOS DVCO in [92] demonstrates a 
tuning range of 9% by tuning the biasing voltage of transistors and 2.5% tuning range by vary-
ing the effective length of transmission lines.  

There are a number of apparent advantages of DVCOs. Firstly, since distributed amplifiers can 
have a bandwidth close to fmax of a given technology, distributed oscillators, theoretically, can 
also operate at frequencies close to fmax. Secondly, with the proper choice of the number of 
transistors and their spacing, a DVCO can also generate quadrature or multi-phase signals. 
However, despite these advantages DVCOs have not been fully exploited due to a number of 
open issues. Firstly, the on-chip terminations, which are expected to absorb waves travelling  
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Fig. 4.48: Resonator-less VCO; ring oscillator (a). Resonator-based VCOs: distributed (b), 
LC-VCOs: negative-Gm (c, left), Colpitts (c, right) 
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opposite to the signal wave, have implementation and matching problems. As on-chip passives 
have a finite absolute tolerance, achieving an exact impedance value is highly likely to have 
mismatch. This leads to unwanted reflections from these terminations back into the oscillator, 
degrading the performance. Another major challenge in a DVCO is to synchronize the signals 
on the drain and gate transmission lines. Due to unequal admittances at the input and output of  
transistors, the phase velocity at the gate and drain is unlikely to be equal in real implementa-
tions. This may require compensation in one of the lines by adding passive structures which 
again pose the problem of inaccuracy on chip. The example in the preceding paragraph also 
points to the tuning range limitation for DVCOs at mm-wave frequencies. Due to the above-
mentioned issues, DVCOs have yet to find a place as main stream VCO choice in mm-wave 
CMOS circuits. 

The second type of resonator-based VCOs includes lumped passive components, i.e. inductors 
(L) and capacitors(C) and therefore termed as LC-VCOs. This type of VCOs has undoubtedly 
been the most popular choice for high frequencies due to their simple structure and reasona-
bly-good phase noise performance. LC-VCOs can further be divided into two types: negative-
Gm oscillator and Colpitts oscillator. The difference between the two is the method, by which 
the losses of the LC-tank are compensated to initiate oscillation. The former uses positive 
feedback to generate negative resistance whereas the latter uses capacitive division for imped-
ance transformation and ensuring oscillation. This will be explained further in section 4.2.2.  
Basic differential versions of negative-Gm and Colpitts VCOs are shown in Fig. 4.48 (c). For 
sake of completeness, it is pertinent to mention that resonators in the LC-VCOs can also be 
formed by quarter-wavelength (λ/4) transmission lines. Although, at mm-wave frequencies the 
length of such Tlines can be small enough for integration; however, careful characterization 
and modeling is required before their utilization in actual circuits. Therefore, VCOs based on 
transmission lines are not treated in this work as the number of dry runs (and design time at 
hand) was limited.  

In recent years, the availability of advanced CMOS technologies coupled with innovative circuit 
and layout techniques have assisted in demonstrating LC-VCOs operating in excess of 100 
GHz [45;93-97]. Therefore, the VCOs designed and implemented in this work are different 
flavours of LC based VCOs.  The next section will review some basic properties of LC-VCOs 
with special focus on the challenges for mm-wave implementation.  

4.2.2 Theoretical analysis of  LC-VCOs 

Oscillators in general can be analyzed by modeling them either as feedback systems or as nega-
tive resistance model. In the latter model (details of these two approaches are presented in Ap-
pendix B) the oscillator can be divided into two parts, a resonator and an active circuit block. 
An ideal resonator can sustain its oscillation indefinitely. However, in practice some of the 
energy circulating in the tank is lost in its resistance Rp in every cycle, thus ceasing the oscilla-
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tion with time. If an active circuit connected to the resonator, generates a resistance equal to –
Rp, the loss of the tank can be compensated and a sustained oscillation can be achieved. In 
other words, the energy lost in Rp is replenished by the active circuit in every cycle.  

It is evident that in order to ease oscillation start-up, the loss in the resonator should be as 
small as possible. This loss is quantified by the well-known quality factor (Q-factor) of the tank 
and is given by (also derived in Appendix B) 

tank
1 1C L

C L L C

Q QQ
Q Q Q Q

= = +
+

 (4.33) 

where Qc and QL are the Q-factors of the capacitive part and inductor, respectively. Equation 
(4.33) provides a few insights about the dependence of tank Q-factor on individual Q-factor of 
its components. Firstly, the overall Q-factor is the parallel combination of individual Q’s of the 
capacitor and inductor, and secondly, the smaller of the two will dominate the overall tank Q-
factor. As an example, it can be observed that at lower frequencies (up to a few GHz) the in-
ductor Q-factor is lower than the capacitor (varactor in most cases) QC, thus dominating the 
circuit performance. On the other hand, at higher frequencies especially in the mm-wave re-
gime, the Q-factor of the capacitive part of the tank is much lower than the inductor and be-
comes the dominating factor in the overall tank Q [98]. Thus, for mm-wave VCO designs, 
more effort is required to improve QC as compared to QL.  

The next important consideration for LC-VCOs is the tuning mechanism by which the oscilla-
tion frequency is varied. The oscillation frequency of an LC oscillator is given by 

 0
1

2
f

LCπ
=  (4.34) 

which shows that tuning can be accomplished either by varying the inductor or the capacitor. 
In practice, the inductor cannot be tuned continuously in integrated circuits. Therefore, the 
capacitance is commonly varied by means of varactors. The tuning range of a VCO (as locking 
range of frequency dividers in (4.3) can be given by 

center

(%) 100fTR
f
Δ

= ×  (4.35) 

Where Δf=fmax-fmin is the maximum frequency change around the center frequency fcenter= 
(fmax+fmin)/2. Thus, TR can also be written as 

max min
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 (4.36) 
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It is obvious to note, that once the inductor value is fixed in an LC-VCO, the maximum and 
minimum frequencies correspond to the lowest and highest capacitance value of the varactor. 
However, in addition to the varactor a number of un-avoidable capacitances of the circuit are 
included in the capacitive part of the tank. Termed as the fixed capacitance (Cfix), it contains 
contributions from the capacitance of the transistors (Ctran), interconnect parasitic capacitance 
(Cpar) and the buffer capacitance (Cbuff) which acts as a load for the VCO. These contributions 
are illustrated in Fig. 4.49. In order to determine the TR in terms of capacitance values, the 
maximum and minimum total capacitance (Cmax and Cmin) can be written as 

max fix var max

min fix var min

C C C
C C C

−

−

= +
= +

 (4.37) 

 

Fig. 4.49: Different contributions in the capacitive part of the LC-tank 

Using (4.37) and ( ) 1
2f LCπ

−
= , the tuning range of (4.36) can be expressed as 

max

min

max

min

1
(%) 200

1

C
C

TR
C
C

−
= ×

+
 (4.38) 

which can be further expanded using Cfix and Cvar as 

var max fix fix

var min var min var min

var max fix fix

var min var min var min

1
(%) 200

1

C C C
C C C

TR
C C C
C C C

−

− − −

−

− − −

+ − +
= ×

+ + +
 (4.39) 

The fixed part of the tank capacitance can be termed as the “bad-guy” in failing to achieve   
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Fig. 4.50: Frequency tuning range versus Cmax/Cmin ratio for various Cfix/Cvar-min 

large tuning range, as it eats-up part of the capacitance which could have been used by varac- 
tors. Equation (4.39) clearly shows that to increase TR, the varactor capacitance ratio Cvar-

max/Cvar-min should be maximized and Cfix/Cvar-min should be minimized and is graphically de-
picted in Fig. 4.50. This is the often encountered dilemma during mm-wave VCO design. In 
order to ensure oscillation, large negative resistance is required, pointing to large transistor 
widths. However, these core transistors cannot be too large, as the fixed capacitance added to 
the tank reduces the tuning range. Therefore, to accommodate core transistors with a sufficient 
width, other parasitic capacitances connected to the tank must be minimized which provides 
some leverage for inclusion of larger varactors. The transistor size limitation can also be alle-
viated by increasing the Q-factor of the tank to lower its loss. Summarizing, mm-wave VCOs 
require low parasitic and high-Q resonators, as well as low parasitic and high gain transistors to 
satisfy the tuning range requirements. 

The passive and active components constituting the VCOs introduce noise in the system. The 
noises of these components take various forms including shot noise, flicker noise and thermal 
noise. When this noise interacts with the output periodic signal of the VCO, it leads to a ran-
dom variation in the output signal’s amplitude and frequency. These random variations in the 
frequency of oscillation can also be regarded as random changes in the phase of the oscillator 
signal. In this case, the noise is referred to as phase noise which will be the last performance 
parameter of a VCO which will be considered in this section. It is one of the most important 
metric as it has significant influence on the overall transceiver performance. In case of frequen-
cy synthesizers, VCO phase noise determines the out-of-band noise performance as mentioned 
in chapter 2, so its improvement directly affects the synthesizer noise performance. 
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Phase noise in oscillators has been treated extensively over the years, both theoretically as well 
as experimentally [99-103].  It is possible to analyze phase noise either in the frequency domain 
or in the time domain and both analyses are equivalent due to the duality between the two do-
mains.  

The first and quite insightful phase noise model was presented in [99] by Leeson, who quantita-
tively expressed the phase noise as  

3
2

1/02 1( ) 10log 1 1
2

f

sig

ffkTFL f
P Q f f

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ Δ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟Δ = ⋅ + ⋅ +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟Δ Δ⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (4.40) 

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, Δf1/f3 is the corner frequen-
cy between 1/f3 and 1/f2 phase noise regions, F is a fitting parameter that accounts for the 
noise of the circuit and Psig is the power in the carrier signal. Based on (4.40), an asymptotic 
view of single-sideband phase noise is illustrated in Fig. 4.51. Three main regions exist, the 
close-in phase noise to the carrier is called the 1/f3 region and roles off with -30dBc/decade. 
The 1/f3 region is known to be related to the up-converted 1/f noise to phase noise. The 
second part, which is normally dominating the phase noise spectra is called the 1/f2 region. 
Finally, at large frequency offsets from the carrier the phase noise is flat due to thermal noise. 
The above model shows that the dominating phase noise in the 1/f2 region can be improved 
by increasing the tank Q-factor or the carrier signal power Psig. 

Leeson’s model of oscillator phase noise was based on viewing an oscillator as a time-invariant 
system. The main bottleneck of this model is the lack of knowledge about the constant of pro- 

Offset frequency, log(Δf), (Hz)

-30 dB/dec (1/f 3 region)

-20 dB/dec (1/f 2 region)

Thermal noise floor

Δf1/f3 f0/2Q
 

Fig. 4.51: Leeson’s phase noise model 
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portionality F, which is left as an unspecified noise factor that strongly depends on the oscilla 
tor topology. Furthermore, since an oscillator is a periodically time-varying system, its time- 
varying nature must be included in the phase noise analysis. 

There have been a number of note-worthy efforts to address the above two short-comings. In 
[100], an expression for the noise factor F was derived for the negative-Gm oscillator topology 
of Fig. 4.48 (c). It was found that the bottom current source transistor is a major contributor to 
VCO noise and this was practically proved by a circuit implementation in [104]. Despite the 
additional insight gained in [100], the description of phase noise did not completely describe 
the physical phenomena of noise to phase noise conversion, since the time-variant nature of 
the oscillator was not considered. This issue was addressed in detail in [101] and proves the 
importance of incorporating the time-varying nature of oscillators phase noise. The key idea in 
this linear time-variant approach is the introduction of a function called impulse sensitivity 
function (ISF with symbol Г) which quantitatively represents the varying impact of noise 
sources on phase noise across the oscillation period. This model provides sufficient guidelines 
for circuit design and predicts all regions of experimentally observed phase noise. A practical 
implementation of this model was presented in [105] where a low-noise Colpitts VCO (Fig. 
4.48 (c)) was optimized based on the impulse sensitivity function.  

This section has provided a theoretical overview of LC based VCOs by discussing two models 
(feedback and negative resistance) providing the necessary conditions of oscillation. Further-
more, quality factors of the tank and underlying components are explained and higher impor-
tance of capacitor Q-factor is proven. A generalized tuning range expression is presented for 
LC-VCOs incorporating the fixed as well as variable (varactor) capacitances and the impor-
tance of minimizing fixed capacitance to achieve larger tuning range is highlighted. Lastly, the 
importance of VCO phase noise in a synthesizer and a number of prevalent phase noise mod-
els are discussed. The subsequent sections deal with the actual VCO designs for the proposed 
synthesizer.  

4.2.3 40 GHz LC VCO 

This section will present the first VCO design that will be utilized in the 40 GHz front-end of 
the proposed synthesizer. Recalling from section 2.6, the two main specifications for this VCO 
are the tuning range of 38 to 42.3 GHz and a phase noise better than -100 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz 
offset.   

Among the LC-VCO topologies, the negative-Gm topology is chosen for this design due to its 
simple structure and easily available differential outputs. The losses of the resonator in this to-
pology are compensated by placing transistors in positive feedback (cross-coupled) which ge-
nerates the required negative resistance to initiate oscillation. The availability of NMOS and 
PMOS devices implies that three different set-ups are possible: only-NMOS cross-coupled,  
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Fig. 4.52: 40 GHz LC VCO with tuning circuit 

only-PMOS cross-coupled and a combination of the two, called the complementary cross-
coupled architecture. As compared to an NMOS-only VCO, the complementary structure pro-
vides higher transconductance at a given current, which results in faster switching of the cross-
coupled pair. In addition, it demonstrates superior rise- and fall-time symmetry resulting in less 
up-conversion of 1/f noise [80]. The combination of NMOS and PMOS transistors generates 
almost double the negative resistance as compared to an NMOS-only (or PMOS-only) struc-
ture, thus reducing the power consumption by half, for the same negative resistance. The evi-
dent penalty of the complementary structure is the introduction of extra device capacitances 
(due to PMOS transistors) as compared to an only-NMOS counterpart.  In this design, the 
complementary structure is chosen to take advantage of the extra negative resistance for a rea-
sonable current consumption. 

The schematic of the VCO, in Fig. 4.52, shows transistors M1-M4 forming the active part, the 
tank inductor LTank and the tuning block which will be discussed shortly. The fixed capacitance 
of the VCO constituted by the transistors, buffer and layout parasitics is also shown in grey. 
Designing for a 0-dBm buffered output signal in a 50Ω load, an important step is to determine 
the maximum and minimum capacitance required in the tank. To this end, transient and PSS 
simulations in CadenceTM are carried out to determine the output amplitude and oscillation 
frequency of the circuit. A single-turn top-metal inductor (of 95pH) close to the minimum di-
mensions allowed in the technology is fixed as the tank inductor. Next, a single capacitor is 
used in the tank, and its value is varied to achieve the required boundary values of the oscilla-
tion frequency. For a frequency of 38 to 42.3 GHz, the needed capacitance is from 65 fF to 30 
fF. On the contrary, calculations based on (4.34) show that a capacitance of 184 to 149 fF is 
required for the same frequency range. This point to the considerable amount of fixed capacit-
ance of 119 fF present in the circuit. The break-up of this value into individual contributions is 
also estimated by simulations and amounts to 95 fF for the VCO transistors M1 to M4, 14 fF 
for the buffer transistors, and the remaining 10 fF is added as an estimate of the layout inter-
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connect parasitic capacitance. This analysis shows that a Cmax/Cmin ratio of 2.16 is required 
from the varactor tuning circuit to achieve the desired tuning range.    

In recent years, MOS based varactors have become the default choice in comparison with di-
ode based varactors for high frequency VCOs, due to their higher capacitance ratio and com-
parable (or better) Q-factor. Such a MOS varactor is formed by connecting the transistor drain 
and source together forming one terminal and the gate as the second terminal. The inherent 
transistor capacitance is then varied by applying a voltage at the gate terminal. The available 
CMOS technology in this work offers a modified version called accumulation MOS varactors, 
often referred to as AMOS varactors. In this type, the first terminal is formed by the bulk con-
nection and the second is the gate connection as before. This marginal variation in the struc-
ture (and change in biasing) results in a larger capacitance ratio and lower parasitic resistance 
(thus higher Q-factor) as compared to the standard version. This has been treated sufficiently 
in [106-109].  

To achieve the required capacitance ratio with sufficient Q-factor, the setup in Fig. 4.53 (a) is 
simulated. Two AMOS varactors are connected back-to-back so that the capacitance variation 
is symmetric at both ends of the varactors which are connected to the VCO outputs. This se-
tup provides the Cmax/Cmin ratio of 3.2 which easily satisfies the requirement. However, the Q-
factor for low tuning voltages is around 4. This inhibits the oscillation for Vtune between 0 to 
0.4 V. A simple solution is to increase the transistor size to provide more negative resistance 
but this increases Cfix and decreases the required Cvar which is already quite small. Therefore, an 
alternative setup of Fig. 4.53 (b) is considered in which a fixed MIM capacitor is added in series 
with the varactor on either side. As MIM capacitors have high Q-factor, they improve the 
overall Q-factor of the setup to a minimum of 9 and maximum of 17. The penalty paid is the 
reduced Cmax/Cmin ratio of 2.01. 

The phase noise of a VCO is affected by a number of noise mechanisms, one of which is the 
up-conversion of low-frequency noise close to the carrier frequency. The non-linearity of the  

 

Fig. 4.53: Single-ended tuning setups with Cmax/Cmin and Q-factor: varactors only (a), and 
varactors with fixed capacitors (b) 
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circuit can be one reason of this up-conversion, whereas the low-frequency noise can also 
modulate the varactors directly and appear as phase noise close to the carrier. It can be noted 
that the tank inductor acts as a short circuit at low frequencies. Therefore, the noise appearing 
at the two outputs of the VCO around the varactor can be considered as common-mode noise. 
If this noise is injected into the varactors, it is up-converted to the carrier frequency by mod-
ulating the resonator. Similarly, the noise on the supply lines appear as common-mode to the 
varactor set-up. To alleviate this issue, a neat solution is to adopt differential tuning for the va-
ractor setup which rejects the common-mode noise and improves the phase noise performance 
of the VCO. 

A differential varactor setup is shown in Fig. 4.54 (a) in which two oppositely oriented back-to-
back varactors are connected across each other.  The varactors labeled Cvar+ have a capacitance 
that decreases with the tuning voltage while the varactors labeled Cvar– increase with tuning vol-
tage. If a differential voltage is applied, Cvar+ and Cvar– see positive and negative voltage respec-
tively. Thus, both varactors are decreased in capacitance for an increase in differential input 
voltage. On the other hand, for a common-mode voltage the increase in Cvar+ is matched by an 
equal decrease in Cvar– (or vice-versa), thus cancelling out the effect. This implies that low fre-
quency noise voltages (1/f noise from the transistors or bias circuit, supply noise) is rejected by 
this varactor configuration, thus effectively improves phase noise. A number of published 
works[110-113] have experimentally proven the improvement of phase noise using differential 
over single-ended tuning. In [111], a 9 dB improvement for a 4.75 GHz VCO is reported, whe-
reas [110] reports a 14 dB improvement for a 44 GHz VCO. Therefore, differential tuning to 
improve phase noise and fixed MIM capacitors to improve Q-factor is adopted in this work to  

Vtune+

Vtune-

Vtune+

Vtune-

(a)
(b)

Vbias

Cmax/Cmin 3.08
Q-factor 4 – 10.5 

Cmax/Cmin 2.18
Q-factor 8.5 – 14.3 

Cvar+ Cvar+

Cvar– Cvar–

 

Fig. 4.54: Differential tuning setups with Cmax/Cmin and Q-factor: varactors only (a), and va-
ractors with fixed capacitors (b) 
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Fig. 4.55: Capacitance (top) and Q-factor (bottom) of the tuning circuit for 40 GHz VCO 

arrive at the final tuning circuit of Fig. 4.54 (b). Resistors are used to bias the floating-nodes 
between the varactors and fixed capacitors. It is observed that instead of grounding the second 
terminal of these resistors, an external voltage (Vbias) provides another degree of freedom to 
achieve some capacitance tuning. Optimization based on varying the length and width of varac-
tors as well as the fixed capacitance was carried out. The resulting varactor is composed of 15 
multi- fingers, each having a length and width of 300 nm and 2 µm, respectively. The fixed 
MIM capacitors are 78 fF each. The C-V and Q-V curves for three different bias voltages are 
shown in Fig. 4.55. The tuning circuit yields a Cmax/Cmin ratio of 2.18 and a Q-factor between 
8.5 and 14, for a differential tuning voltage of 0 to 1.2 V. 

A number of considerations for the active part of the VCO are also important. Firstly, to en-
sure reliable start-up, a ratio of two is chosen between negative transconductance and losses of 
the tank. Secondly, to achieve gm-matching, the transconductance of the PMOS transistors is 
kept twice those of the NMOS transistors. A common-source differential stage is designed as 
an output buffer, to make on-wafer measurements possible. The buffer is biased separately to 
isolate its supply noise from the VCO. This also helps in measuring the power consumption of 
VCO and buffer separately. The load resistance (silicided polysilicon based) is 50Ω, to match it 
with the transmission lines as well as the measurement equipment. 

The layout of a VCO is very important for its correct performance. The basic aim is to minim-
ize interconnect capacitance and losses. The former can shift the oscillation frequency whereas 
the latter can increase the risk of oscillation failure. Therefore, the core circuit including transis-
tors, varactors and MIM capacitors is placed very close to the inductor terminals to minimize  
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Fig. 4.56: Chip micrograph of 40 GHz LC VCO 

interconnect length.  The core layout is RC extracted and shows a shift in oscillation frequency. 
Therefore, the capacitance of the tuning part is adjusted accordingly and is about 13fF lower 
than the required capacitance on the schematic level. Ground meshing is used underneath and 
between RF paths and decoupling capacitors are included for the voltage supplies of the VCO 
and buffer. The differential outputs from the output buffers use 50Ω transmission lines (TLs) 
to the bond-pads. These TLs are coplanar waveguide based with lateral ground-plane consist-
ing of all metal layers. The width of the signal line is 5µm and the spacing from the 10 µm wide 
ground plane is 4.22 µm. The VCO is fabricated in the same technology as the ILFDs pre-
sented in section 4.1. The bond-pad limited chip area is 700 x 400 µm2 whereas the VCO core 
only occupies 100 x 100 µm2. The chip micrograph is shown in Fig. 4.56.  

The VCO was measured on-wafer using a high frequency differential probe (GSGSG) and a 
180° hybrid (ET industries). An Agilent PSA series spectrum analyzer with phase noise func-
tionality was used for spectral measurements. The measurement equipment generates consider-
able external noise, which could potentially degrade the measured results. In order to suppress 
the noise coming from power supplies, dedicated filters are employed. In addition, common-
grounds between the supplies and spectrum analyzer are eliminated. The lighting of the view-
ing optics is turned-off during measurement [110]. It is noticed that central alignment of the 
infinity probes (on the bond-pads) and good probe contact yield stable and repeatable mea-
surements. 

The VCO starts to oscillate for a supply voltage as low as 1 V but the desired output power is 
obtained at 1.2 V. The VCO is biased at 3 mA, whereas the output buffer consumes 5 mA. 
The resulting power consumption is 3.6 mW and 6 mW respectively. The differential tuning 
voltage is then applied to the tuning circuit to measure the frequency tuning range (FTR). The 
lowest measured frequency of 41 GHz is obtained for a differential voltage of 0 V and Vbias  
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Fig. 4.57: VCO frequency tuning range 

 

Fig. 4.58: VCO output power after de-embedding cable and measurement loss 

equal to 1.2 V. On the other hand, the maximum frequency of 44.5 GHz is achieved with 1.2 
V differential tuning voltage and Vbias=0 (spectrum screen-shot close to maximum frequency is 
shown in Fig. 4.59 (a)). The center frequency is thus 42.75 GHz. The frequency vs. differential 
tuning voltage of 0 – 1.2 V for three different values of Vbias is shown in Fig. 4.57 . The average 
FTR for each Vbias is 2 GHz and a total FTR of 8.2% (3.5 GHz) is achieved. The total loss  
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(a) (b)  

Fig. 4.59: VCO spectrum at 44.4 GHz (a), and phase noise for a 44 GHz oscillation frequen-
cy (b) 

from the wiring cables, connectors and hybrid was measured between 6 and 8 dB over the en-
tire frequency tuning range. After de-embedding this loss, the average differential output power 
of the VCO delivered to a 50Ω load is between -2 and -6 dBm as shown in Fig. 4.58. 

The phase noise of the VCO is measured using the same spectrum analyzer at different fre-
quencies within the FTR. At 41.2 GHz (close to the lower end of the tuning range) the meas-
ured phase noise at 1 MHz offset is -106.3 dBc/Hz (Fig. 4.59 (b)) which is the lowest over the 
FTR. At the center frequency of 42.75 GHz, the phase noise is -104.8 dBc/Hz, whereas at 44.1 
GHz (upper end of the FTR) the phase noise of -102.5 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz is the highest 
among all the values.  

There are two commonly adopted figures of merit (FOM) for VCOs. The first one called the 
phase noise FOM, allows comparison of oscillators running at different oscillation frequencies 
with their phase noise measured at certain offsets. Furthermore, it also accounts for the DC 
power consumption of the VCO as phase noise can be improved by burning more power in 
the VCO. The resulting FOM in dBc/Hz is given by 

( ) 0
0 , 20 log 10log

1
DC

PN
f PFOM L f f
f mW

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
= Δ − + ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟Δ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

 (4.41) 

where L(f0,Δf) is the single-side-band phase noise at a frequency offset Δf from a carrier at f0, 
and PDC is the DC power consumption. A lower FOMPN (i.e. a more negative value) indicates a 
better VCO. Using (4.41), the FOMPN for the lower, middle and upper ends of the FTR is -
192.7, -191.8 and -189.8 dBc/Hz, respectively. 
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Achieving a wide tuning range is a considerable challenge for mm-wave VCOs, thus for a fair 
comparison, the second FOM incorporates the achieved tuning range of the VCO and is given 
by 

( ) 0
0 , 20 log 10log

10 1
DC

FTR
f PFTRFOM L f f
f mW

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
= Δ − ⋅ + ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟Δ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

 (4.42) 

where FTR is the tuning range in percentage and rest of the parameters are the same as in the  
FOMPN. Again, a lower FOMFTR indicates a better VCO. The FOMFTR values for the VCO at 
the lower, middle and upper ends are -191.3, -190.1 and -188.1 dBc/Hz, respectively. The 
VCO is compared with some published works in Table 4.3.  

Reference and 
Technology 

Frequency  
(GHz) 

PDC 
(mW)

FTR
(%)

PN @ 1-MHz
(dBc/Hz) 

FOMPN 
(dBc/Hz) 

FOMFTR
(dBc/Hz)

[97] 0.13 µm 
CMOS 

59.0 9.8 10.2 -89.0 -174.5 -174.6 

[98] 0.13 µm 
CMOS 

43.0 7.0 4.2 -90.0 -174.2 -166.7 

[110] 0.12 µm 
SOI CMOS 

44.0 7.5 9.8 -101.8 -185.0 -184.8 

[114] 0.13 µm  
SOI CMOS 

40.7 11.3 15 -89.0 -171.6 -170.6 

[115] 0.18 µm 
CMOS 

50.0 4.0 2 -96.0 -184 -170 

Section 4.2.3 
65nm CMOS 

44.5 3.6 8.2 -106.3 -192.7 -191.3 

Table 4.3: Comparison of 40 GHz VCO with published works 

The measurement results of the presented 40 GHz VCO show that the over-design adopted, 
based on the RC extraction, resulted in a higher oscillation frequency than desired; the RC ex-
tracted simulation results are often found to be pessimistic. The measured FTR of 8.2% also 
fell short with respect to the desired 10% to cover the 38 to 42.3 GHz frequency range. The 
phase noise target specification of -100dBc/Hz was met successfully over the complete tuning 
range. Nevertheless, the insight gained during the step-by-step design procedure of the VCO 
enables the correction of these parameters in subsequent integration in the frequency synthe-
sizer. 
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4.2.4 60 GHz actively coupled I-Q VCO 2 

This section is dedicated to the voltage controlled oscillator for the 60 GHz front-end of the 
proposed synthesizer. The synthesizer’s application in a direct-conversion receiver necessitates 
the need of quadrature outputs from the VCO. The specifications laid out in chapter 2 require 
a tuning range of 57 to 63.6 GHz (10.94%) and a phase noise better than -90 dBc/Hz at 1 
MHz offset. Achieving more than 10% FTR at 60 GHz in bulk CMOS technology and provid-
ing I-Q outputs at the same time is a considerable task. Furthermore, due to the pronounced 
effect of parasitics at these frequencies, hitting the exact required frequency is another chal-
lenge. In order to achieve an FTR in excess of 10%, published works have predominantly re-
lied either on specialized technologies such as SOI [116;117] or on using two VCOs to cover 
the complete 60 GHz ISM band [118].  

The quadrature outputs from a VCO can be obtained by using poly-phase filters or by coupl-
ing two independent VCOs actively or passively. The pros and cons of these methods were 
discussed in section 4.2.3 where a 40 GHz ILFD was designed for quadrature operation. The 
experience gained during that design with good measured results, helped in using the actively 
coupled method for the 60 GHz VCO with two evident differences. Firstly, the core of the 
VCO needs to operate at 60 GHz instead of ~ 20 GHz and secondly, no injection transistors 
are needed as the two VCOs will be free-running in the 60 GHz band. The first difference is an 
important one, as the required tank capacitance and inductance have to be considerably small, 
to ensure a 60 GHz oscillation frequency. Furthermore, the fixed capacitances emanating from 
the active devices, output buffers and interconnect parasitics become the bottle-neck to achieve 
the desired tuning range and have to be minimized as depicted by formula(4.39).  

The VCO circuit schematic is shown in Fig. 4.60 (a). The active part generating the negative 
resistance to compensate tank losses is formed by minimum length transistors M1-M4. The 
tank is constituted by a center-tapped single-turn octagonal inductor and AMOS varactors. The 
former has an inductance of 72pH and a Q-factor of 15 at 60 GHz. The signal trace width is 
4.42µm with an inner diameter of 33µm and is surrounded by a guard-ring. The varactors used 
in this design are tuned single-endedly as the differential tuning circuit in section 4.2.3 contri-
butes to the fixed capacitance which cannot be afforded in this design due to the high frequen-
cy. The varactors have a multi-fingered structure and are optimized for high-enough Q-factor 
and minimum fixed capacitance. Each varactor has 36 fingers which are 1.5µm and 280nm in 
width and length, respectively. The maximum and minimum varactor capacitance is 47.8 fF 
and 17.8 fF, resulting in a Cmax/Cmin ratio of 2.7. The Q-factor of the varactors at 60 GHz 
ranges from 5 to 15 depending on the tuning voltage.  

The coupling transistors M5-M8 inject the output signals of one cross-coupled pair to the   

 

2 This design, published in [28], was carried out in the framework of the “Smart Front-ends” project in cooperation with 
Pooyan Sakian, who is the first author of this publication. Further details will be published in his thesis. 
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Fig. 4.60: 60 GHz actively coupled I-Q VCO (a), and source follower output buffer (b) 

other to produce anti-phase coupling required for quadrature generation. As these transistors 
add extra fixed capacitance (thus reducing FTR) to the oscillation nodes, they should be small. 
However, making them too small results in the injection becoming weaker and the risk of fre-
quency mismatch between the two tanks is increased. Therefore, the dimensions of the coupl-
ing transistors are optimized to provide sufficient injection for accurate quadrature outputs 
while adding minimum parasitic capacitance to the tank. The resulting W/L of the coupling 
transistors is one-fourth of the VCO transistors. The bias current is provided by a current-
mirror circuit (not shown) using transistors which have three-times the minimum length of the 
technology. This  lowers their flicker noise which could potentially be up-converted appearing 
as phase noise around the carrier. The output buffer used in this design is a source-follower as 
shown in Fig. 4.60 (b). It includes a center-tapped inductive load and minimum-length transis-
tors to avoid excessive loading of VCO outputs. The resistor in the common source node of 
the buffer determines the biasing current of the differential pair. The gate of M9 and M10 can 
be connected directly to the output of the VCO, avoiding large RF-coupling capacitors. 
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Fig. 4.61: Chip micrograph of the 60 GHz actively coupled I-Q VCO 

The importance of layout symmetry to maintain quadrature accuracy was discussed in section 
3.1.2. In this design, special attention is paid to the symmetry of the layout to minimize the 
phase mismatch between I and Q outputs. The core transistors including cross-coupled pairs 
and injection transistors are arranged in a symmetrical ring configuration. While providing very 
good symmetry for the connections, this arrangement suffers from a mismatch in the orienta-
tion of the transistors and varactors. On the other hand, arranging the transistors in an orienta-
tion-matched configuration, would introduce a length mismatch in the interconnects which can 
increase the phase mismatch. Therefore, the former approach has been selected in this work. 
Coupling between inductors of the two tanks is another potential source of phase mismatch. 
To minimize this effect, they are placed perpendicular to each other and meshed grounding is 
utilized around the inductors to confine the magnetic fields within a small area. The phase error 
between the quadrature outputs in post-layout (RC extracted) simulations is less than 1° over 
the complete tuning range. The differential I-Q outputs utilize 50 Ω transmission lines from 
the output buffer to the bond-pads. The circuit is fabricated in 65nm bulk CMOS process and 
the chip micrograph is shown in Fig. 4.61. The core circuit including the VCO and output buf-
fers occupies 300 x 300 µm2 and the total chip area is 800 x 825 µm2.  

The measurements are performed on-wafer with high-frequency GSGSG Infinity probes. Spe-
cialized waveguide based connectors and differential to single-ended converters (Magic-T) are 
employed for rigidized and stable connection. As the maximum frequency of the spectrum 
analyzer is below 50 GHz, an Agilent V-band (50 to 75 GHz) harmonic mixer 11970V is used 
in combination with the spectrum analyzer for viewing the 60 GHz signal. The setup for the 
spectrum measurement is shown in Fig. 4.62 (a). The noise floor of the spectrum analyzer is 
increased considerably due to the harmonic mixer; hence, the phase noise measurement using  
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Fig. 4.62: 60 GHz VCO measurement setups for spectrum measurements (a), and phase 
noise measurements (b) 

the option provided by the SA does not yield reliable results. Therefore, an indirect method is 
adopted to measure the phase noise. The 60 GHz RF signal is down-converted using an exter-
nal mixer (Marki Microwave M9-0465) with the LO signal provided by a signal generator 
(E8361 PNA). The down-converted signal below 7 GHz is applied to an Agilent signal source 
analyzer (E5052) which offers an ultra low noise floor and provides accurate phase noise mea-
surements.  The phase noise measurement setup is depicted by Fig. 4.62 (b). 

The frequency tuning range is measured for different bias currents and shown in Fig. 4.63. 
During the measurements, it was noticed that the maximum variation of frequency is achieved 
for a varactor tuning voltage between 0.6 to 1.8 V as opposed to expected range of 0 to 1.2. 
This problem was traced back to the simulation of the varactor setup which was not biased 
correctly. Nevertheless, the overall voltage range is kept equal to the supply voltage (1.2 V). For 
the minimum current of 10mA, the lowest oscillation frequency is 57.6 GHz and the highest 
frequency is 63.5 GHz. On the other hand, the maximum bias current of 15mA yields an oscil-
lation frequency of 57.5 to 63.1 GHz. The average tuning range is 57.6 to 63.3 GHz with a  
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Fig. 4.63: Frequency tuning range of the 60 GHz actively coupled I-Q VCO 

center frequency of 60.4 GHz, resulting in a 9.3% tuning range. The I-Q VCO can also operate 
at a reduced supply voltage of 1 and 1.1V. The corresponding FTR for Ibias of 14mA are 9.96% 
and 9.25%, respectively. Increasing the tuning voltage range from 1.2V to 1.5V, enhances the 
FTR to 11.5%, with the maximum and minimum oscillation frequencies of 57.5 and 64.5 GHz. 
Each VCO core, including a cross-coupled pair and an LC-tank, draws 15 mA from the 1.2 V 
supply (resulting in a total power consumption of 36 mW for the I-Q VCO). The two induc-
tively-loaded source-follower output buffers consume 20 mA in total. 

The phase noise is measured for a bias current of 15mA over the complete tuning range. 
Shown in Fig. 4.64, the phase noise at the lower-end of the FTR (57.5 GHz) is -81 dBc/Hz 
and -95.3 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz and 1 MHz offset, respectively. Towards the higher end at 62.7 
GHz, the corresponding phase noise values are -84.4 dBc/Hz and -92.1 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz 
and 1 MHz offsets.  The phase noise variation over the FTR is about 4 dB, with the lowest and 
highest values of -95.3 dBc/Hz and -91 dBc/Hz, respectively. This is graphically shown in Fig. 
4.65. The average measured phase noise is within +2 dB in comparison with the simulated re-
sults based on completely RC-extracted circuit components. The output power variation of the 
I-Q VCO after de-embedding the losses of cables, connectors and other measurement equip-
ment is also presented in Fig. 4.65. For a bias current between 12 and 15 mA, the output pow-
er lies between -4 and -9 dBm whereas for the lowest current of 10 mA the power varies be-
tween -8 and -14 dBm. The FOMPN and FOMFTR based on the measured values are -174.9 
dBc/Hz and -174.3 dBc/Hz, respectively. 
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Fig. 4.64: Phase noise of 60 GHz actively coupled I-Q VCO at the lower and higher end of 
FTR 
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Fig. 4.65: Output power and phase noise variation of the 60 GHz actively coupled I-Q VCO 
over the FTR 
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The 60 GHz I-Q VCO satisfies the target specifications quite closely and exhibits comparable 
performance to state-of-the-art single-phase VCOs, despite the additional challenges and limi-
tations imposed by the quadrature topology. The average FTR is 9.3% and with a tuning vol-
tage extended to 1.5V, the achieved FTR is 11.5% in comparison to the required 10.9%. The 
phase noise over the complete FTR is better than the required -90 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset. 
The output power of the VCO is sufficient to drive the 60 GHz ILFD of section 4.1.4 or the 
dual-mode ILFD of section 4.1.6.  

4.2.5 60 GHz transformer coupled I-Q VCO 

This section presents another approach to achieve quadrature operation for a 60 GHz VCO. 
Active coupling using transistors in parallel (or series) with the cross-coupled pair, although 
offers a simple and robust method to generate 90-degree spaced outputs, has a few drawbacks 
as well at mm-wave frequencies. Firstly, as mentioned in the preceding section, the coupling 
transistors contribute to the fixed part of the tank capacitance thus wasting useful portion of 
the variable capacitance. Consequently, the tuning range and the operation frequency is re-
duced and dimensioning of the coupling transistor becomes very important. Secondly, the 
coupling transistors are a potential source of introducing 1/f noise which can be up-converted, 
appearing as phase noise close to the carrier. An alternative of inserting the coupling transistors 
in series [78] with the cross-coupled transistors can circumvent the phase noise degradation. 
However, it introduces voltage headroom limitation, making it unsuitable for low-voltage oper-
ation.  

Therefore, a completely different approach to achieve quadrature operation, based on trans-
former coupling (TC) is presented here. This method can potentially alleviate all three disad-
vantages of active coupling, as it neither requires extra voltage head-room, nor does it intro-
duce large parasitic capacitance and 1/f noise in the circuit. Furthermore, it can operate with 
low supply voltages along with DC power savings. Despite these ideal properties, transformer-
coupled I-Q VCOs have not received much attention due to two main reasons. Firstly, at low 
frequencies the silicon-area penalty is considerable as up to four transformers are required to 
achieve quadrature outputs and secondly, the modeling and EM simulations required for the 
transformers increase the design time. Fortunately, the first issue of silicon-area is almost irre-
levant at 60 GHz as the dimensions of required transformers are very small. For instance, an 
octagonal 70 to 80pH coil of a transformer occupies a mere ~50 x 50 µm2 which is close to a 
single bond-pad dimension. Thus, the affordability of transformers makes the transformer 
coupled (TC) I-Q VCO, a feasible choice.  

The TC I-Q VCO can be thought of as an extension of a conventional transformer feedback 
VCO with differential outputs as presented in [119]. Shown on the left side of Fig. 4.66, this 
design employs a transformer in place of an inductor. The transformer’s primary coil is con-
nected at the transistor drain terminal forming an LC tank with the varactor setup. The second-  
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Fig. 4.66: Extension of a 60 GHz differential transformer feedback VCO to a TC I-Q VCO  

ary coil is connected at the source terminal and is magnetically coupled to the primary coil with 
a certain coupling factor. With transformer feedback, the drain voltage can swing above the 
supply voltage and the source voltage can swing below the ground potential. As the drain and 
source voltages of coupled transistors (M1 and M3, M2 and M4 and so on) are in phase, the 
effective oscillation amplitude is large. Consequently, VCO performance parameters can easily 
be traded-off according to the specifications [120]. For instance, similar phase noise perfor-
mance (as a conventional VCO) can now be achieved with lower supply voltage (hence lower 
power consumption). Alternatively, owing to larger oscillation amplitudes, phase noise can be 
improved for the same power consumption. 

In order to generate quadrature outputs, the right side of Fig. 4.66 shows the transformer 
coupled I-Q VCO in which the transformer, instead of providing feedback between drain and 
source of the same transistor, now couples the drain and source of two different transistors, 
present in separate cross-coupled pairs. The primary and secondary coils of the four transfor-
mer are numbered as LXp and LXs where X=1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. As an example of coupl-
ing, the primary coil (L1p) of transformer L1 in drain the of M1 couples to its secondary coil 
(L1s) at the source of M3, which is present in the separate cross-coupled VCO. The rest of the 
couplings are shown by dotted and dashed lines. From the outset, it is evident that the parasitic 
capacitance and the noise contributed by the coupling transistors (of actively coupled I-Q 
VCOs) is removed, which assists in achieving higher operation frequency, larger tuning range, 
and lower power consumption. As with actively coupled quadrature VCOs, the circuit can be 
re-drawn in a ring structure to understand the quadrature operation with the difference that the 
two VCOs are magnetically coupled through transformers instead of transistors. The ring con-
figuration is shown in Fig. 4.67.  
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Fig. 4.67: TC I-Q VCO re-drawn in a ring structure 

The circuit design of the TC I-Q VCO entails a number of steps. Firstly, simulations (in Ca-
denceTM) based on ideal transformer components (two inductors with a mutual coupling fac-
tor) are run to extract the first estimate of the required inductance and coupling factor (usually 
referred as ‘k’ ).  Based on these requirements, EM simulations are carried out to determine a 
suitable transformer structure. A lumped model fitting these EM simulations is then required 
to run transient simulations of the VCO. Depending on subsequent results, this process can be 
an iterative one until the specifications are met. As four transformers have to be used, the se-
lection of its structure is also intertwined with the final floor-plan of the I-Q VCO. The aim 
should be to place the transformers in a way to ensure perfect symmetry between I and Q 
paths and also to minimize interconnect length at the same time.  

The transformer used in the I-Q VCO was designed and measured independently, details of 
which were presented in section 4.1.5. Using a lumped model fitting these values, the VCO is 
simulated to estimate the tuning range, phase noise and quadrature accuracy. Varactors with 
single-ended tuning similar to the 60 GHz actively-coupled VCO design are used. The I-Q 
outputs of the VCO are buffered using 50Ω common-source differential stages for measure-
ment purposes. As quadrature accuracy of the VCO is dependent on the layout as well, it is 
important to include its effect during simulations. To this end, based on the decided floor-plan 
of the VCO, the layout of the core active circuit and subsequent RC extraction is done. This 
extracted version of the circuit is utilized for final simulations.  

As mentioned previously, the use of transformers provides the leverage to reduce the supply 
voltage, achieving a large output amplitude at the same time. This is analyzed for the I-Q VCO 
under discussion, by varying VDD from 0.6 to 1.2 V and observing the corresponding peak-
to-peak output amplitude. Fig. 4.68 shows the said parameter for three separate values of va-
ractor tuning voltage, Vtune. At a supply voltage of 0.6 V, the peak-to-peak amplitude is about 
1V and increases as the VDD is incremented. At the maximum VDD of 1.2 V, the achievable 
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amplitudes are 1.85, 2.6 and 2.94 V for tuning voltages of 0.6, 0.9 and 1.2 V, respectively. This 
confirms that large output signals are possible at even half the nominal supply voltage. Appar-
ently, the minimum supply voltage of 0.6 V can be chosen as it provides sufficient amplitude 
but the final selection of the supply voltage also depends on the resulting phase noise of the 
VCO. Therefore, phase noise at 1 MHz for Vtune=1.2 is also plotted in Fig. 4.68. It is observed 
to vary between -89.8 dBc/Hz and -97.4 dBc/Hz for supply voltage between 0.6 and 1.2 V 
respectively.  As the target phase noise for the I-Q VCO is -90 dBc/Hz, so a supply voltage of 
0.8 V is chosen as a final design value. At this VDD, the phase noise is -94 dBc/Hz, which sa-
tisfies the above target with some margin (keeping in view the difference between simulations 
and measurements). The I-Q VCO consumes 29.2 mA, resulting in a power consumption of 
23.3 mW, which is lower than the 36 mW consumed by the actively coupled VCO of section 
4.2.4.  

The frequency tuning range of the TC I-Q VCO is plotted in Fig. 4.69 for different supply vol-
tages. The minimum and maximum oscillation frequencies are placed slightly higher than the 
required ones, anticipating the frequency shift visible in earlier measured results. The average 
FTR for all supply voltages is about 10% which is close to the target FTR of 10.9%. The qua-
drature accuracy or phase-error between I and Q outputs can also be estimated by output 
waveforms of transient simulations. One such a plot is shown in Fig. 4.70, for an oscillation 
frequency of 62.1 GHz. The average phase error over the complete tuning range is less than 1°. 
The FOMPN and FOMFTR based on the above post-layout results are both -176.8 dBc/Hz.  
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Fig. 4.68: Variation of output amplitude and phase noise of the 60 GHz TC I-Q VCO 
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Fig. 4.69: Frequency tuning range of the 60 GHz TC I-Q VCO 

 

Fig. 4.70: Quadrature outputs at 63 GHz of a TC I-Q VCO 

The chip micrograph of the TC I-Q VCO is shown in Fig. 4.71. The four transformers are 
placed in a circular fashion with the core circuit, constituting the VCO transistors and output 
buffers, placed in between them. The varactors are placed between the transformer terminals  
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Fig. 4.71: Chip micrograph of 60 GHz TC I-Q VCO 

to minimize the interconnect between them. The outputs from the buffers are fed to 50 Ω 
transmission lines. The dimension of each transformer is 54 x 52 µm2 and it is evident that the 
silicon area consumed by them is not considerable. The layout is symmetrical from all sides, so-
much-so that during wafer-probing it was difficult to identify the correct orientation for biasing 
the circuit properly. The setup for spectrum measurements is identical to the one explained in 
section 4.2.4 and depicted in Fig. 4.62 (a). 

Despite the promising post-layout simulation results, the actual measurements had a different 
outcome. The DC conditions exactly matched the simulations showing that the circuit connec-
tions and fabrication were correct. However, no oscillation was visible on the spectrum analyz-
er. The supply voltage as well as the varactor tuning voltage was varied within tolerable range 
but it did not help to “kick-start” the oscillation. One potential reason for the non-oscillatory 
behavior is thought to be the interaction of the four transformers with each other due to their 
close proximity. The simulations included lumped models of each transformer, but the actual 
situation where four transformers are placed close to each other was not mapped into the si-
mulations.   

In order to investigate this reason, the complete core layout including the transformers was 
exported for EM simulations in SONNET®. This is shown in Fig. 4.72. The complex nature of 
the circuit requires correct placement of ports at different points in the layout. Treating one 
end of the primary and secondary coil of each transformer as common-ground, the eight re-
maining ends are connected to eight different ports as shown in Fig. 4.73 (a). In order to verify 
the correctness of this setup, another simplified version reduces the number of ports to four as 
shown in Fig. 4.73 (b). After the time and memory consuming EM-simulations, the resulting s-
parameters are exported to ADS for post-processing and comparison between the two setups 
as show in Fig. 4.74. The s-parameters of two equivalent ports are compared in Fig. 4.75 and 
the close match between the two setups confirms the correctness of the eight port complete 
setup. This is subsequently utilized to extract the primary and secondary inductance of the four 
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transformers including interconnects between its terminals and transistors and, the DC lines 
surrounding them.  

 

Fig. 4.72: Core circuit layout exported into Sonnet 
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Fig. 4.73: Port placement using all eight ports (a), and simplified version using four ports (b) 
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Fig. 4.74: ADS setup using EM simulated eight port block (a), and four port block for verifi-
cation (b) 
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Fig. 4.75: S-parameters of the two setups for equivalent port numbers: Eight-port (pink), 
four-port (blue) 

The impedance Smith-chart of the four transformers is plotted in Fig. 4.76 within a frequency 
range of 40 to 120 GHz. The secondary inductance of the four transformers matches closely. 
However, the primary coil (constructed by the top-metal) impedance is not identical for the 
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four transformers and even behaves capacitively above a certain frequency for all four trans-
formers. Furthermore, the quality factor of the coils is found to be ~2 at 60 GHz which is 
much lower than the simulated Q-factor (~ 17) of an individual transformer (discussed in the 
section 4.1.5). This discrepancy between Q-factors is found to be the reason for the non-
oscillatory behavior of the I-Q VCO.     
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Fig. 4.76: Impedance of primary (right) and secondary coils (left) of the four transformers 

4.2.6 Dual-band VCO for 40 and 60 GHz 

The preceding sections 4.2.3 to 4.2.5 have presented individual 40 and 60 GHz VCOs. As in 
the case of a prescaler where the divide-by-2 and divide-by-3 function was merged in a dual-
mode divider, the natural step forward for the above VCOs is to combine the two into one 
component. In other words, to design a multi-band VCO which could oscillate at 40 GHz as 
well as 60 GHz with the desired tuning range of 10% in both bands. This section investigates 
the possibilities to achieve the above-mentioned task.  

With the advent of many wireless standards operating at closely spaced frequencies, especially 
below 10 GHz, dual-band and multi-band VCOs has been a topic of intensive research in re-
cent years. A large number of published works [121-130] have proposed different methods to 
achieve this dual-band operation. The most commonly adopted method involves modification 
in the frequency defining part of the oscillator which comprises the inductor(s) and the varac-
tors. This is usually achieved by means of switches, which add/or subtract the effective induc-
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tance or capacitance from the tank yielding different oscillation frequencies [121;122;129]. The 
merits of this method for mm-wave frequencies will be discussed next.   

The viability of “switch approach” for high frequency VCOs can be investigated by a simple 
example. In addition to the required 40 and 60 GHz bands, let us consider a dual-band VCO 
required for WLAN frequency bands at 2.5 and 5 GHz. Assuming nominal inductance values, 
the required capacitance for each frequency is shown in Table 4.4. 

Frequency (GHz) Inductance Capacitance
2.5 2 pF
5 0.5 pF

40 198 fF
60 87 fF

2 nH

80 pH
 

Table 4.4: Capacitance values for dual-band VCOs for WLAN and mm-wave frequencies 

The capacitance values in case of WLAN are in the pico-farad range. This high capacitance 
value can easily incorporate the fixed capacitance introduced by the switch. Thus, capacitors 
for band-selection can be switched in or out from the tank and the required tuning can be pro-
vided by varactors. On the other hand, the total required capacitance for mm-wave VCOs is in 
the femto-farad range (as in VCO designs in the preceding sections).  Furthermore, this in-
cludes the fixed capacitance from the transistors as well as the variable capacitance to achieve 
the desired tuning range. It is clear that adding a switch, will further reduce the tunable portion 
of the capacitance, resulting in a failure to achieve the tuning range. In order to gauge the fixed 
capacitance of a switch, Fig. 4.77 shows the increasing trend as a function of switch width in  
65nm CMOS technology. In case of a 60 GHz VCO, a 50 µm wide switch adds a fixed capa-
citance of 30 fF, which is 34% of the 87 fF total capacitance. Switching an inductor in and out 
of the tank for band-selection is another option, but it poses a similar dilemma. Ideally, the 
smallest width for the switch would be preferable to keep the added capacitance low; however 
this choice adds a considerable resistance in series with the inductor when the switch is ON. As 
shown in Fig. 4.77, for a 20 µm switch, the ON resistance is as high as 17 Ω and can severely 
affect the tank Q-factor. As a solution, the loss can be overcome by increasing the negative 
resistance of the oscillator, implying an increase in dimensions of the VCO transistors. An al-
ternative is to increase the switch width itself which can decrease the ON-resistance within ac-
ceptable limits. However, both the above solutions will again add significant fixed capacitance 
to the total tank capacitance resulting in reduction of tuning range. The above trade-offs indi-
cate that the switch approach has serious shortcomings for mm-wave VCOs. 
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Fig. 4.77: Capacitance and ON resistance of a MOS switch as a function of width 

There are a number of other methods for achieving dual-band VCOs, the first of which make 
use of high order resonators or double-tuned transformers which demonstrate multiple oscilla-
tion modes[125;126;128;129]. The oscillation frequencies are controlled by the connection of 
the negative-Gm stages. One such an example is shown in Fig. 4.78 [125] where two negative-
Gm stages are permanently connected to different parts of an LC circuit exhibiting two distinct 
resonance frequencies. The first negative-Gm stage is connected to the outer LC circuit having 
equivalent impedance Zosc1 whereas the second one is connected to the inner LC circuit with 
equivalent impedance Zosc2. Due to a larger LC product for the first stage, the corresponding 
oscillation frequency fosc1 is lower than the second stage which has a higher oscillation frequen-
cy fosc2 due to smaller LC product. This is shown on the right hand side of Fig. 4.78. Although 
this method provides a dual-band solution without the need of switches, it poses a number of 
other problems. The first is the silicon-area penalty due to multiple inductors required to form 
the high order tank. Although at mm-wave frequencies, the size of the required inductors is 
small but their close proximity necessitates careful EM-analysis. Secondly, if the loop gain is 
higher than one for both stages, dual-tone oscillations might occur which are undesirable. 
Thus, in practice only one stage is enabled at a time by using control voltages (Vctrl1, Vctrl2 
shown in Fig. 4.78) which can be connected to nodes that are isolated from the tank so that the 
Q-factor remains unaffected. However, using this approach, the parasitic capacitances of the 
“switched-off” stage are added to the total capacitance, reducing the tuning range. As an ex-
ample, the reported FTRs for a 0.8/1.8 GHz dual-band VCO in [125] are only 56 MHz and 
121 MHz, respectively.  
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Fig. 4.78: A dual-band VCO approach based on fourth order resonator and the resulting os-
cillation frequencies  

Transformers can also be utilized for dual-band VCO operation. In this method, the primary 
or secondary coil is included or excluded from the circuit, resulting in a change in inductance 
and hence oscillation frequency.  However, the off-state capacitance and complexity are two 
major drawbacks of this approach. Lastly, RF-MEMS switches offering low resistive losses 
have the potential to be used for switching inductors or capacitors; however, current IC tech-
nologies in general and the available CMOS 65nm in particular do not offer integration of such 
switches.  

The above discussion implies that more investigation is required to achieve dual-band VCOs at 
mm-wave frequencies which along with the frequency separation, is able to provide the re-
quired tuning range. Therefore, the proposed synthesizer in this work utilizes two separate 
VCOs operating at 40 GHz and 60 GHz, individually satisfying the tuning range and phase 
noise requirements.   

4.3 Synthesizer front-ends 

The design of individual components for the proposed synthesizer front-end provided valuable 
experience and insight into the bottle-necks for each component. The frequency shift observed 
during measurements as compared to simulations provided an estimate about the over-design 
required for subsequent designs. Furthermore, the use of varactors in the majority of VCO and 
ILFD circuits gave useful information about their tuning capabilities in real measurements. The 
accuracy of EM solvers was also verified by measuring a transformer test-structure (section 
4.1.5).  The next natural step is the integration of the VCO and ILFD, forming the synthesizer 
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front-end. Despite the above-mentioned insights gained by individual component design, the 
integration of two high frequency blocks offers its own set of challenges and requires careful 
investigation. Therefore, this section discusses the integration of the 40 and 60 GHz front-ends 
for the proposed synthesizer.  

4.3.1 40 GHz VCO and divide-by-2 ILFD 

Frequency synthesizers at frequencies below 10 GHz have the luxury to utilize broadband 
prescalers, such as the static frequency divider (section 4.1.2). In such synthesizers, there is no 
issue of synchronization between the VCO and prescaler as the latter can easily cover the com-
plete tuning range of the VCO. On the other hand in mm-wave synthesizers, like the one pro-
posed in this work, the VCO (section 4.1.3) as well as the prescaler (section 4.2.3) are LC reso-
nator based.  Due to the frequency selectivity of these resonators the major challenge while 
integrating two such components is the synchronization of the tuning range of the VCO with 
the locking range of the ILFD. Any frequency mismatch due to design inaccuracy or layout 
parasitics can reduce the effective operation range of the synthesizer or, in worse case, make it 
completely devoid of locking. Therefore, it is important to integrate the front-end of the syn-
thesizer prior to its complete integration including the back-end. The experience gained and 
frequency-shifts observed during individual components realization assist in achieving a syn-
chronized front-end. This section includes the integration of the 40 GHz front-end as well as 
the modifications made in the VCO and ILFD based on their measured results. 

The complete schematic of the synthesizer front-end is shown in Fig. 4.79. The 40 GHz VCO 
shown on the left hand side is a simplified version of the circuit presented in section 4.2.3. The 
aim in this version is to maximize tuning range so that in case of any frequency shift the meas-
ured tuning range still covers the desired frequency band. The enhancement of tuning range 
can be achieved by decreasing the fixed capacitance part of the tank capacitance. This provides 
more “room” for the variable capacitance from the varactors whose Cmax/Cmin can be raised to 
achieve a wider tuning range. In order to reduce the fixed capacitance, a number of modifica-
tions are made. Firstly, an only-NMOS topology is chosen which removes the capacitance con-
tribution from the PMOS devices present in a complementary structure. Secondly, the tuning 
circuit is simplified by removing the MIM capacitors because, despite the increase in the Q-
factor due to their usage, they decrease the more important Cmax/Cmin ratio for this design. The 
tuning of the varactors is also done single-endedly as opposed to differential tuning in the earli-
er version. There are two reasons aiding this decision. Firstly, the phase noise of the measured 
VCO is better than the target specifications by 6 dB so the phase noise degradation due to sin-
gle-ended tuning can be tolerated. Secondly, the final synthesizer circuit is to be measured on-
wafer and due to limitation of DC-pads, single-ended tuning is used to save one such bond-
pad. 
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Fig. 4.79: 40 GHz synthesizer front-end 

The VCO inductor, similar to the earlier version, is a single-turn top-metal inductor of 95pH 
with a Q-factor of ~20 at 40 GHz. Each varactor is composed of 30 multi-fingers, having a 
length and width of 300 nm and 2 µm per finger, respectively. The maximum and minimum 
capacitances are 106 fF and 30 fF resulting in a Cmax/Cmin ratio of 3.53. The Q-factor of the 
single-endedly tuned varactor setup is between 6 and 20, for a tuning voltage of 0 to 1.2 V. The 
NMOS transistors of the VCO are 1.5 times the earlier version, to generate enough negative 
resistance in the absence of the PMOS pair. The post-layout simulation of the VCO yields an 
FTR from 38 to 45 GHz. This 16% tuning range is double as compared to the earlier design. 
The VCO consumes 5 mA from a 1.2 V supply (1.6 times the earlier design). Due to the only-
NMOS topology the output differential swing of the VCO is larger as compared to a comple-
mentary structure. The simulated peak-to-peak amplitude is about 1.5 V. 
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The quadrature injection locked frequency divider in Fig. 4.79 is identical to the stand-alone 
ILFD circuit presented in section 4.1.3. The differential outputs of the VCO are injected to the 
input transistors M3 and M6 present in the two separate stages of the ILFD. As the output 
swing of the VCO is sufficiently large, buffers are not required between the ILFD and VCO, 
which greatly simplifies the routing during layout and decreases the power consumption of the 
overall system. The injection transistor requires a different biasing voltage as compared to the 
DC-level of the VCO output, thus AC-coupling capacitors are used and the ILFD is biased 
independently. The value of the coupling capacitor is important as a capacitive divider is 
formed between the coupling capacitor and the gate-source capacitance of the injection transis-
tor. If the former is chosen of the same order as the latter, part of the injection signal will be 
lost in the gate-source capacitance. Therefore, the coupling capacitor of 50 fF is chosen which 
is seven times the gate-source capacitance of 7 fF. At simulation level, some intentional loss is 
introduced in the injection signal to model the layout losses.  

As discussed previously, the synchronization of the tuning range of the VCO and locking-
range of the divider is of utmost important. Therefore, the varactor setups of both compo-
nents are designed in a way that the FTR of the VCO coincides with double the free-running 
FTR of the ILFD. Thus, the tuning voltages (Vtune) of both components can be tied together 
for synchronized operation. This approach ensures that for each tuning voltage minimum 
power is required by the frequency divider for injection locking. In addition, for subsequent 
integration of the complete synthesizer the output of the loop-filter can be connected to both 
components for correct operation.  

The chip micrograph of the 40 GHz front-end is shown in Fig. 4.80. The VCO, visible at the 
top, is placed as close as possible to the ILFD. All the transistors including VCO, ILFD and  

 

Fig. 4.80: Chip micrograph of 40 GHz synthesizer front-end 
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the output buffers are located in the encircled area. The buffered ILFD offers quadrature out-
puts but only one of these is measured and the other is terminated on-chip. The dimensions of 
the output transmission lines are similar to the one in section 4.1.3. The total chip area is 700 x 
500 µm2 where as the active core area occupies 80 x 100 µm2. 

As the other circuits, the front-end is also measured on-wafer with the output from the ILFD 
observed on a spectrum analyzer. At first, the VCO is kept switched-off to measure the free-
running frequency range of the ILFD. The tuning voltage is varied between 0 and 1.2 V yield-
ing a similar free-running frequency as the stand-alone ILFD of section 4.1.3. Shown in Fig. 
4.81, the minimum and maximum values are 17.6 GHz and 21 GHz.  The VCO is then 
switched ON with a supply voltage of 1.2V. At Vtune=0, the output is observed to lock at 18.8 
GHz, which implies that the VCO is oscillating at 37.6 GHz (400 MHz lower than the corres-
ponding simulated frequency). The tuning voltage is then incremented and having a combined 
Vtune for both components, moves them towards higher frequency in a synchronized manner. 
At 0.6 V, a locked spectrum at 19.9 GHz and at the maximum Vtune of 1.2, a peak at 21.1 GHz 
is observed. Thus, the total locking range referred to the input of the ILFD is from 37.6 GHz 
to 42.2 GHz. The measured operation range of the front-end is very close to the target range 
of 38 to 42.3 GHz.  The locking is also observed for lower supply voltage of the VCO. How-
ever, as the output amplitude of injection signal decreases with the supply voltage, the locking 
range is correspondingly smaller. The DC-power consumption of the VCO and ILFD is 6 mW 
and 9 mW, respectively and the two common-source differential output buffers consume 12 
mW.  
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Fig. 4.81: 40 GHz synthesizer front-end operation range and ILFD free-running frequency 
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The phase noise of the synthesizer front-end is measured in two situations. First, in the free-
running state of the ILFD and second in the locked state. In the former case, the phase noise is 
expected to be higher than the locked state. Fig. 4.82 shows the free-running and locked phase 
noise for a 19.9 GHz output frequency which falls in the center of the locking range. At 1 
MHz offset the locked phase noise is 3.8 dB better than the free-running case whereas at lower 
offsets the difference is more profound. The variation of phase noise over the complete opera-
tion range of the front-end is + 3.2 dB. The output power, after de-embedding the losses of 
the cables and other measurement equipment lies between -5 dBm and -8 dBm. The measured 
output power is an important parameter as the next divider stages in the synthesizer back-end 
need to operate correctly with this (or even lower) power level.  The variation of phase noise 
and output power is shown in Fig. 4.83. 

The phase noise performance of the synthesizer front-end is mainly dominated by the 40 GHz 
VCO. The individual VCO (of section 4.2.3), although slightly different than the one used in 
the front-end, demonstrated a phase noise around -106 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset.  Incorporat-
ing the difference due to frequency division implies a phase noise of ~ -100 dBc/Hz at the 
ILFD output. Thus, the measured phase noise between -101 and -104 dBc/Hz (Fig. 4.83), at 
the front-end output, confirms the dominating behavior of the VCO.  

The integration of the 40 GHz synthesizer front-end is an important step towards complete 
system integration of the synthesizer. The measured results closely satisfy the target specifica-
tions; however, the output power might need to be boosted to some extent. This can be 
achieved by increasing the gain of the output buffers and will be revisited in chapter 6 during 
the complete synthesizer integration.  

 

Fig. 4.82: Phase noise of the synthesizer front-end in free-running and locked state for a car-
rier frequency of 19.9 GHz 
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Fig. 4.83: Output power and phase noise variation for the 40 GHz synthesizer front-end 

4.3.2 60 GHz VCO and divide-by-3 ILFD 

This section discusses the 60 GHz front-end design which combines the 60 GHz I-Q VCO 
with a divide-by-3 ILFD to obtain the 20 GHz outputs similar to the 40 GHz front-end. The 
considerations for synchronization between the free-running FTR of the ILFD and the VCO 
FTR (now three times the ILFD frequency) are even more critical for a 60 GHz front-end as 
the parasitic effects are more dominant at this frequency.   

The complete front-end schematic is depicted in Fig. 4.84. It combines the circuit schematics 
of the 60 GHz actively coupled I-Q VCO (of section 4.2.4) and the dual-mode divider (of sec-
tion 4.1.6). The information gathered by design and measurements of these two components 
assists in extracting accurate simulation results from the transistor level design. The dual-mode 
ILFD is used in place of the single-mode divide-by-3 (of section 4.1.4) because of its higher 
injection efficiency and larger locking range3. The measured free-running oscillation frequency 
of the ILFD was 16.8 to 19.2 GHz and the total locking range spanned from 48.5 to 59.5 

 

3 The dual-mode ILFD can also be utilized in the 40 GHz front-end; however, due to time-constraints it was not implemented 
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GHz, which is lower than the required 57 to 63.6 GHz for the synthesizer front-end under 
consideration. Therefore, the free-running frequency in the current design was shifted upwards 
by reducing the tank inductor value to obtain a range from 19 to 21.5 GHz. The tuning voltage 
of the VCO and ILFD is tied together to enable a synchronized operation for both the com-
ponents. The I-Q VCO design is also tweaked slightly. In the measured version, the VCO out-
puts were driving large buffer transistors, which is not the case in this design. The input injec-
tion transistors are comparatively smaller which reduces the fixed capacitance in the VCO LC-
tank to some extent. This reduction is compensated by increasing the varactor capacitance to 
increase the Cmax/Cmin ratio. Thus, a 0.5 GHz increase in FTR is achieved which now spans 
from 57 to 63.5 GHz.  One of the quadrature outputs is connected to the ILFD whereas the 
other is terminated in dummy loads which preserves symmetric loading for both I and Q out-
puts. The VCO is AC-coupled to the ILFD and separate biasing is used for the injection tran-
sistors.  

The ILFD free-running frequency in the absence of the injection signal from the VCO is plot- 
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Fig. 4.84: 60 GHz synthesizer front-end 
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Fig. 4.85: 60 GHz synthesizer front-end operation range and ILFD free-running frequency 
(Simulated) 

ted in Fig. 4.85. Using a supply of 0.8 V, it consumes 5 mA as the previous design. The VCO is 
then switched on and for a biasing current of 10 mA and , the tuning voltage of the varactor is 
varied from 0 to 1.2 V. Both the VCO and ILFD move towards higher frequency in a syn-
chronized manner as the same Vtune is utilized for both components. The operation range of 
the front-end is also plotted in Fig. 4.85 and is mainly determined by the VCO FTR. For high-
er values of Vtune (upto 1.5 V), the front-end still locks to the VCOs output which is higher 
than the shown maximum of 63.5 GHz. The phase noise of the synthesizer front-end is domi-
nated by the VCO phase noise and the simulated values at 1 MHz offset for the locked front-
end vary between -90 dBc/Hz and -96 dBc/Hz over the complete operating range.  

The specifications for the 60 GHz front-end are satisfied at simulation level. However, suffi-
cient margin for frequency shifts cannot be achieved due to the limited FTR of the 60 GHz 
VCO for Vtune of 0 to 1.2V. 

4.4 Conclusions 

The design of a mm-wave synthesizer front-end, comprising a voltage controlled oscillator and 
prescaler, is without doubt the most challenging as compared to other parts of the synthesizer. 
This chapter has focused on the front-end components of the proposed synthesizer and pre-
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sented a step-wise approach, starting with individual component design and ending at an inte-
grated front-end.  

An overview of different prescaler architectures, discussing their pros and cons is presented in  
section 4.1.1. It is found that static and dynamic frequency dividers are easy to design and pro-
vide wide locking range but they fall short of reaching close to 60 GHz. Injection locked fre-
quency dividers, on the other hand, can easily operate at mm-wave frequencies but their nar-
row-band nature results in smaller locking range. Thus, circuit design techniques have been 
adopted to improve the latter characteristic. Three examples of injection locked frequency di-
viders have been presented in section 3.1. The 40 GHz divide-by-2 quadrature ILFD based on 
direct injection and input power matching, results in a 37% locking range. The 60 GHz divide-
by-3 ILFD addresses the locking range issue by achieving harmonic enhancement through re-
sistive feedback. This results in a 11% locking range. The last prescaler presented for the pro-
posed synthesizer combines the divide-by-2 and divide-by-3 operations in one circuit, thus 
simplifying the overall system architecture considerably. The locking range for the dual-mode 
ILFD is 16.5% and 20.4% for divide-by-2 and divide-by-3 mode, respectively which satisfy the 
target specifications. For a proper comparison between ILFDs, two figure-of-merits are intro-
duced in section 4.1.7 which incorporate the use of varactor tuning as well as input sensitivity 
and DC power consumption. 

The second major portion of this chapter is dedicated to the VCO which is the other impor-
tant front-end component. An overview of various VCO architectures is presented among 
which LC-based VCOs are found to be suitable for high frequency operation and good phase 
noise. Three VCO circuits are presented next. The VCO for the 40 GHz front-end is a com-
plementary cross-coupled structure and employs differential tuning for the capacitive tuning 
circuit. A measured FTR of 8.1% and a best phase noise of -106 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz is ob-
tained. Two I-Q VCOs for the 60 GHz front-end are presented. The first is based on active 
coupling and demonstrates a FTR of 9.3% and phase noise of -95.3 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz offset. 
The second 60 GHz I-Q VCO is based on passive coupling using on-chip transformers. Oper-
ated at 0.8V, the VCO demonstrates a simulated FTR of 10% and a phase noise of -94 
dBc/Hz. The transformer, measured as a separate test-structure, provides good agreement be-
tween EM simulations and measurements. An ideal solution for the proposed flexible synthe-
sizer lies in a dual-band VCO which can operate at 40 as well as 60 GHz. However, the use of 
switches to move capacitors or inductors in and out of the tank is not found a prospective so-
lution. This is because either the losses of the switch are too high, which degrades the tank Q-
factor, or the fixed capacitance added to the tank is too large, which decreases the tuning range. 
Therefore, two separate VCOs operating at the aforementioned frequencies is a suitable way 
for synthesizer front-end integration.  

The last section of this chapter presents the integrated synthesizer front-ends, which is an im-
portant step towards complete system integration. A modified and improved version of the 40 
GHz VCO, in terms of FTR, is combined with the 40 GHz quadrature ILFD. The valuable 
experience gained during individual component integration assists in synchronizing the opera-
tion range of the two components fairly accurately. The operation range of the 40 GHz front-
end is between 37.6 and 42.2 GHz and the best phase noise of -104.5 dBc/Hz is measured.  
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Similarly, the 60 GHz front-end is formed by combining the corresponding actively coupled I-
Q VCO and the dual-mode ILFD of section 4.1.6. Based on the measured results of the dual-
mode ILFD, its operation frequency is increased to match the FTR of the VCO. Subsequent 
simulations of the 60 GHz front-end satisfy the operation range and phase noise requirements. 
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C h a p t e r  5  

5 Design of low frequency compo-
nents 

The synthesizer components, apart from the VCO and prescaler, operate at lower frequencies 
in comparison with the synthesizer front-end. In this work, these components are collectively 
termed as the synthesizer back-end. In general, the back-end consists of a divider-chain, con-
nected to the prescaler converting its output to a lower frequency where it can be compared to 
the phase-frequency detector. The PFD generates output pulses which control current sources 
in a charge-pump, thus converting the phase and frequency difference between the divided 
feedback signal and the reference frequency to current pulses. These pulses are then converted 
to a voltage and after passing through a low-pass filter, utilized for tuning the voltage con-
trolled oscillator to the appropriate frequency. The design of the back-end poses a different set 
of challenges in comparison with the front-end. In the latter, high operation frequency, wide 
tuning and locking range requirements, coupled with profound effects of parasitics were the 
major bottlenecks. On the other hand, the synthesizer back-end entails challenges such as pre-
cision and matching in PFD and charge-pump, large power consumption of feedback divider 
chain and integration of the loop filter. This chapter discusses the design and implementation 
of the synthesizer back-end and the underlying components. 
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Fig. 5.1: Highlighted synthesizer back-end components 

The highlighted synthesizer back-end is shown in Fig. 5.1. The frequency division (or conver-
sion) of the prescaler outputs is discussed in section 5.1. Two methods to achieve this are pre-
sented. First is the conventional approach using a cascade of frequency dividers and the second 
is based on a mixer. The remaining components of the back-end namely, phase-frequency de-
tector, charge-pump and loop-filter are covered in section 5.2.  

5.1 Feedback division 

The task of the divider chain (or mixer) after the prescaler is to generate an output which is 
very close to the reference frequency of the synthesizer. In this work, the prescaler output fre-
quency is in the vicinity of 20 GHz whereas the reference frequency is 300 MHz. A simple me-
thod to achieve this task is to cascade a number of divider stages each having a division ratio of 
2 or higher. The latter is an attractive choice as the frequency translation can be achieved with 
fewer stages. However, as the division ratio increases the locking ranges as well as the opera-
tion frequencies tend to decrease which can be a potential bottleneck. This will be discussed in 
section 5.1.1. Another option investigated in this work is to down-convert the output of the 
prescaler directly to the PFD frequency by employing a mixer. Evidently, this method alleviates 
the requirement of multiple frequency division stages. However, it requires a fixed LO signal 
for the down-conversion. This approach will be elaborated further in 5.1.2.  
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5.1.1 CML based divider chain 

The divider chain is an important part of the synthesizer as it can be used to control the overall 
division ratio of the synthesizer. The distinct output frequencies or the number of channels to 
be supported by the synthesizer dictates the required division ratios. A mechanism to change 
the division ratio from one value to another in the feedback divider chain directs the synthesiz-
er to jump from one frequency to another. This is generally achieved by implementing a dual-
modulus (or multi-modulus) frequency divider (DM-FD) in the feedback loop.  

A DM-FD is essentially a divider whose division ratio can be switched from one value to 
another by an external control signal. If such a divider is combined with a number of fixed di-
vision ratio dividers, a range of division ratios is obtained. For instance division ratio of a large 
number like 32/33 can be obtained by combining a synchronous DM-FD with smaller num-
bers (such as 2/3 or 4/5) followed by a specific number of asynchronous dividers. Similarly, 
higher modulus dividers can be designed by controlling the operation of the synchronous DM-
FD. This will be explained shortly. Recalling the synthesizer frequency plan presented in sec-
tion 2.4.2, the total required division ratio for the 40 GHz front-end and 500 MHz channeliza-
tion is 127 to 142. Due to the use of divide-by-2 ILFD as prescaler, the required division ratios 
after this component are also reduced by half, i.e. 63.5 to 71. If the first division ratio is 
rounded-off to 64 for simplicity, the required division ratios become 64 to 71. One way of ob-
taining these division ratios is shown in Fig. 5.2 and is discussed next. 

The circuit consists of three main blocks: a divide by 4/5 synchronous frequency divider, di-
vide-by-16 asynchronous divider and a modulus control block. The divide-by-4/5 circuit con-
sists of three D-flip-flops and two NAND gates. The first two flip-flops (FF-1 and FF-2) form 

 

Fig. 5.2: Combination of a synchronous 4/5 divider and a divide-by-16 asynchronous divider 
to obtain multiple division ratios 
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a divide-by-4 circuit and in order to obtain the divide-by-5 operation, a third flip-flop (FF-3) is 
added and controlled by a NAND gate at its input. Thus, it can included or excluded from the 
circuit based on the NAND gates inputs, one of which is the modulus-control (MC) coming 
from its corresponding block. The divide-by-16 asynchronous divider is a series of divide-by-2 
circuits formed by D-flip-flops. The prescaler (ILFD) outputs at 20 GHz are provided to the 
synchronous 4/5 divider which after proper division transfers its first flip-flop (FF-1) output to 
the asynchronous divider.  The latter divides the signal by a fixed value of 16 and provides it to 
the phase frequency detector.  

To understand the operation, it can be noted that when MC is high the synchronous divider 
divides by 4, whereas when MC is low an extra clock period delay is added by the third flip-flop 
resulting in a divide-by-5 operation. Thus, the modulus control block controls the number of 
times the synchronous divider is supposed to divide-by-5 over a certain time period. This cha-
racteristic can be exploited by using more than one bit for the modulus-control (MC). For in-
stance, using a 3-bit control word (as in Fig. 5.2), the number of divide-by-5 operations can 
have eight different values and thus correspond to eight different division ratios for the overall 
circuit. In the above case, a 3-bit control word can generate division ratios from 64 to 72, thus 
satisfying the requirement. 

The synchronous 4/5 divider deals with the highest frequency in the above circuit coming 
from the ILFD outputs. Therefore, it is the most important part of the feedback divider. The 
highest operation frequency of the synchronous 4/5 divider depends on the propagation delay 
through its flip-flops and NAND gates, and to reduce this delay a number of improvements 
are employed. Firstly, as the outputs of the ILFD are differential, completely differential resis-
tively-loaded CML based flip-flops are utilized (section 4.1.3). Owing to smaller signal swings, 
this logic also enhances the operation frequency. Secondly, the NAND gates are merged [69] 
with the flip-flops to further reduce the propagation delay. Thirdly, to balance the loading of 
the three flip-flops, the input for the asynchronous divider is provided by the first flip-flop 
(FF-1) as the second flip-flop (FF-2) drives the third as well as the first flip-flop. As proposed 
in [69], the operation frequency can be increased and power consumption can be decreased 
considerably by reducing the transistor sizes and modestly increasing the load resistor values. 
This is in contrast with the approach of using large transistors and small load resistance, which 
results in high power consumption [131;132]. Utilizing these techniques for improvement in 
operation frequency, the flip-flops, FF-1(similar to FF-3) and FF-2, are shown in Fig. 5.3. 

The second flip-flop (FF-2) is made by two standard D-latches. The current sources in the tail-
nodes are omitted to gain some voltage head-room. The first flip-flop (FF-1) containing the 
merged NAND gate and D-flip-flop is shown in Fig. 5.3 (b). The first latch of this flip-flop 
contains four NMOS transistors to incorporate the NAND logic. The third flip-flop (FF-3) 
also includes a similar D-latch. Due to the differential structure of the D-latch and NAND 
gate, the required MC also needs to be differential. As mentioned previously, to reduce power 
consumption while maintaining a high operation frequency, the transistor dimensions are re-
duced and load resistance is increased. The optimized value of the load resistance (based on 
simulations) is 1.3 kΩ whereas the differential and cross-coupled pairs have widths of 2 and 1.2  
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Fig. 5.3: Improved flip-flops for the synchronous 4/5 divider: FF-2 (a), and FF-1 (similar to 
FF-3) with merged NAND gate (b) 

µm respectively. The input clock transistors are 6 µm and the NAND gate transistors are 2 µm 
wide. 

The transistor level simulations of the synchronous 4/5 divider are carried out in CadenceTM 
with CMOS 65nm technology. The variation of division ratio between 4 and 5 is observed by 
changing the MC voltage. For an input frequency of 20 GHz, the output of FF-1 is shown in 
Fig. 5.4. If the MC=1, divide-by-4 operation results in an output frequency of 5 GHz, whereas 
for an MC= -1, the divider operates in the divide-by-5 mode resulting in an output frequency 
of 4 GHz. The highest operation frequency achieved for the synchronous divider is 23 GHz 
which covers the required frequency range of 19 to 21.15 GHz. The total power consumption 
of the synchronous divider is only 5 mA from a 1.2 V supply.  

The modulus control block of Fig. 5.2 based on the three bit input word and additional control 
logic generates a pulsed MC signal to control the number of divide-by-5 operations of the syn-
chronous divide-by-4/5 circuit. This block requires particular digital building blocks such as  
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Fig. 5.4: Synchronous divide-by-4/5 simulated output for an input frequency of 20 GHz 

comparator and traditional CMOS NAND gates. Unfortunately, at the time of design the tech-
nology under use did not offer these ready-made blocks (with associated layout). Furthermore, 
the time limitation before the expected tape-out prevented custom design of the modulus con-
trol block. Therefore, an alternate method for verifying the synthesizer operation and proof of 
concept was adopted. Recalling (2.3), the output frequency of the synthesizer is a product of 
the reference frequency and the combined division ratio including the prescaler (ILFD) and the 
subsequent divider chain. In the case, where the division ratio (N x P) is fixed, the output fre-
quency can be varied by changing the reference frequency. This option was assisted by the fact 
that a clean external signal source was to be used for the proposed synthesizer and can be va-
ried, if required.  

The above-mentioned alternative simplifies the feedback divider chain which now can be a 
cascade of fixed divider stages. To obtain the output frequencies enlisted in Table 2.2 with a 
fixed overall division ratio of 128, the required reference frequency varies from 297.65 MHz to 
330.46 MHz. At the synthesizer output, this corresponds to frequencies of 38.1 GHz and 42.3 
GHz, respectively. Use of the ILFD as prescaler, reduces the required division ratio to 64 
which is achieved by cascading six divide-by-2 stages (26=64) in series with each other.  

The divide-by-64 cascaded divider is shown in Fig. 5.5. The prescaler (ILFD) outputs around 
20 GHz are provided to the first divider stage which divides the frequency by 2 and passes it 
on to the second divider stage. The signal after going through six divide-by-2 operations is 
provided to the phase frequency divider by the last stage (Divider-6 on the right hand side). 
Each divide-by-2 stage consists of two D-latches in feedback, similar to the SFD presented in  
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Fig. 5.5: Feedback divider chain, each divider is a flip-flop based on CML D-latches 

section 4.1.2. Also depicted in Fig. 5.5, is the circuit schematic of each D-latch. The method 
adopted in the synchronous 4/5 divider to reduce power consumption while maintaining a 
high operation frequency is also employed for each frequency divider stage. The load resistors 
are moderately increased and transistor dimensions are decreased to obtain minimum power 
consumption. Each division stage is optimized independently based on its input frequency and 
the required operating range. Furthermore, the inputs and outputs of a particular stage are 
loaded with another divider circuit during the optimization process. Using a supply voltage of 
1.2 V, the current and power consumption of the divider chain and each stage is shown in 
Table 5.1. The current gradually decreases as the operation frequency through the chain is de-
creased. The first divider stage consumes 1.38 mA as compared to 0.68 mA consumed by the 
last stage. The total current and power consumption for the complete chain is 5 mA and 6 
mW, respectively. The divider chain covers the required operation range  of 19 to 21.15 GHz 
with some margin for PVT variations. An example of the divide-by-64 operation is shown in 
Fig. 5.6. An input signal at 21 GHz, with an amplitude of 150 mV is used as an input to the 
divider chain. The latter is in accordance with the amplitude obtained from the 40 GHz front-
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end (section 4.3.1).  The divided output of 328.4 MHz is visible in the bottom graph of Fig. 
5.6. 

1 1.38 1.66
2 0.83 1.00
3 0.75 0.90
4 0.71 0.85
5 0.64 0.77
6 0.68 0.82

Total 4.99 5.99

Frequency 
divider stage

Current  
consumption (mA)

Power     
consumption (mW)

 

Table 5.1: Current and power consumption of the feedback divider chain and individual 
stages 

 

Fig. 5.6: Divide-by-64 operation for an input frequency of 21 GHz 
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5.1.2 Mixer based division 

The second method for frequency translation from 20 GHz at the prescaler output to ~300 
MHz at the PFD input involves the use of a mixer. This approach alleviates the requirement of 
a series of cascaded dividers and down-converts the frequency in one step.  The evident advan-
tage is the simplicity and a far less number of transistors as compared to the first approach. 
Furthermore, as the divider chain is a sequential circuit there is a delay contributed by each 
stage which adds to the settling time of the synthesizer. In the mixer based approach, the in-
stant conversion of frequency can reduce the settling time of the synthesizer (a comparison of 
settling time based on the two approaches will be presented in chapter 6). The down-side of 
this approach is the requirement of a fixed LO signal which is an overhead for the synthesizer. 
However, as the required LO frequency is 20 GHz, ring oscillators can be utilized which con-
sume small silicon-area in comparison to LC oscillators.  

In order to further investigate the mixer based approach, a single-balanced mixer shown in Fig. 
5.7 is analyzed. The RF input of the mixer is obtained from the prescaler outputs which can be 
a frequency anywhere between 19 to 21.15 GHz, whereas the LO signal is selected in a way 
that the steady-state down-converted frequency is always equal to the selected reference fre-
quency. One such example is shown in Fig. 5.8 where the RF input is 20.32 GHz (top graph) 
and the LO is placed at 20 GHz. The resulting IF frequency is 320.5 MHz shown in the bot-
tom graph. As the PFD commonly operates on square-pulses, the sinusoidal output of the  

VDD

RL RL

RF 
(from ILFD)

LO 
(from signal 

source)

IF 
(to PFD)

 

Fig. 5.7: Single-balanced mixer for feedback division 
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Fig. 5.8: IF output of the 20 GHz mixer, RF=20.32 GHz and LO=20 GHz 

mixer is converted into square pulses as shown in the bottom graph of Fig. 5.8 (discussed fur-
ther in chapter 6). The mixer is able to operate over the required RF frequency range of 19 to 
21.15 GHz. The power consumption of the mixer is only 0.6 mW from a 1 V supply, which is 
5.4 mW lower than the complete divider chain consumption (Table 5.1). Thus, a clear advan-
tage in power consumption is visible using the mixer based approach. 

This section has presented two methods for achieving frequency division of the ILFD outputs 
to a lower frequency at which it can be compared to a reference frequency in the phase fre-
quency detector. The first is based on a cascade of six divide-by-2 stages providing a division 
ratio of 64 whereas the second method is based on a single-balanced mixer which down-
converts the frequency directly to ~ 300 MHz. In chapter 6, both these frequency division me-
thods will be considered during complete synthesizer integration and their performance will be 
compared.  

5.2 Phase-frequency detector, charge-pump 
and loop filter  

This section discusses the remaining components of the synthesizer back-end, namely phase-
frequency detector, charge-pump and loop filter. The combined task of these three blocks is to 
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provide a stable DC tuning voltage to the VCO, based on the frequency (and phase) difference 
between the reference frequency and the output of the feedback divider chain so that the syn-
thesizer can move towards lock. The role of each above-mentioned component will be elabo-
rated in this section and their implementation for the proposed synthesizer will be presented.  

The phase-frequency detector, as the name suggests, is a circuit which can detect both phase 
and frequency difference between two signals and generate an output representing that differ-
ence. A simple implementation matching the above characteristic is shown in Fig. 5.9 (a). It 
consists of two edge-triggered resettable D-flip-flops with their D inputs connected to logic 
ONE. In such a case the output of the flip-flop follows the clock input. The reference fre-
quency (fref) and the output of the feedback divider chain (fdiv) form the two inputs of the flip-
flops. The operating principle of the PFD can be understood by a timing waveform shown in 
Fig. 5.9 (b). Assuming that fref leads fdiv , a rising edge of the former causes the corresponding 
output UP to go high. Similarly, the rising edge of fdiv triggers its output DN to go high. At this 
point, the AND gate becomes active and resets both the flip-flops until the next rising edge of 
either input arrives. Thus the phase-lead of the reference frequency manifests itself in propor-
tional UP waveforms. Similarly, if the frequency of one of the inputs is different from the oth-
er, the resulting UP and DN pulses will have varying widths and will reflect that difference ac-
cordingly.  

The PFD implementation of Fig. 5.9 (a) poses a potential problem for small phase difference 
between the two inputs. In such a case a positive transition at UP (or DN ) is closely followed 
by a reset operation. Due to the finite rise and fall times of the output pulses, it is possible that 
the UP and DN maybe pulled to low by this reset operation before they complete a positive (or 
negative) transition. Consequently, the UP and DN pulses cannot operate the charge-pump   

 

Fig. 5.9: PFD implementation (a), and its operating principle (b) 
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correctly. This region where the PFD is unable to track the small phase differences between its 
inputs is called “dead-zone”. In a synthesizer, the presence of a dead-zone means that until the 
phase difference reaches a certain value, the loop fails to correct the error and the VCO control 
voltage does not change as desired. In other words, the loop is essentially open and the oscilla-
tor noise appears at the synthesizer output without being suppressed. A solution widely 
adopted to counter the dead-zone is to insert an intentional delay in the reset path. In practice, 
this is achieved by using a number of inverter stages after the reset NAND gate. This allows 
the PFD outputs UP and DN to complete their transitions before being reset to zero. 

The basic PFD shown in Fig. 5.9 (a) consists of D-flip-flops. The implementation of the latter, 
being an extensively studied topic leads to many PFD designs employing modified flip-flops or 
latches constituting these flip-flops [133-138]. The aim of these designs is generally to improve 
the characteristics of the PFD such as operation frequency, dead-zone, complexity, symmetry 
and robustness. In this work customized NAND gates are used to form the D-flip-flops and 
inverters. The gate level PFD implementation is shown in Fig. 5.10. The delay in the reset path   

 

Fig. 5.10: Gate-level schematic of PFD 
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Fig. 5.11: Phase-frequency detector outputs for fref=300 MHz and fdiv=328.4 MHz 

is implemented by using two inverters which ensures the output pulses reach an amplitude, 
sufficient to turn-ON (or turn-OFF) the charge-pump. Thus the dead-zone is eliminated and is 
confirmed by simulations. An operation example of the implemented PFD is illustrated in Fig. 
5.11. The reference frequency is set to 300 MHz whereas the other input, emulating fdiv, is de-
layed by 600 psec and has a frequency of 328.4 MHz. As the latter has a higher frequency than 
fref, the corresponding PFD output DN has more pulses than UP. Thus, it will direct the 
charge-pump in a way to reduce the output frequency of the synthesizer and bring fdiv closer to 
fref. The generated reset pulses can also be seen in response to both outputs UP and DN going 
high. 

The next component in the synthesizer back-end is the charge-pump. Connected to the out-
puts of the PFD, it is responsible to pump-in or pump-out charge from the loop-filter and 
thus, moving the VCO control voltage up or down to initiate lock. Despite many variations in 
implementations, a charge-pump will invariably consist of two current sources and two switch-
es. The operation of the charge-pump is illustrated in Fig. 5.12. The current sources provide a 
current of IUP (or IDN) which is diverted to (or from) the loop filter with the help of two PMOS 
and NMOS switches which are controlled by UP and DN pulses from the PFD. If, for exam-
ple fdiv is higher than fref (Fig. 5.11), the DN pulses will close the NMOS switch more frequent-
ly, dumping-out charge from the loop filter. This will decrease Vtune and the synthesizer output 
frequency, bringing the two frequencies closer to each other. The PMOS switch is usually con-
trolled by an inverted version of the UP signal to maintain correct control polarity.  

The main consideration for charge-pump design is matching the up (IUP) and down current  
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Fig. 5.12: Charge-pump principle in combination with PFD and loop filter 

(IDN). Any mismatch between the two results in a net charge deposited onto the loop filter at 
every comparison cycle. Thus, there is a periodic ripple on the control voltage Vtune which, 
when up-converted by the VCO, manifests itself as discrete spurs in the output spectrum. This 
phenomenon, called reference feed-through can be characterized by determining the difference 
between the amplitude of the carrier and the reference spur. A large difference between these 
two implies a good matching between charge-pump current sources.  The charge-pump im-
plementation of this work is shown in Fig. 5.13. It consists of UP and DN switches M1 and 
M2, current source transistors M3 and M4, a variable current reference providing current Icp, 
and current mirrors M5-M9. The dummy transistors M10-M12 are used to match the voltage 
drop across the switches, so that the current reference can be accurately mirrored to M3 and 
M4. The current mirror transistors are chosen to be three times the minimum channel length 
to achieve better matching between the UP and DN currents (this approach increases the out-
put impedance of the charge-pump thereby reducing the channel length modulation, which is a 
source of mismatch in current mirrors).The charge-pump current, according to Table 2.4, is 
chosen to be 500 µA and is adjustable by using a control voltage in the current reference cir-
cuit. Detailed simulations are carried out to match the two currents and to remove (or minim-
ize) current spikes from the output pulses.  

The last component of the synthesizer back-end is the loop filter which is also shown in Fig. 
5.12. The job of the loop filter is to turn the charge-pump current into a stable DC voltage 
which could be utilized to control the VCO. In addition, it suppresses the high frequency 
components added by the pulsed operation of PFD and charge-pump. Furthermore, loop fil-
ters are also the components which control the overall loop dynamics and stability. The values 
of the second-order passive loop filter chosen for this work were calculated in section 2.4.3. 
The three components of Fig. 5.12, including the loop filter, were simulated together to con- 
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Fig. 5.13: Charge-pump schematic  

firm the correct control voltages of the charge pump (UP, DN). The considerations of integra-
tion of the loop-filter will be covered in chapter 6.  

5.3 Conclusions  

This chapter presented the synthesizer back-end components which, although working at low-
er frequencies, entail challenges such as accuracy, matching and robustness. Two approaches 
have been presented for frequency division after the prescaler. First, is the cascade of divide-
by-2 stages and second is the down-conversion utilizing a mixer. The former has been opti-
mized for low power consumption by reducing the transistor dimensions and moderately in-
creasing the load resistors. The mixer-based approach offers further reduction of power con-
sumption. However, it requires a fixed and accurate LO for down-converting the prescaler 
output to a frequency close to the reference frequency of the synthesizer. Both these methods 
will be investigated during the complete synthesizer integration presented in the next chapter.  

The design of the remaining back-end components namely phase-frequency detector, charge-
pump and loop filter is also presented. The PFD is based on D-flip-flops constructed by cus-
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tom made NAND gates. The dead-zone of the PFD is eliminated by inserting intentional delay 
in the reset path. The charge-pump is optimized for matching between up and down currents 
by using longer channel- and dummy transistors, for increasing the output impedance and 
identical voltage drop across transistors, respectively. The second order loop filter, combined 
with the PFD and charge-pump is simulated to confirm the correct loop polarity of the synthe-
sizer.
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C h a p t e r  6  

6 Synthesizer integration 

The preceding chapters have presented the design of the synthesizer front-end and back-end 
components. The integration and measurements of the front-end components have also been 
presented which provide valuable experience and insight. Moving a step closer to the proposed 
synthesizer, this chapter covers the design and implementation of the complete synthesizer. 
The main challenge in the integration of high-frequency synthesizers is to synchronize the op-
erating ranges of the VCO and the frequency dividers in the feedback loop. At such frequen-
cies, interfacing of blocks with perfect frequency alignment is much more challenging than in-
tegrating blocks individually. This is because unexpected parasitics may cause significant fre-
quency shift in the VCO or ILFDs, prohibiting the loop from locking. Therefore, careful co-
design and simulations are required to characterize the performance of the complete synthesiz-
er.  

Section 6.1 presents the synthesizer implementation and measurement for the sliding-IF archi-
tecture for 60 GHz frequency down conversion. The issues encountered while interfacing the 
synthesizer components both at circuit and layout levels are discussed. Section 6.2 presents the 
synthesizer with a mixer in the feedback loop in place of a cascaded divider chain. This setup, 
completed up to layout, is based on a complete transistor level design including RC extraction 
of critical blocks. The proposed dual-mode synthesizer is discussed in section 6.3 and utilizes 
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the transistor level design of corresponding components from chapter 4. Due to time and sili-
con-area limitations, the last design was not fabricated; however, its transistor level simulations 
utilize the measurement information obtained from individual component implementation.  

6.1 Synthesizer for 60 GHz sliding-IF frequen-
cy conversion 

The frequency conversion techniques for 60 GHz transceivers were categorized in section 2.2. 
The sliding-IF technique (Fig. 2.5) down converts the RF signal in two steps by using 40 GHz 
(fRF-LO from the VCO) for the first down-conversion and 20 GHz (fIF-LO from the ILFD) for 
the second one. This section presents the design and implementation of a synthesizer suitable 
for the above mentioned architecture.  

The complete synthesizer is shown in Fig. 6.1. As mentioned previously, the synchronized op-
eration of different blocks is critical for correct overall performance. To this end, the individual 
component and front-end implementation in preceding chapters provides the starting point for 
the complete synthesizer integration. The front-end comprising of the VCO, quadrature ILFD 
and output buffers is almost identical to the one presented in section 4.3.1. The measured lock-
ing range of the front-end was 37.6 to 42.2 GHz as opposed to the required range of 38 to 42.3 
GHz. Therefore, the inductance of the VCO tank inductor is slightly tweaked to achieve the 
desired range. The ILFD presented in section 4.1.3 demonstrates a locking range of 30 to 44 
GHz which easily covers the required frequency range. However, its tank inductance is also 
lowered slightly to increase the center frequency. This assists in initiating lock with lower input 
power from the VCO. The tuning voltage from the loop-filter (Vtune) is utilized to simulta-
neously tune the VCO and the ILFD. Due to the limitation of on-wafer measurements, only 
the buffered output of the ILFD is transported to the bond-pads. The next component in the 
feedback loop is a selector block, which either passes the output of the ILFD or an external 20 
GHz input (fext) to the divider chain. The latter is added to verify the functionality of the back-
end in case the front-end frequency is off-target or suffers any other malfunction.  

The divide-by-64 block consists of six cascaded divide-by-2 stages similar to the circuit pre-
sented in section 5.1.1. Each divide-by-2 stage is based on CML D-latches, so the differential 
small-swing output from the last stage needs to be converted to rail-to-rail square pulses so that 
they could be compared to the reference pulses in the phase-frequency detector. This is 
achieved by a differential to single-ended converter followed by a pair of inverters as shown in 
Fig. 6.2. This setup consumes 0.2 mA from a 1.2 V supply. The rail-to-rail output is provided 
to the PFD and to a series of buffers for measurement purposes. This enables the observation 
of the divided frequency (fdiv) and reference frequency (fref ) in time-domain. The phase fre-
quency detector and charge-pump designs are identical to the ones presented in section 5.2. 
The reference frequency is provided by an external signal source and the two signal paths in the 
PFD and CP (for fref and fdiv) are laid-out in a way to ensure symmetry and matching between  
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Fig. 6.1: 40 GHz synthesizer for 60 GHz sliding-IF down-conversion, underlying transistor 
level circuits shown in dotted circles 

them. The charge-pump current can be tuned externally by modifying a voltage in the current 
reference circuit. The second-order integrated loop filter consists of a resistor and two MIM 
capacitors. The relatively large 74.2 pF capacitor is formed by placing four smaller capacitors in 
parallel to achieve the required capacitance. Each sub-capacitor contains multiple arrays of 
MIM structures which is a feature offered in the process design kit (PDK).  

The overall circuit is simulated in CadenceTM to observe its locking and settling behavior. Tran-
sistor level simulation of a complete synthesizer is a painstaking task. Due to the largely differ-
ent time constants of the front-end and back-end, a few micro-second transient simulation 
takes roughly 12 to 18 hours to complete. Furthermore, memory requirements rise drastically if 
multiple node voltages and currents are to be saved. Running multiple simulations to verify 
correct operation for different reference frequencies further increases the design time. There-
fore it is important to first verify the operation of individual components and then to combine 
them in steps. For instance, the front-end can first be combined with the divide-by-64 block to  
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Fig. 6.3: Complete synthesizer transient simulation to verify settling time for fref=309.3 MHz 
(top), and fref=324.2 MHz (bottom) 
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verify the correct output frequencies before connecting to the PFD. Similarly, the PFD, 
charge-pump and loop filter are simulated together to observe the output for varying input fre-
quencies and phase differences. This approach somewhat reduces the number of simulations 
(hence the design time) required for the complete synthesizer. Transient simulation results for 
two different reference frequencies are shown in Fig. 6.3 where synthesizer locks to 39.6 GHz 
and 41.5 GHz at the VCO output (or 19.8 and 20.75 GHz at ILFD output respectively). 

The layout of the synthesizer is carried out following the best practices presented in chapter 3. 
The resulting chip micrograph is shown in Fig. 6.4. The front-end layout, after modification in 
tank inductors of VCO and ILFD, is re-used from the previous iteration. Short RF intercon-
nects, symmetry and isolation are features of the front-end layout. The divide-by-64 block fol-
lows the ILFD and as each divide-by-2 stage is optimized separately, the layout slightly varies 
for each stage. The PFD and charge-pump lie between the loop filter and the divide-by-64 
block. It is evident that the integrated loop filter occupies the majority of the chip area. Trans-
mission lines are used for all RF inputs and outputs including the reference frequency (fref) and 
divided output frequency (fdiv_out). Although the TLs are not necessary for the latter, their con-
struction including all metal layers assists in satisfying metal density requirements. De-coupling 
capacitors are placed for all supply voltages of the circuit. All the vacant chip-area is covered by 
arrays of ground-meshing blocks similar to the one presented in section 3.1.4. The total chip-
are of the synthesizer including bond-pads is 1.67 x 0.745 mm2. 

In order to facilitate on-wafer measurements and avoid wire-bonding (or packaging), the DC 
inputs are provided to the circuit by using a 12-pin Eye-Pass probe (from Cascade Microtech). 
The differential output (fout+ and fout-) is obtained by a GSGSG probe and converted to single-
ended by an external hybrid (from Krytar). The low frequency signals (fref and fdiv_out) utilize the 
two signal pads separately. The measurement setup for the synthesizer is shown in Fig. 6.5. 
  

  

Fig. 6.4: Chip micrograph of the 40 GHz synthesizer 
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The square-wave reference signal is provided by a pulse generator (Agilent 81134A) and also 
observed on the oscilloscope (LeCroy Wave Master 830Zi). The divided output frequency 
(fdiv_out) and Vtune of the VCO are also observed on the oscilloscope. The differential output of 
the ILFD is provided to an Agilent spectrum analyzer (E4446A) with phase noise functionality. 
The “stand-by” input fext is supplied, if needed, to the synthesizer by an Agilent signal genera-
tor (E8257D). 

The VCO, ILFD, and corresponding output buffer is first switched ON to observe the free-
running center frequency of the front-end. The oscillation signal becomes visible at 1 V and for 
a nominal supply voltage of 1.2 V the VCO and ILFD consume 5 mA and 9 mA, respectively. 
The center frequency of the front-end is seen at 20.2 GHz. The divide-by-64 block is then in-
cluded in the circuit by keeping the selector voltage HIGH and observing the divided frequen-
cy on the oscilloscope which in this case is ~315 MHz. The divide-by-64 circuit consumes 6 
mW and the corresponding output buffer which is a cascade of four inverter stages consumes 
2 mW. The reference frequency equal to the divided frequency is then injected to the circuit 
and also observed on the oscilloscope.  

The reference signal is varied in steps from 290 to 344 MHz, which corresponds to an output 
frequency of 18.5 to 22 GHz (or 37 to 44 GHz at the VCO output). From these values, the 
ILFD output of the synthesizer locks between 19.1 to 21.8 GHz. The corresponding locked 
frequency range at the VCO output is 38.2 to 43.6 GHz. The synthesizer can thus down-covert  

hybrid40 GHz synthesizer chip

Freq= 300 MHz
Voltage= 1.2 V

fref

Spectrum analyzerOscilloscope

Pulse generator

40 GHz  
-15 dBm

hybrid

fext
Signal generator

fdiv_out

Vtune fout

 

Fig. 6.5: Setup for 40 GHz synthesizer measurements 
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a 60 GHz signal within a range of 57.3 to 65.4 GHz (three times the ILFD output or 1.5 times 
the VCO output frequencies). A locked spectrum screenshot for a reference frequency of 306.2 
MHz is shown in Fig. 6.6. In a typical synthesizer, the sideband spectrum noise is cleaned-up 
within the loop bandwidth which is evident by the highlighted area in Fig. 6.6. The loop band-
width estimated from the spectrum screenshot is about 3.5 MHz as opposed to the calculated 
value of 4 MHz ( in section 2.4.3). The output power of -8.55 dBm also includes the 1.5 – 3 dB 
of cable and other measurement related loss.  

In order to view the settling behavior of the synthesizer, we recall from Table 2.2 (c) that for 
the first two 2 GHz HRP channels at 57.6 and 59.4 GHz, the corresponding frequencies at the 
ILFD output are 19.2 and 19.8 GHz. This translates to a reference frequency step of about 9.4 
MHz. Setting the synthesizer output at its lowest end with a reference frequency of 299.2 MHz, 
a step of 9.4 MHz is given to change it to 308.6 MHz. As the settling time is in micro-second 
range the change in tuning voltage is not visible by naked eyes. Therefore, the data is saved to 
memory in the oscilloscope and plotted in Fig. 6.7. The measured settling between adjacent 
HRP channels is about 1.1 µsec. Similarly, the settling behavior for a “jump” between the first 
and last HRP channel is observed and the maximum settling time observed is ~2 µsec with 
some cycle-slipping also visible.   

 

Fig. 6.6: Locked synthesizer spectrum for fref=306.2 MHz 
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Fig. 6.7: Measured settling behavior for a 9.4 MHz reference frequency step, corresponding 
to shifting from 57.6 and 59.4 HRP channels 

 

Fig. 6.8: Measured time-domain signals fdiv and fref after locking to a 9.4 MHz step 

An oscilloscope screenshot of the time-domain representations of the reference frequency and 
the divided frequency after locking is shown in Fig. 6.8. The cause of distortion in the fref signal 
is not completely clear. It is thought of to be due to the settings of the oscilloscope or a mea-
surement error. 
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The phase noise of the synthesizer is measured by the spectrum analyzer at the ILFD output 
and reflects its loop performance. Fig. 6.9 shows the phase noise plot for a locked frequency of 
20.12 GHz from 100 kHz to 100 MHz. The value at 1 MHz, 4 MHz and 10 MHz offset from 
the carrier is -95.7, -100 and -118 dBc/Hz, respectively. The first of the above values is the in-
band phase noise (within the loop bandwidth), the second at the calculated loop bandwidth 
(forming the “knee” in the overall plot) and the third corresponds to the out-of-band phase 
noise value. The variation of phase noise over the synthesizer operation range is + 2.5 dB. The 
phase noise at the VCO output (at double the frequency) can be estimated by adding 6 dB to 
the above mentioned values, resulting in -89.7, -94 and -112 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz, 4 MHz and 10 
MHz offset from the carrier. In section 2.5 it was explained that, outside its loop bandwidth, 
the synthesizer phase noise is dominated by the VCO. This is confirmed by the measured value 
at 10 MHz offset (-118 dBc/Hz) which is within +0.4 dB of the corresponding measured value 
of the 40 GHz synthesizer front-end in section 4.3.1 (Fig. 4.82).   

Due to the finite mismatches in the PFD and charge pump, reference spurs are observed at the 
output. One such example is depicted in Fig. 6.10. The reference spurs are 46 dB below the 
carrier at 19.56 GHz. At higher frequencies the reference spurs are stronger due to increased 
VCO gain; the worse-case spurs are 42 dB below the carrier power. The output power of the 
synthesizer after de-embedding the measurement losses is between -5 and -8.5 dBm. The syn-
thesizer consumes 22.8 mW from a 1.2 V supply in total without buffers, and 36.8 mW with 
buffers. The summary of the synthesizer performance is presented in Table 6.1. 

 

 

Fig. 6.9: Phase noise of the synthesizer at 20.12 GHz (measured at ILFD output) 
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Fig. 6.10: Output spectrum with 1.1 GHz span to show reference spurs at 305.7 MHz for a 
synthesized frequency of 39.12 GHz 
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Locked frequencies 19.1 – 21.8 GHz

-94 to -97 dBc/Hz @ 1 MHz offset
-99.5 to -101 dBc/Hz @ 4 MHz offset
-117 to -119.5 dBc/Hz @ 10 MHz offset

-88 to -91 dBc/Hz @ 1 MHz offset
-93.5 to -95 dBc/Hz @ 4 MHz offset
-111 to -113.5 dBc/Hz @ 10 MHz offset

Settling time < 2 µsec
Reference spurs < -42 dBc

Supply voltage 1.2 V
Power consumption

VCO 6 mW
I-Q ILFD 9 mW

Divide-by-64 6 mW
PFD & CP 1.8 mW

Buffers 14 mW
Total (excluding buffers) 22.8 mW
Total (including buffers) 36.8 mW

Chip area 1.67 x 0.745 mm2

Technology 65 nm CMOS

Corresponding to 38.2 – 43.6 at 40 GHz and 57.3 
– 65.4 GHz at 60 GHz

Phase noise at ILFD output

Output power at ILFD 
output

-5 to -8.5 dBm

Estimated phase noise at 
VCO output

 

Table 6.1: Summary of 40 GHz synthesizer performance 
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6.1.1 Comparison to target specifications 

The measured results of the 40 GHz synthesizer fulfill the target specifications laid-out in sec-
tion 2.6 quite closely. The operation range of 38.1 to 43.6 GHz is wider than the required 38 to 
42.3 GHz. The average in-band phase noise at 40 GHz is 5.5 dB worse than the target whereas 
out-of-band phase noise is 2 dB better than the target value of -110 dBc/Hz. The measured 
settling time for stepping between adjacent channels is 1.1 µsec which is close to the target of 
~1 usec. However, for larger frequency steps it increases to ~2 µsec. Although no specifica-
tions were required for reference spurs, the measured level of -42 dBc below the carrier is 
comparable to published works [69;139]. The output power levels at the ILFD output are high 
enough to drive subsequent circuits and the total power consumption of 22.8 mW is also quite 
low for a 40 GHz synthesizer.  

6.2 Synthesizer with down-conversion mixer in 
feedback loop 

The replacement of the divider chain in the feedback loop with a mixer was proposed in sec-
tion 5.1.2. This approach simplifies the division and also reduces the power consumption of 
the synthesizer. In this section, a single-balanced mixer analyzed in the section 5.1.2 is included 
in the synthesizer loop and simulated for performance comparison with the synthesizer with 
feedback divider. The complete synthesizer is shown in Fig. 6.11 with highlighted mixer in the 
feedback loop. The transistor level circuits of the remaining components are identical to Fig. 
6.1. The reference frequency (fref-mixer) is provided to the mixer by a signal source and is as-
signed in such a way that the down-converted frequency fdiv in steady state is always 300 MHz. 
The output frequency of the synthesizer is stepped-up (or down) by varying the mixer refer-
ence frequency (fref-mixer) and can be expressed as 

( )2 &RF LO ref ref mixer IF LO ref ref mixerf f f f f f− − − −= + = +  (6.1) 

Fixing the reference frequency to 300 MHz, the required range of fref-mixer to obtain the target 
frequency range is 18.7 to 21 GHz.  Adopting these settings, the synthesizer’s working range 
easily satisfies the desired frequency range of 38 to 42.3 GHz. The settling behavior of the syn-
thesizer is different than for the feedback divider case, as the injection locking in the front-end 
is instantly followed by the down-conversion by the mixer. This is different than the divider 
chain in which the signal sequentially passes through a number of stages before comparison in 
the PFD. Due to above mentioned reasons, the initial changes in the tuning voltage are quite 
profound but the loop reacts very fast resulting in a short settling time. Two examples of the 
simulated transient response are shown in Fig. 6.12 where the output frequencies fRF-LO of 41.5  
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Fig. 6.11: 40 GHz synthesizer with mixer in feedback loop  
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Fig. 6.12: Simulated settling behavior of a 40 GHz synthesizer with mixer in the feedback 
loop 

and 38.8 GHz are generated and the settled tuning voltage is 0.856 and 0.488 V, respectively. 
The settling time is ~0.7 µsec which is almost half as compared to the synthesizer with feed- 
back divider. The initial tuning voltage is clamped to 1.2 V; however, similar results are obtain- 

 

Fig. 6.13: Layout of 40 GHz synthesizer with mixer in feedback loop 
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ed otherwise (for zero initial voltage). The power consumption of the synthesizer is reduced to 
17.4 mW without buffers as compared to 22.8 mW of the measured synthesizer of section 6.1. 
This improvement is due to the replacement of the divide-by-64 block which consumes 6 mW 
with a mixer only dissipating 0.6 mW.  The layout of the mixer-based synthesizer (to be taped-
out) is shown in Fig. 6.13 where the divide-by-64 block is replaced by the mixer occupying a 
much smaller area than the former component. The simulated performance of the mixer based 
40 GHz synthesizer is summarized in Table 6.2. 

Output frequency (FRF-LO) 38 – 42.5 GHz
Settling time < 1.2 µsec
Supply voltage 1.2 V
Power consumption

VCO 6 mW
I-Q ILFD 9 mW

Mixer 0.6 mW
PFD & CP 1.8 mW

Buffers 14 mW
Total (excluding buffers) 17.4 mW
Total (including buffers) 31.4 mW  

Table 6.2: Mixer based 40 GHz synthesizer performance summary 

6.3 Dual-mode synthesizer 

The preceding sections presented the single-mode 40 GHz synthesizer using a cascaded divid-
er-chain or a mixer in the feedback loop. Combining the two synthesizer front-ends of chapter 
4, this section presents the proposed dual-mode synthesizer (of section 2.3). The complete syn-
thesizer along with the underlying circuit schematics of the VCOs and dual-mode ILFD is 
shown in Fig. 6.14. The back-end remains unchanged and the transistor level implementation 
of the other components is identical to the design in Fig. 6.1. The two VCOs can be included 
or excluded from the loop for instance by switching their respective supply voltage ON or 
OFF. The outputs of both VCOs are provided to the dual-mode ILFD which, along with the 
VCOs is tuned by the loop filter’s output. For a direct-conversion receiver, the 60 GHz VCO 
output provides the fRF-LO and is applied to the output buffers. On the other hand, for the slid-
ing-IF case, outputs of the 40 GHz VCO and ILFD are buffered and provide the fRF-LO and 
fIF-LO, respectively. 
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Fig. 6.14: Dual-mode synthesizer for sliding-IF and direct conversion transceiver with un-
derlying transistor level circuit schematics of the high frequency components. The remaining 

components have the same transistor level implementation as Fig. 6.1  
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In order to verify the locking range and transient behavior of the dual-mode synthesizer, the 
transistor level circuit is simulated in CadenceTM. For a fixed division ratio of 128, the reference 
frequency needs to be modified in two separate ranges. If the 40 GHz VCO is switched ON, it 
has to be varied between 290 to 340 MHz whereas if the 60 GHz VCO is ON the reference 
frequency range is 445 to 500 MHz. First, the 60 GHz VCO is enabled to synthesize the cor-
responding frequencies. Based on the measured results of the VCO and the dual-mode ILFD, 
their tuning and locking ranges are synchronized by tweaking the tank values. Recalling from 
Table 2.3, the output frequency range required at 60 GHz spans from 57 to 63.6 GHz. To step 
from one LRP channel of 500 MHz, the reference frequency has to be stepped by 4.68 MHz. 
Similarly, for HRP channels of 1 GHz and 2 GHz, the required reference frequency increment 
or decrement is 14.06 MHz.  

Each core of the 60 GHz I-Q VCO is biased at 10 mA and consumes 24 mW in total from a 
1.2 V supply whereas the dual-mode ILFD consumes 4 mW from a 0.8 V supply. The synthe-
sizer is able to generate frequencies between 57 to 63.5 GHz which covers eleven out of twelve 
LRP channels and all four HRP channels. The last LRP channel (C12 in Table 2.3) having a 
center frequency of 63.6 GHz cannot be generated with the limited voltage supply of 1.2 V. 
However, if the supply voltage in the CML-to-CMOS converter block, PFD and charge-pump 
is increased to 1.4 V, the FTR of the VCO is extended to 63.9 GHz and the synthesizer can 
lock to the C12 channel at 63.6 GHz. The settling behavior of the synthesizer for a reference 
frequency of 487.5 MHz is depicted in Fig. 6.15. The simulated settling time of the synthesizer 
is less than 1.8 µsec.  

On the other hand, enabling the 40 GHz VCO reproduces the results presented in section 6.1 
and the synthesizer is able to provide locked frequencies between 38 to 43.5 GHz at the VCO 
output and 19 to 21.75 GHz at the dual-mode ILFD output. The 40 GHz VCO consumes 6 
mW from a 1.2 V supply. The total front-end power consumption including both the VCOs 
and dual-mode ILFD is 34 mW. The back-end consumes 7.8 mW and the three output buffers 
consume 30 mW in total from a 1.2 V supply.  

The simulated results of the dual-mode synthesizer are summarized in Table 6.3 and closely 
satisfy the target specifications laid out in section 2.6. The locking range for the sliding-IF is 
larger than the required 38 to 42.3 GHz whereas for a loop filter voltage range of 0 to 1.2V, the 
direct-conversion falls 100 MHz short of the desired locking range. The maximum settling time 
for both modes of operation is 1.8 µsec. The power consumption of 42 mW for the dual-mode 
synthesizer excluding buffers is either comparable or lower than published single-mode synthe-
sizers, for instance [24;139]. The phase noise of the dual-mode synthesizer can be split into two 
parts, the in-band phase noise which mainly depends on the synthesizer back-end can be esti-
mated by the measured results of the 40 GHz synthesizer in section 6.1 and lies between -88 to 
-91 dBc/Hz (Table 6.1). The out-of-band phase noise follows the VCO, so two separate values 
are obtained. For the 40 GHz synthesizer it lies between -111 to -113.5 dBc/Hz at 10 MHz 
offset, whereas for the 60 GHz synthesizer it can be estimated by the measured VCO phase 
noise (section 4.2.4; Fig. 4.64) and is better than -115 dBc/Hz.  
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Fig. 6.15: Settling of the dual-mode synthesizer for a 60 GHz synthesized frequency 

Settling time < 1.8 µsec
Supply voltage 1.2 V and 0.8 V
Power consumption

40 GHz VCO 6 mW
 60 GHz I-Q VCO 24 mW
Dual-mode ILFD 4 mW (0.8 V supply)

Divide-by-64 6 mW
PFD & CP 1.8 mW

Buffers 32 mW
Total (excluding buffers) 41.8 mW
Total (including buffers) 73.8 mW

Output frequency (fRF-LO) 

for direct-conversion
57 – 63.5 GHz

Output frequencies (fRF-LO 

and fIF-LO) for sliding-IF

38 – 43.5 and                  
19 – 21.75 GHz

 

Table 6.3: Summary of the dual-mode synthesizer performance 
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6.4 Conclusions    

In this chapter, building on the components and sub-circuit designs of preceding chapters, 
complete synthesizers based on our proposed flexible architecture are presented. The 40 GHz 
VCO, ILFD and synthesizer front-end integration in chapter 4 provide vital experience related 
to shift between simulations and measurements. Using this expertise, the integration of the 
complete synthesizer is considerably simplified and the measured and simulated results match 
very closely. Based on the 40 GHz components, a single-mode synthesizer for 60 GHz sliding-
IF system is presented first. It demonstrates sufficient locking range to cover the 60 GHz fre-
quency band from 57 to 65 GHz. The next synthesizer replaces the divider chain in the feed-
back loop with a mixer operated by an external LO signal. Fixing the reference frequency, the 
output of the synthesizer is stepped-up and down by varying the mixer LO frequency. This 
setup offers savings in silicon area and power consumption but has a drawback of an extra LO 
frequency.  

Combining the two synthesizer front-ends and replacing the single-mode ILFD with the dual-
mode ILFD, a dual-mode synthesizer is presented. In the 60 GHz mode, it is noticed that the 
tuning-range of the VCO is a limiting factor to cover the complete frequency range and the 
presented design can only cover eleven out of twelve 500 MHz LRP channels. On the other 
hand, in the 40 GHz mode, the synthesizer is able to cover the locking range requirement suc-
cessfully. The synthesizer provides an elegant solution for sliding-IF as well as direct-
conversion transceivers with or without using a frequency tripler. Although due to time and 
fabrication limitations, only the sliding-IF version was measured, based on the 60 GHz indi-
vidual front-end components measured in preceding chapters, the simulation results of the 
dual-mode version can be considered fairly accurate. This version will be part of future re-
search and implementation work.  
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C h a p t e r  7  

7 Conclusions and future work 

7.1 Conclusions 

This thesis presents a systematic design and implementation of flexible frequency synthesizers 
for 60 GHz wireless transceivers. Based on the gained experience, it can be said that sub-
nanometer bulk CMOS technologies have the market potential for 60 GHz systems. It has 
been demonstrated that dividing the system into sub-blocks and further down into compo-
nents, and their implementation in the reverse order, is the right way to go, as the direct inte-
gration of complete system entails a high risk of failure.  

We have demonstrated the design, implementation and verification of all the critical compo-
nents of the synthesizer such as VCOs, single-mode and dual-mode prescalers suitable for 40 
and 60 GHz operation. Furthermore, these components are integrated step-wise, first as syn-
thesizer front-ends and finally in a complete synthesizer along with the back-end components.    
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The impact of parasitics is found to be significant at 60 GHz. The extraction tools and EM 
simulators are still not accurate enough. This causes a drift in comparison with the target speci-
fications. Therefore, a successful and accurate system design requires a number of iterations 
and based on the positive or negative shift in a specific iteration, the subsequent one must be 
updated accordingly. Furthermore, it is important to incorporate the parasitic effects at an early 
stage of circuit design to reduce the design time. 

The layout is another critical design step for 60 GHz systems. For mm-wave layout there are 
no-rules but only guidelines. We have shown that distributed analysis at mm-wave frequencies 
is not only required due to small wavelengths but also because the interconnect parasitics be-
come of the same order as the passive structures. Therefore, a minimum tolerable interconnect 
length based on the operation frequency and the circuit application needs to be determined. It 
is also shown that not only the individual layout of passives (such as inductors and transfor-
mers) is important, but also the overall layout environment around them, has a significant im-
pact on their performance. Thus, characterization of the overall core layout using EM simula-
tors is necessary for confirming the correct and expected circuit operation. However, it is also 
observed that EM simulation of such complete layouts is a tedious and complex task as it in-
cludes multiple I/O ports, interconnects and vias. Furthermore, for these overall simulations, 
we have demonstrated that it is essential to verify the correctness of the obtained results by 
simplified and/or indirect simulations.   

The measurements of 60 GHz circuits and systems are extremely challenging and require spe-
cialized techniques and equipment. It is shown that contact probing, sensitivity to external 
noise, cable losses and other related non-idealities need to be carefully encountered to extract 
reliable measurement results at such high frequencies.  

7.2 Future work 

There are two major trends visible in the wireless world today. Firstly, the need for higher data 
rates has resulted in a push towards higher frequencies where more bandwidth can be available. 
Broadband WPAN applications at 60 GHz, automotive radar at 74 and 77 GHz and imaging 
applications at 94 GHz are examples of this trend. Secondly, flexibility and reusability for 
enabling multi-band and multi-mode operation of components and systems has become an 
important ingredient as current electronic devices are expected to support multiple standards 
and applications.  

This work, in line with the above mentioned trends, has covered numerous design and imple-
mentation aspects of flexible frequency synthesizers and components suitable for 60 GHz 
transceivers. Some open issues encountered during the course of research along with future 
directions are summarized below:  
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• Multi-mode synthesizers able to operate at numerous mm-wave frequency bands are ex-
pected to gain attention and research into their underlying components can be antic-
ipated in the coming years.    

• The tuning range of the LC-VCO, in the synthesizer for 60 GHz direct-conversion, is a 
limiting factor to successfully cover the complete frequency band. The tuning range can 
be enhanced by reducing the fixed capacitance of the tank which could then be added in 
the varactors for greater tunability. This can be achieved by designing special transistors 
with reduced parasitics or high-Q varactors which result in smaller core transistors. Spe-
cialized CMOS processes such as Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) also offer reduced parasitics, 
thus helping the tunability; however, the required extra processing steps do not make it a 
main-stream technology choice.  

• The multi-band operation of VCOs at mm-wave frequencies with adequate tuning range 
still remains a challenge. At lower frequencies, this has been demonstrated by using 
switchable inductors or capacitor banks; however, at mm-wave frequencies both these 
choices are prohibitive and require alternative approaches as discussed in section 4.2.6. 
One of these approaches is the possible integration of RF-MEMS switches on-chip, to 
achieve the dual-band operation.  

• Millimeter wave layout including component placement and routing is mostly done ma-
nually as tools do not provide this facility as is the case in digital layouting. This can be a 
potential area of research, i.e. to incorporate automatic placement and interconnection 
keeping in view the best practices of high frequency layouting. In addition, the extraction 
for inductance along with the usual RC extraction can be a possible part of CAD tools 
development. This can alleviate the need of separate EM-simulations for interconnects 
and reduce the design time considerably.  

• Although the presented synthesizers adopted a fixed division ratio in the feedback loop, 
these can be extended to include multi-modulus and/or fractional-N functionality with 
or without sigma-delta modulator to achieve better frequency resolution and noise shap-
ing characteristics. 
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Chapter  8  

8 Original contributions 

The main contributions of the work presented in this thesis are enlisted below: 

• A flexible mm-wave synthesizer architecture suitable for 60 GHz sliding-IF and direct-
conversion transceivers (with or without a frequency tripler).  The architecture utilizes a 
switchable synthesizer front-end while reusing a single back-end.  

• A 40 GHz full synthesizer IC implementation, including 40 and 60 GHz VCOs and fre-
quency dividers, satisfying the target specifications and covering all LRP and HRP chan-
nels of the 60 GHz frequency band.  

• A dual-mode ILFD, alleviating the need of separate prescalers in the proposed flexible 
synthesizer. The ILFD demonstrates wide locking range in both divide-by-2 and divide-
by-3 modes, sufficient for frequency bands at 40 and 60 GHz. 

• Two new figure-of-merits for proper comparison between ILFDs. Incorporating the 
contribution of varactor tuning, the first reflects the injection efficiency by assessing the 
average injection power required for an average relative tuning range and the second re-
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flects the tuning efficiency  by assessing the DC power consumption required for the 
same tuning range.  

• Guidelines for millimeter-wave layout and measurement which are important phases of 
the overall design cycle at these frequencies.  

• Mixer based frequency division in the feedback loop which alleviates the need of a cas-
caded frequency divider chain.  
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Appendix A 

A Travelling wave divider simula-
tion results 

The travelling wave divider was introduced in section 4.1.1 as a prescaler choice for the pro-
posed synthesizer. Transistor level simulations were carried out to observe its mm-wave per-
formance. A sinusoidal signal with maximum amplitude of 300 mV is used as an input clock 
signal whereas Itail used is 10mA (See Fig. 4.6). Optimization of the circuit involves minimizing 
parasitic capacitance at the drain nodes of M1-M4 to speed-up the charging while keeping 
enough gain in the loop. An optimized value of 160 Ω is used as the load resistance.  

The input sensitivity of the TWD is estimated by reducing the input amplitude for each input 
frequency such that the divider still operates correctly yielding a divide-by-2 output. Shown in 
Fig. A.1 (black curve), the divider can operate from 22 to 45 GHz with a minimum and maxi-
mum input power of -26 and 2 dBm, respectively. The broadband operation of the TWD is 
seen by calculating the locking range (LR) using (4.3) and is equal to 68%. There are two down-
sides of the TWD revealed by simulations. Firstly, the maximum and minimum operation fre-
quency is susceptible to load resistance variation. For a +10% variation (nominal for CMOS 
technologies) the locking range of the divider is affected as shown in Table A.1.  
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Fig. A.1: Input sensitivity (black) and output amplitude variation (grey) of a travelling wave 
divider 

Load Resistance (RL) Locking range (GHz)

160 Ω 22 - 45
144 Ω (-10%) 24 - 45
176 Ω (+10%) 22 - 43  

Table A.1: Variation of locking range of TWD with load resistance 

It is therefore necessary to cater for this variation and slightly overdesign to meet the required 
locking range. The other, more important, disadvantage of the TWD is the considerable varia-
tion of output amplitude over the locking range. This occurs due to reduction of gain of tran-
sistors M1 to M5 as the clock frequency increases. This variation can de-sensitize the following 
divider stages which might require higher input amplitude for proper division. Thus, the design 
of TWD should be carried out together with the components it needs to drive in the overall 
system. The variation of amplitude is shown in Fig. A.1 (grey curve). 
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Appendix B 

B LC-VCOs theory 

Oscillators in general can be analyzed by modeling them as feedback systems. Fig. B.1 shows a 
general block diagram of a feedback system with transfer functions G(jω) and H(jω). The trans-
fer function of this system can be given as  

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) 1 ( ) ( ) 1 ( )

out

in

V j G j G j
V j G j H j T j

ω ω ω
ω ω ω ω

= =
− −

 (B.1) 

where T(jω)= G(jω) H(jω) is called the loop gain. If the loop gain goes to one at a certain fre-
quency ω0, the transfer function goes to infinity. Thus the system becomes unstable and begins 
to oscillate at ω0 in response to any “disturbance” in the system. The necessary conditions for 
oscillation can be summarized as 

( ) ( ) 1

( ) ( ) 360

G j H j

G j H j k

ω ω

ω ω

=

∠ = ⋅ °
 (B.2) 

Termed as the Barkhausen’s criteria, the gain and phase condition of (B.2) state the 
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Fig. B.1: Oscillator feedback model 

necessary requirements for stable oscillation, but not the start-up. In order to guarantee oscilla-
tor start-up, the loop gain must initially be larger than unity. In physical circuits, once this con-
dition is satisfied, the circuit noise, an initial condition or a small current or voltage pulse can 
kick-start the oscillator. Ideally these oscillations are expected to grow indefinitely but as the 
oscillation amplitude increases, the non-linearity (and eventually saturation) limits the maxi-
mum amplitude. In other words, the poles in the right half plane during growing oscillations 
eventually move to the imaginary axis to stop the growth and the loop gain becomes unity for 
steady-state oscillations.   

The second model utilized widely for oscillator (especially LC-VCOs) analysis is the so-called 
negative resistance model which can be regarded as a special case of oscillator feedback model. 
As shown in Fig. B.2, the oscillator can be divided into two parts, a resonator and an active 
circuit block. An ideal resonator can sustain its oscillation indefinitely. However, in practice 
some of the energy circulating in the tank is lost in its resistance Rp in every cycle, thus ceasing 
the oscillation with time. If an active circuit connected to the resonator, generates a resistance 
equal to –Rp, the loss of the tank can be compensated and a sustained oscillation can be 
achieved. In other words, the energy lost in Rp is replenished by the active circuit in every cycle. 
Mathematically, this can be expressed in terms of impedance of the blocks as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )a a a r r rZ j R j jX j and Z j R j jX jω ω ω ω ω ω= + = +  (B.3) 

where the subscripts ‘a’ and ‘r’ refer to the active and resonator blocks. The oscillation condi-
tions for the negative resistance model can be written as 

 
( ) ( ) 0
( ) ( ) 0

a r

a r

R j R j
X j X j

ω ω
ω ω
+ =
+ =

 (B.4) 
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Fig. B.2: Oscillator negative resistance model 

At the resonance frequency of the tank, the reactance of the inductor and capacitor cancel out, 
thus, the role of the active part is to cancel the real part in the impedance equation by generat-
ing a negative resistance equal to the equivalent resistance of the tank. As in the feedback mod-
el, the above conditions are for stable oscillation and in order to ensure oscillator start-up in 
actual circuits, the negative resistance is kept two to three times larger than the resonator resis-
tance.  

It is evident from the negative resistance model explained above that in order to ease oscilla-
tion start-up, the loss in the resonator should be as small as possible. This loss is quantified by 
the well-known quality factor (Q-factor) of the tank which is a measure of the energy stored 
and the power dissipated during each oscillation cycle, i.e.   

stored

diss

EQ
P

ω=  (B.5) 

Prior to determining the Q-factor of the tank, it is pertinent to summarize the corresponding 
Q-factor of the inductor and capacitor that make up the tank. To this end, it can be observed 
that loss of an inductor or capacitor can be represented either as a series or a parallel resistance. 
Shown in Fig. B.3 (a), the Q-factor of an inductor with series resistance can be calculated using 
(B.5) as 

2

2

1
2

1
2

Ls
LsLs

I L LQ
RI R

ω ω= =  (B.6) 
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Fig. B.3: Inductance and capacitance with series and parallel resistances. Subscripts ‘C’ and 
‘L’ stand for capacitance and inductance and ‘s’ and ‘p’ refer to series and parallel connection 

If the impedance of the same setup is written as ZL=RLs+jωL, it can be seen from (B.6), that 
the Q-factor of an inductor is the ratio of imaginary and real part of its impedance, which is 
another well-known definition of inductor quality factor. Similarly, the Q-factor of the parallel 
equivalent can be written as  

2 2

2

1 ( )2
1

2

Lp
Lp

Lp

L V L R
Q

LV R

ω
ω

ω

⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦= =
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦

 (B.7) 

If the two circuits are equivalent, then QLs=QLp=QL and equating (B.6) and (B.7) yields 

2
Lp L LsR Q R=  (B.8) 

The Q-factor for the capacitor with series and parallel resistance can also be computed similarly 
and is given below 

1
Cs Cp Cp

Cs

Q and Q CR
CR

ω
ω

= =  (B.9) 

The relation between series and parallel resistance for capacitors is given by 
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The Q-factor of the LC-tank can now be calculated using the series or parallel setup of induc-
tor and capacitor. Fig. B.4 shows the latter combined in form of an LC-tank. It is evident that 
the parallel resistances of the capacitor and inductor can be lumped into one resistance Rp. Us-
ing (B.7) and (B.9), Rp can be written as 

Cp
Lp

p Cp Lp
Cp

Lp

Q
LQ

CR R R Q
LQ

C

ω
ω

ω
ω

⋅
= =

+
 

After some re-arranging, Rp can be written as 

Cp Lp
p

Cp Lp

Q QLR
C Q Q
⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥
+⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 (B.11) 

 

Fig. B.4: Combining parallel resistance of capacitor and inductor to determine tank Q-factor 

It is interesting to determine the tank Q-factor in terms of QCp and QLp. To this end, it can be 
proven that for a standard RLC circuit, the resonance frequency ω0 and corresponding Q-
factor is given by  

0
0

1 Land Q R
CLC ω ω

ω
=

= =  (B.12) 

Using (B.12) in (B.11), the Q-factor of the tank can be given as 

tank
Cp Lp

Cp Lp

Q Q
Q

Q Q
=

+
 (B.13) 
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As the series and parallel set-ups are equivalent, the subscripts ‘p’ can be omitted to obtain 

tank
1 1C L

C L L C

Q QQ
Q Q Q Q

= = +
+

 (B.14) 

Equation (B.14) provides a few insights about the dependence of tank Q-factor on individual 
Q-factor of its components and is discussed further in section 4.2.2. Furthermore, tuning range 
expressions including the impact of fixed and parasitic capacitance and phase noise characteris-
tic is also discussed in the above mentioned section.  
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Summary 

The 60 GHz license-free frequency band offers the possibility of multi-gigabit per second wire-
less transmission satisfying the increasing demand of data intensive applications over short dis-
tances. Over the last decade, aggressive down-scaling of CMOS technologies coupled with an 
intensive research effort has made the realization of complete 60 GHz systems, a reality. In this 
work, frequency synthesizers as enabling sub-systems for 60 GHz transceivers have been pre-
sented. In order to accomplish an accurately functioning overall system, a systematic top-down 
approach was adopted which included the system analysis followed by design and implementa-
tion of critical synthesizer components and finally their combined integration to form the pro-
posed synthesizer. Experience of the complete design flow at mm-wave frequencies was at-
tained that, apart from circuit design solutions, included specialized layout and measurement 
techniques.  

Chapter 2 laid down the system architecture of the synthesizer. The channelization specifica-
tions for the synthesizer were extracted from the IEEE 802.15.3c which is a standard still in 
works. The proposed channels were either based on 2 GHz HRP for data intensive applica-
tions or 1 GHz and 500 MHz LRP channels for moderate and low data rate applications, re-
spectively. A flexible synthesizer architecture was proposed with the aim to support a number 
of potential frequency conversion techniques which can be adopted for a 60 GHz transceiver. 
While re-using the same back-end and by adopting flexible synthesizer front-ends, the pro-
posed architecture supported the sliding-IF topology and the direct conversion topology with 
and without a frequency tripler. An overview of synthesizer basics was also included followed 
by calculations and system level simulations of the overall system.  

In chapter 3, the impact of layout parasitics and sensitivity of measurements at mm-wave fre-
quencies and the techniques employed in this work to address them were elaborated. For mm-
wave layout there are no-rules but only guidelines. Distributed analysis at mm-wave frequencies 
is not only required due to small wavelengths but also because the interconnect parasitics be-
come of the same order as the passive structures. Therefore, a maximum tolerable interconnect 
length based on the operation frequency and the circuit application needs to be determined. 
Furthermore, the circuit floor-planning becomes important and should be done in a way to 
minimize interconnect lengths. In addition to the usual RC-extraction, EM-solvers need to be 
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utilized for critical interconnects for inductance extraction. In order to reduce substrate losses, 
cross-talk and coupling between components, shielding techniques such as meshed grounding, 
coplanar transmission lines, and guard-rings should be utilized. The second half of chapter 3 
was dedicated to mm-wave IC measurement issues such as losses, mismatches and variation in 
the equipment, cables, connectors, probe position and temperature. In general, the measure-
ment plane has to be shifted close to the DUT by performing accurate and regular calibrations. 
Furthermore, the measurement environment should be kept quiet to avoid external noise cor-
rupting the on-chip signals. To obtain stable and repeatable results, physical change in the se-
tups must be avoided and a considerable number of samples should be measured to average 
out the unwanted contributions in the measured results. 

Chapter 4 focused on the synthesizer front-end components which operate at the highest fre-
quencies in the synthesizer and are the most challenging blocks. A step wise approach was 
adopted, starting with individual component design of the prescalers and VCOs and conclud-
ing with an integrated front-end. An overview of different prescaler architectures revealed that 
static and dynamic frequency dividers are easy to design and provide wide locking range; how-
ever, they fall short of reaching close to 60 GHz. Injection locked frequency dividers, on the 
other hand, are able to operate at mm-wave frequencies but their narrow-band nature results in 
smaller locking range. Thus, circuit design techniques have been adopted to improve the latter 
characteristic. Three examples of injection locked frequency dividers were presented. The 40 
GHz divide-by-2 quadrature ILFD based on direct injection used an input power matching 
technique by utilizing interconnect inductance to cancel-out parasitic capacitance of the injec-
tion transistor. This enhanced the injection efficiency and resulted in a wide locking range. The 
60 GHz divide-by-3 ILFD on the other hand addressed the locking range issue by adopting 
harmonic enhancement through resistive feedback. The last prescaler presented for the pro-
posed synthesizer combined the divide-by-2 and divide-by-3 operations in one circuit, thus 
simplifying the overall system architecture considerably. New figure-of-merits were introduced 
for frequency dividers for a proper comparison especially between ILFDs with or without va-
ractor tuning. The introduced FOMs also incorporated the DC power consumption and input 
sensitivity, which are important performance benchmarks for ILFDs. 

The second major section of chapter 4 was dedicated to the voltage controlled oscillator. An 
overview of various VCO architectures was presented among which LC based VCOs were 
found to be suitable for 60 GHz frequency operation with reasonable tuning range and phase 
noise. Three LC-VCO circuits were presented next. The VCO for the 40 GHz front-end was a 
complementary cross-coupled structure and employed differential tuning for the capacitive 
tuning circuit. Two I-Q VCOs for the 60 GHz synthesizer front-end were presented next. The 
first was based on active coupling using transistors whereas the second was based on passive 
coupling using on-chip transformers. The transformer was measured as a separate test-
structure and provided reasonable between EM simulations and measurements. By way of 
analysis, it was found that a dual-band VCO (operating at 40 and 60 GHz) utilizing switches 
and with satisfactory FTR was very difficult to achieve. This was because either the losses of 
the switch were too high, which degraded the tank Q-factor, or the fixed capacitance added to 
the tank was too large, which decreased the tuning range. Therefore, two separate VCOs oper-
ating at the aforementioned frequencies were adopted as a way-forward for synthesizer front-
end integration. The last section of chapter 4 presented the integrated synthesizer front-ends at 
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40 and 60 GHz which was an important step towards complete system integration. The main 
challenge in combining the two front-end components was to align their operating ranges. 

In chapter 5, the synthesizer back-end components including the low frequency dividers, phase 
frequency detector, charge pump and loop filter were presented. Although working at lower 
frequencies, these components entailed challenges such as accuracy, matching and robustness. 
Two approaches for feedback division namely cascaded divide-by-2 stages and mixer based 
division were demonstrated. The former was optimized for low power consumption by reduc-
ing the transistor dimensions and moderately increasing the load resistors. The mixer based 
approach offered further reduction of power consumption; however, it required a fixed and 
accurate LO for down-converting the ILFD output to a frequency close to the reference fre-
quency of the synthesizer. The PFD, based on D-flip-flops, was constructed by custom made 
NAND gates and the dead-zone was eliminated by inserting intentional delay in the reset path. 
The charge-pump was optimized for matching between up and down currents and voltage 
drops across transistors were equalized by using dummy transistors. The second order loop 
filter was combined with the PFD and charge-pump to determine the response of the back-
end to increasing or decreasing phase and frequency difference.  

Finally in chapter 6, building on the components and sub-circuit designs of preceding chapters, 
complete synthesizers based on our proposed flexible architecture were presented. Using the 
expertise from chapter 4 of VCO, ILFD and front-end design, the integration of the complete 
40 GHz synthesizer was considerably simplified and the measured and simulated results 
matched very closely. Based on the 40 GHz components, a single-mode synthesizer for 60 
GHz sliding-IF system was presented first. It demonstrated sufficient locking range to cover 
the 60 GHz frequency band from 57 to 65 GHz. Furthermore, the measured phase noise, set-
tling time and power consumption were comparable to the state-of-the-art published synthe-
sizers. The next synthesizer replaced the divider chain in the feedback loop with a mixer oper-
ated by an external LO signal. For testing purposes, the reference frequency was fixed and the 
output of the synthesizer was set by varying the mixer LO frequency. At simulation level, this 
setup offered savings in silicon area and power consumption. However, it had a drawback of 
an extra LO frequency. Finally, a dual-mode synthesizer matching the proposed architecture 
was presented which included the 40 and 60 GHz VCOs, both connected to a single dual-
mode ILFD. In the 60 GHz direct-conversion mode, the tuning-range of the VCO was found 
to be a limiting factor and the presented design could only cover eleven out of twelve 500 MHz 
LRP channels. Combining the performance parameters of the two individual synthesizers, the 
dual-mode synthesizer provides an elegant solution for sliding-IF as well as direct-conversion 
transceivers with or without using a frequency tripler. 
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Samenvatting 

De 60GHz licentievrije frequentieband biedt mogelijkheden voor multi-gigabit-per-seconde 
draadloze communicatie en voldoet daarmee aan de toenemende vraag van data-intensieve ap-
plicaties over korte afstanden. Gedurende het laatste decennium is de realisatie van complete 
60GHz-systemen mogelijk geworden dankzij agressieve schaling van CMOS-technologiën en 
intensief onderzoek. In dit werk worden frequentiesynthesizers gepresenteerd. Zij vormen een 
essentieel subsysteem voor 60GHz-transceivers. Om een nauwkeurig functionerend systeem te 
realiseren is een top-down-methode toegepast, die systeemanalyse, ontwerp en implementatie 
van de essentiële synthesizercomponenten omvat en de uiteindelijke integratie van de synthesi-
zer. Gedurende het ontwerpproces is kennis opgedaan van circuitoplossingen, gespecialiseerde 
lay-outexpertise en meettechnieken voor mm-golffrequenties.  

Hoofdstuk 2 behandelt de systeemarchitectuur van de synthesizer. De kanaalspecificaties voor 
de synthesizer zijn afgeleid van de IEEE 802.15.3c standaard, welke nog in ontwikkeling is. De 
voorgestelde kanalen zijn gebaseerd op 2GHz HRP voor data-intensieve applicaties, of 1GHz 
en 500MHz LRP kanalen voor applicaties met respectievelijk een gemiddelde en een lage data-
snelheid. Een flexibele synthesizerarchitectuur is voorgesteld om een aantal potentiële frequen-
tieconversietechnieken voor 60GHz zenderontvangers te kunnen ondersteunen. Hetzelfde 
backend is hergebruikt in combinatie met een flexibel frontend ter demonstratie van de sliding 
IF-topologie en een direct conversion-topologie met en zonder frequency tripler. Een basisoverzicht 
van synthesizers is ook opgenomen in dit hoofdstuk, gevolgd door berekeningen en simulaties 
op systeemniveau.  

In hoofdstuk 3 is de invloed van lay-outparasieten en de meetgevoeligheid voor mm-
golffrequenties onderzocht. De gebruikte technieken om deze problemen te ondervangen zijn 
uitgewerkt. Voor lay-outs voor mm-golftoepassingen bestaan geen vaste regels, maar slechts 
richtlijnen. Gedistribueerde analyse is niet alleen noodzakelijk vanwege de korte golflengtes, 
maar ook omdat de interconnectparasieten van dezelfde grootteorde zijn als de passieve struc-
turen. Daarom dient een maximaal tolereerbare interconnectielengte bepaald te worden, geba-
seerd op de gebruikte frequentie en de toepassing. Bovendien is de floorplanning van het circuit 
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belangrijk en dient deze de lengte van de interconnecties te minimaliseren. Naast de gebruike-
lijke RC-extractie is EM-extractie noodzakelijk om voor kritische verbindingen de inductie te 
extraheren. Om substraatverliezen, overspraak en koppeling tussen componenten te voorko-
men zijn afschermtechnieken zoals meshed grounding, coplanar transmission lines en guard rings nood-
zakelijk. Het tweede deel van hoofdstuk 3 richt zich op meetproblemen voor mm-golf-IC’s, 
zoals veroorzaakt door verliezen, mismatch en variaties in de apparatuur, kabels, connectors, 
probes en temperatuur. In het algemeen dient het meetvlak dichtbij de testchip gedefinieerd te 
worden door regelmatige en nauwkeurige kalibraties. Bovendien dient de meetomgeving 
‘schoon’ te zijn om te voorkomen dat externe invloeden de signalen op de chip verstoren. Om 
stabiele en reproduceerbare resultaten te verkrijgen is het van belang om geen fysieke wijzigin-
gen in de opstelling aan te brengen. Bovendien dient een behoorlijk aantal chips gemeten te 
worden om ongewenste effecten in de meetresultaten uit te middelen. 

Hoofdstuk 4 richt zich op de componenten van het frontend van de synthesizer. Dit zijn de 
meest uitdagende componenten, aangezien ze werkzaam zijn op de hoogste frequentie die in de 
synthesizer voorkomt. Een stapsgewijze aanpak is gevolgd door eerst de individuele compo-
nenten (prescalers en VCO’s) te ontwerpen, en vervolgens het geïntegreerde frontend. Een over-
zicht van prescaler-architecturen laat zien dat statische en dynamische frequentiedelers eenvoudig 
te ontwerpen zijn en dat ze een grote locking-range bieden, maar dat 60GHz niet haalbaar is. Injec-
tion-locked frequency dividers daarentegen zijn operationeel voor mm-golffrequenties, maar hun 
smalbandigheid resulteert in een kleinere locking-range. Daarom zijn circuitontwerptechnieken 
toegepast om de locking range te verbeteren. Drie voorbeelden van injection-locked frequency dividers 
zijn gepresenteerd. Een 40GHz divide-by-2 quadrature ILFD, gebaseerd op direct injection gebruikt 
een techniek gebaseerd op input power matching door de inductie van de interconnectie te gebrui-
ken om de parasitaire capaciteit van de injection-transistor te compenseren. Dit verbetert de effi-
ciëntie en resulteert in een grotere locking range. Een 60GHz divide-by-3 ILFD vergroot de locking 
range door harmonic enhancement toe te passen met behulp van resistieve terugkoppeling. De laat-
ste prescaler combineert de divide-by-2 en divide-by-3 operaties in één circuit, waardoor de gehele 
architectuur aanzienlijk vereenvoudigd wordt. Nieuwe figure-of-merits zijn geïntroduceerd voor 
frequentiedelers om een juiste vergelijking mogelijk te maken, in het bijzonder voor ILFD’s 
met en zonder varactorregeling. De geïntroduceerde FOM’s houden ook rekening met het sta-
tische vermogensverbruik en de ingangsgevoeligheid, beide belangrijke criteria voor ILFD’s. 

Het tweede deel van hoofdstuk 4 richt zich op de voltage-controlled oscillator. Een overzicht van 
VCO-architecturen is gepresenteerd. LC-gebaseerde VCO’s blijken geschikt te zijn voor 
60GHz met een acceptabel regelbereik en een acceptabele faseruis. Drie LC-VCO circuits wer-
den vervolgens gepresenteerd. De VCO voor de 40GHz frontend is een complementary cross-
coupled structure en gebruikt een differentiële capacitieve frequentieregeling. Vervolgens zijn twee 
I-Q VCO’s voor het 60GHz synthesizer frontend gepresenteerd. De eerste is gebaseerd op 
actieve koppeling met behulp van transistoren, terwijl de tweede gebruik maakt van passieve 
koppeling door middel van op de chip geïmplementeerde transformatoren. De transformator 
werd als een zelfstandige teststructuur geëvalueerd en laat een redelijk goede overeenkomst 
zien tussen EM-simulaties en -metingen. Uit analyse blijkt dat een dual band-VCO (40 en 
60GHz) met behulp van schakelaars en met een voldoende frequency-tuning range moeilijk reali-
seerbaar is. Dit komt doordat óf de verliezen van de schakelaars te groot zijn, waardoor de Q-
factor aangetast wordt, óf de vaste capaciteit die wordt toegevoegd dusdanig groot is dat het 
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regelbereik beperkt wordt. Daarom zijn twee afzonderlijke VCO’s op de eerder genoemde fre-
quenties geïmplementeerd in het geïntegreerde frontend van de synthesizer. Het laatste deel 
van hoofdstuk 4 presenteert de geïntegreerde synthesizer frontends voor 40 en 60GHz, wat 
een belangrijke stap is richting de complete systeemintegratie. De grootste uitdaging bij het 
combineren van de twee frontendcomponenten was om een overeenstemmend frequentiebe-
reik te realiseren. 

In hoofdstuk 5 zijn de componenten van de synthesizer backend gepresenteerd: de laagfre-
quente delers, de fasefrequentiedetector, de ladingspomp en het lusfilter. Hoewel deze compo-
nenten op een lagere frequentie werken is het ontwerp uitdagend in verband met bijvoorbeeld 
de nauwkeurigheid, matching en robuustheid. Twee methodes voor feedback division zijn gede-
monstreerd, namelijk cascaded divide-by-2 stages en mixer-based division. De eerste optie is geoptima-
liseerd voor een laag vermogensverbruik door de transistordimensies te verkleinen en de belas-
tingsweerstanden iets te vergroten. De mixergebaseerde methode biedt een verdere vermo-
gensreductie, maar heeft een nauwkeurige vaste LO nodig om de ILFD uitgangsfrequentie te 
converteren naar een frequentie in de buurt van de referentiefrequentie van de synthesizer. De 
fasefrequentiedetector, gebaseerd op D-flipflops, is opgebouwd uit handmatig geconstrueerde 
NAND-poorten. De dode tijd is verwijderd door extra vertraging toe te voegen aan het reset-
pad. De ladingspomp is geoptimaliseerd voor matching tussen de verschillende stromen, en de 
spanningen over de transistoren zijn gelijk gemaakt door gebruik te maken van dummytransis-
toren. Het tweede lusfilter is gecombineerd met de fasefrequentiedetector en de ladingspomp 
om de responsie van het backend te bepalen voor toenemende en afnemende fase- en frequen-
tieverschillen.  

Tenslotte presenteert hoofdstuk 6 complete synthesizers, gebaseerd op de voorgestelde flexibe-
le architectuur en gebruikmakend van de componenten en subcircuits van de voorgaande 
hoofdstukken. Met de expertise van hoofdstuk 4 over het ontwerp van de VCO, de ILFD en 
het frontend is de integratie van de complete 40GHz synthesizer aanmerkelijk vereenvoudigd. 
De metingen en de simulatieresultaten komen zeer goed overeen. Gebaseerd op de 40GHz 
componenten is eerst een single mode-synthesizer voor een 60GHz sliding IF-systeem gepresen-
teerd. Het ontwerp demonstreert een voldoende grote locking range om de 60GHz frequentie-
band van 57 tot 65GHz af te dekken. Bovendien zijn de gemeten faseruis, insteltijd en het 
vermogensverbruik vergelijkbaar met state-of-the-art gepubliceerde synthesizers. In de volgende 
synthesizer is de divider chain vervangen door een mixer, aangestuurd door een extern LO-
signaal. Voor testdoeleinden is de referentiefrequentie vast ingesteld terwijl de LO-frequentie is 
aangepast om de uitgangsfrequentie van de synthesizer te variëren. Volgens de simulaties is dit 
systeem voordelig in chipoppervlak en vermogensverbruik. Nadelig is het feit dat een extra 
LO-frequentie noodzakelijk is. Tenslotte is een dual mode-synthesizer gepresenteerd volgens de 
eerder voorgestelde architectuur. Deze bevat de 40 en 60GHz VCO’s, welke beide zijn ver-
bonden aan één enkele dual mode-ILFD. In de 60GHz direct-conversion mode blijkt het regelbereik 
van de VCO een beperkende factor te zijn, waardoor het gepresenteerde ontwerp slechts elf 
van de twaalf 500MHz LRP kanalen afdekt. Door de prestaties van de twee individuele synthe-
sizers te combineren biedt de dual mode-synthesizer een elegante oplossing voor zenderontvan-
gers,  zowel met sliding IF als met direct conversion, en met of zonder frequency tripler. 
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